-Stmertcan.
"y^L.

Mr**C9C*

LV.

Co

tnAM-\ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,

■ntitMinunu.
of Laat Semi-Annual Dividend
COUNTV SAVINGS BANK.
HANCOCK
^
Stale Street,
Ellsworth. Maine.
CHAS. C. BURRILL. Treas.
nrrsTCS E. MOORE. Pres.
I1KPOSITS Aug. 14. 1»(W.$34s.448.17
Reserve and Undivided Profits. 28.Mi.28
MS3.MB.4S
liability for deposits, as estimated
IMS...
Examiner,
*33,146.60
M Rank
fall
on mterest the first day* of March, June. September,
Motit'V goes
of
*rst
June
and
credited
December.
and
red
Monday
'Tecla
niviu'c
sJononis can be opened, money sent and money withdrawn by mall.
Manoook County Savings Bank,
1' II particulars address
value of resources above

M

.........

..

ru!

yor

children.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Union Trust Co—Statement.
Matilda Heath—Notice of foreclosure.
In bankruptcy—'V F Hoooer A Son.
Geo A Sprague—Notice of foreclosure.
Writ of attachment.

Wanted—Storage room.
S P Stockbridge—Seed potatoes for sale.

Helen L Clark—Notice of foreclosure.
W Greely—Special notice.
C W Grindal—Spring
planting.
Floyd Market—Special sale.
Union Trust Co.
Stan wood —Photographer.
O W Taplev—Insurance.
G A
Parcher—Apothecary.
Jonh Kief—Meat market.
Manchester, Conn:
C R Burr A Co—Agent wanted.
A

Wednesday. April 21, accompanied by
Funeral services
Congregational church.
sons.

o,

Baking1 Powder

her

held at the

A^solutety

E., wife of Reuben S. Sargent,
died of heart failure at her home yester-

day.

She

in

was

her

Render^

food

dren—Frank, of this city; Mrs. Hannah
Pray, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs. Robert
Frank L.
Griffith; also two brothers
Thurber, of Cleveland, Ohio, and Winslow Thurber, of Bar Harbor.
The family
has the warmest sympathy of friends and

1908.

Pure

the

wholesome and superior in lightness and flavor.

fifty-ninth

year.
her husband she leaves three chil-

Besides

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

effect Oct.

were

Royal

Susan

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

abDrmtmrni*.

Her age was cighty-two years.
After her marriage she lived at East
Backsport for a number of years, afterward removing to Dedham. Since the
death of her husband she had made her
home with her son Herbert, living at Ellsworth fora time before going to Fairfield.
She was the mother of four children, two
of whom survive her—Charles and Herbert, of North Fairfield. Her remains
were brought to Dedham for interment

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Rata

Cant.

No. 17

1909

APRIL 28.

more

—

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.13 a
From East—11.07 a

m;
m;

4.3» and 6.08 p m.
12.06, 5.56 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

POSTOFFICE.

was

in the

city Monday

only baking powder
made from

Royal Grape

Cream of Tartar*

A

neighbors.

Going West—10.45,11.80 a m: 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

I. L. Halman
business.

The

ELLSWORTH WATER.
COMING EVENTS.

MAY BE MURDER.

Another Analysis by Director of State

on

Laboratory of Hygiene.
at Stonington
Another analysis has been made of the Italian Shooting Affray
Last Saturday.
The Thursday club will meet this week Ellsworth water
by R. D. Evans, director
The Italian colony at Stonington furwith Mrs. G. F. Newman on Park street.
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at
Milton Beckwith will deliver the Mem- Augusta. The analysis, the figures of nished another shooting affray Saturday,
Marino Gattato
orial Day address before James E. Hall which are for parts in 100,000, is as fol- which may prove fatal.
and Gionesi
Dante quarrelled over a
lows :
post, G. A. R., at Bucksport.
woman.
Dante pulled a revolver and shot
Date of collection, April 19, 1909; examinaThe schooner Melissa Trask, Capt. A.
Gattato, the bullet entering his back beW. Hutchings, sailed Monday for Stoning- tion April 21.
low the shoulder blade, and passing en-

ton to load stone

Accident and Health Insurance

Mrs.

The lowest rates for the most liberal policy in
one for time lost.
The FIDELITY a, CASUALTY CO., of Now York.

toindemifv

O. W. TAPLEY,

Agent,

ELLSWORTH.--MAINE.

CUTTMI I’roperties in Ellsworth,
wU I lUll, Sorrento. liar Harbor,

surrv, Lamoine, Hancock,
Northeast Harbor, SouthAlso other Properties on the Coast.

If,
SUf

REAL ESTATE west Harbor.
Timber Lands. Repres ntative of the National Co-operative Realty
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance society.

Company.

Maria

Appearance—Turbidity, 0;
sediment, 0;
color, 3.1.
Odor—Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
Residue on evaporation—Total. 3.4; loss on
ignition, 2.1; fixed residue, 1.3.
Ammonia—Free, .0012; in solution, .0102.

for New York.

L. Bartlett

daughter

and

Marion, who have spent the winter in
Boston, are expected home to-day.
A. F. Burnham and wife are here from
Brockton, Mass., for a few days. From
here they go to Etna for the summer.

Chlorine—0.25.

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed—.56.

Nokomis Rebekah lodge will hold its
annual roll-call next Tuesday evening,
May 4. A large attendance is desired.
The board of health now* reports eight
cases of scarlet fever in Ellsworth, confined to four houses, which are under

analysis of the sample of water from
your public supply, sent to me on the 19th
instant, shows it to be free from all evidence
of sewage pollution. This is true of both the
chemical and bacterial examinations.
Of
course at this time of year there is evidence
of
considerable
surface
wash
entering
the water.
As
this
is
in
vegetable
its origin it will be without effect on
the
water.
drinking qualities of the
In its present condition the water is in both
good and safe condition to use for drinking
or for any domestic purpose.

American house.

society will
of cooked food, aprons
and fancy articles at their vestry ThursThe ladies of the Unitarian

Investment Securities.

5'*

DUE

Bath,

U. G. Hodgkins and family left last Friday on their long journey to their new’
home in t he

West—Albany, Oregon. They

30. A
April
prize
best-looking gentlebe decided by three

evening,

will be awarded the

UPON

PRICK

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
ME.

continue the business

least, at the

for the

stand

same

on

present, at

Main street.

i

O. F., observed the
ninetieth anniversary of the order Mon-

Lejok lodge,

1. O.

day evening, by a sociable and
There was a good attendance,
Odd

Floyd Market’s Big Offer!

one

1

and their ladies enjoyed
their old-fashioned good times.

Fellows
of

|

now

leaves at

stead of 10.30, and the afternoon
instead of 3.30.

10.40 inboat at

3.55

Coffee,
16

W. A. Walker, of Castine, has
invitation of Wm. H. H.
Rice post, G. A. R., to deliver the Memorial Day address in Ellsworth. Rev.
W. F. Emery, pastor of the Methodist
Senator

accepted

CENTS.

the

church, will deliver the memorial

This coffee

good

is better than most 25-cent coffees, ami as
of higher price. Try it.

Watch for

our

Special

as

sermon

Sale

12.

Good work has
are

been shown at the

Ellsworth.

rolls,

suited here. Prices on
from 10c. double roll to

^get
S^?s

Removal

Notice!

Osgood’s Studio

is now located at No. 2 Franklin St.,

|l

Manning

Photographic

Block.

Work of All Kinds.

with
new
oc.

con-

border, very cheap.

J. A.
M

A

i

You

THOMPSON,
jrm
n

■

t

■

r

BUTTONS MADE TO GftDER.
Embroidered buttons of all kMds;
also machine-made, plain and Jhrdrimmed, from one’s own cloth. Made
at the dressmaking rooms of
f

ALICE

M.

7 and 8 MANNING BLOCK.

Old Market
I have purchased the stock and
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of
\
new ones.

is ill.

Frank Sw'ett has gone to Bar Harbor to
work.
Ora, the oldest child of Mrs. George
Murch, has scarlet fever.
George Ray, of Bartlett’s Island, called
on

relatives here

recently.

That help which helps

wife and Mrs. Anna
Conary were guests of Mrs. Sue Fray and
mother recently.

Conary

j

Yes.

JOHN

O. KIEF,
Ellsworth
>^ain Street.

being

held

Eggs.

HOOKER,

ELLSWORTH.

are time and money
OKAY GASOLINE en-

There are many kinds
but the SHARPI ES
the one I recommend.

Farm

SEED,

not to mention other things which we
have to otter the farmers at this

Implements
of all kinds.
If I haven’t what you
want. I can get it for you.

I

A

special sales of machinery
slightly damaged by water

few

in the receut fire.
—

j

I am agent for the “NEW HOME1' SEWING
MACHINE.

V.
MAIN ST.

season.

1

Make our ladies'

_

STANWOOD’S
STUDIO.
Ellsworth, Maim

For Sale at

store, giving a splendid light for exFew photographic studios are
posures.
located as this one on the ground floor of
buildings, the difficulty being to obtain
In the
sufficient and proper lighting.
Osgood studio the show-room, exposureroom,
dressing-room, dark-room and
printing-room are all on the ground floor.
the

Jane, widow of Charles Carr, formerly
of Ellsworth, died in North Fairfield
April 19. She was a native of Dedham,
daughter of the late Thomas Pinkham, and the last of a family of ten

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

The Handsomest

SODA FOUNTAIN
in
lias

Ellsworth

rest-

Burrill Nat’! Bank,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,
#in

ii ——

i——'

Sweet Pea
Seeds. 25c. collection

Burpee’s

AT Til B

Ellsw orth Greenhouse
Telephone 43.

Removal Notice!

GEORGE B. STUART, Attorney at Law
Hive* notice that he ha* removed his
Law offices from Giles block to
over
the Burrill National
Bank, Main street. Ellsworth, Maine.
Ga-2.
Telephone:
rooms

FRUIT STORE.

The choicest and freshest of fruit is
what I serve my customers.
That’s
why I have so many, and such good
customers.
_

Giles Block,

®" When widows, unmarried women, or others un11 accustomed to business, place their affairs in the
hands of a thoroughly reliable trust company like this
institution, they receive an assured income without
the risk and anxiety which would come should they
attempt to look after such affairs in person. HWe
transact all forms of banking business by mail: will
gladly explain how we can best serve YOU,
Write us about it.

Juit been Installed at

LUCHINIS

Ellsworth.

!

your headquarters
when in town.

SAFEGUARDING THE WIDOWS MITE.

PARCHER’S DRUG- STORE,

j

room

MAINE.

$2.50.

—

We give particular attention
to the business wants of
women ; also to the needs of
children, and of others with
whom business is not a daily
habit.

STREET,

For a short time will give
a cabinet frame, glass and
mat FREE with every
dozen cabinet photos at

rvi. CARTER,
(under Ells, shoe factory), Ellsworth.

Wants of Women

C. W. Grindal,
FREE!

the market,
TUBULAR is
I tleal in

on

frequently.

The Osgood photographic studio is now
new quarters on Franklin street. The building was remodeled
for its purpose. A large skylight was
put in the shed extension on the rear of

the

The

Cream Separators

PHOSPHATE,

Main Street,

help

gine has many points of superiority.
Call and let me poiut them out.

GRASS SEED,

GIVEN

to

man

indeed, they

savers.

j

REQUIRES

ELLSWORTH.

a

worth while.

An Engine on the Farm

Spring Planting

WATER

Thursday,

H&hfrtisrmrntB.

and

CLOVER

only help

himself is the

summer.

Merrill

and

of American In-

stitute of Instruction at Castine.

Irving Closson has gone to Bartlett’s |
Island, where he has employment for the

EVERYTHING IN PICTURES and
Best of MEATS, GROCERIES, FRUIT,
FRAMES at very low prices.
CANNED GOODS.

ance.

latest Styles in Wall Paper. & r.K£
bundles
last
A few

»,

Proprietor

The stage setting for the play promises to
be far ahead of anything ever shown here
in connection with an amateur perform-

MARKET,

half-price.

Now

•*-

■-

■'">

re-

well settled in its

year’s stock at
l°m,e
ainii'g from three to five

AtmcrUscmnits,
'*-•••

WATER GLASS

hearsals which

^ater Street.

other.—John Keble.

Phillips block,
at a union service in Hancock hall Sunday
evening. May 30. Memorial day will be
observed Monday, May 31.
The date for the amateur presentation of
“Young Mrs. Winlhrop”, under the auspices of the Village improvement* society,
has been set for Wednesday evening, May
For Preserving

many

=—Next Saturday.—=

FLOYD

j

service from Bar Harbor, leaving \
there at 9.20 p. rn., and connecting with j
the 10.05 train from Mt. Desert Ferry,
began last Monday. The morning boat
from Bar Harbor

When you find yourself, as I daresay
you sometimes do, overpowered as it were
oy melancholy, the best way is to go out
and do something kind to somebody or

supper.
and the i

Boat

of

Pound

One

L. Retnick

COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting

were no other bones in the vicinity.
man, the point to
to
last
Have you hay enough
Is it the 9kull of Sarah Ware, the victim
lady judges.
through? If not, I have some extra
of
the
murder
a few
of
Bucksport
mystery
The Sunday school of the Congregational
The skull was brought to fine
church will give an entertainment at the years ago?
use at the trial, and it is unEllsworth
for
PRESSED HAY,
chapel to-morrow evening. After the en_________
tertainment there will be a sale of candy derstood was left at the Hancock house,
where it remained for some time and fi13 etter than loose, and easier to handle
and May baskets.
nally disappeared. The place where the
Capt. John Kief has purchased the mar- skull was found is only a few rods from
;
ket business of H. B. Phillips, and took where ashes and waste from the hotel are
thrown.
afternoon.
He
will
yesterday
possession

APPLICATION.

ELLSWO RT M,

officers were notified, and after an
examination of the skull and place where
it was found, Coroner Simonton ordered
the interment of the skull in Woodbine
cemetery, properly marked.
The skull had evidently been lying
where it was found a long time.
There

stop for a few days in Massachusetts.
There will be a May ball at Society ball

Friday

THE RIVER.

The

will

1926.

OF

atnicmwinniui

rods from South street.

1918.

Capt. W.

SKI LL OF SARAH WARE?

Miss
MadellR
Murphy, of Taunton^’
One Found in Ellsworth Thursday
Mass., who has been the guest of Miss
May he Hers.
Paulene Foster since the King-Lawrence
Homewhut of a sensation was caused in
wedding, returned home Monday.
Ellsworth Thursday by the finding of a
A regular meeting of the Village imhuman skull near the residence of J.
provement society will l»e held next Mon- T. Giles on South street. The skull was
day at 3 p. m.at Mrs. Edward K. Hopkins'. found
by Alfred Starkey in a clump of
All members are cordially invited.
bushes a few

Maine & New Brunswick Electrical Power Co.,
5’s DUE

6.

James E. Parsons has been appointed
adjutant of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.,
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Irving Osgood.

5’s DUE 1935.

&

sale

day afternoon, May

Bangor Railway & Electric Co.,
Lewiston, Brunswick

May

a

a

The

Mr9. Carl Holmquist, of Albany, N. Y.,
with her infant daughter, is visiting her
parents, George H. Grant and wife, at the

have

association.

MOUTH

letter accompanying the analysis,
Director Evans says:
In

quarantine.

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

none.

Hardness—1.9.
Iron—.028.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus—None.

ELLSWORTH.

Thursday evening, April 29, at Congregational chapel—Entertainment and Maybasket sale by Sunday school.
Saturday, ‘May 1, at Agricultural hall,
North Ellsworth—Farmers’ institute; subject, “Orcharding.” Address by Prof. E.
F. Hitchings, entomologist of State dej
partment of agriculture.
*
Wednesday, May 12, at Hancock hall—
tirely through the body, penetrating the
“Young Mrs. Winthrop,” by a local cast,
lung.
Dante escaped to Green island, where he under auspices of Village improvement
He is now society.
was soon afterward captured.
held at Stonington to await the result of
Wednesday afternoon and evening. May
Gattato’s injuries. The wound is a seri- 26, at Baptist church, Ellsworth—Basket
ous one, and chances of recovery are remeeting of Woman’s Baptist home and
ported as slight.
foreign missionary societies of Hancock

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
MAINE.
BANGOR,
Branches at Old Town and

Macliias, Me.

--

I

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

KDITKD

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning May 2, 1909.

arontusunrua.

fllutnal Benefit Column.

Its Motto:

BY “AUNT

MADQl".

By KEY. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Life lessons from the hook of j The purposes of this column are succinctly
! stated In the title and motto—it 1s for the mutual
Isaiah.—Isa. vi, 1-9.
The book of Isaiah! The mere men- I benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
for the common good. It is f»r the comtlon of this literary masterpiece, this | Being
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Inwhich
Testament,
of
the
Old
gospel
formation and suggestion, a medium fortheln■peaks of the birth of the Messiah. ! terehange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
his
crudescribes his life and pictures
|! communications, and Its success depends largely
cifixion as if the author's words might on the support given u In this respect. Combut the name of
have been historic instead of pro- munications must be signed,
writer will not be printed except by permission
pbetic. should thrill us with reverence Communications will be subject to approval or
for his great genius as a writer, his j
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
noble consecration to God, and bring will be rejected without good reason. Address
with
©or own souls into closer touch
all communications to
Thk Amkkican,
©ur Divine Lord and Saviour.
Ellsworth. Me.
the
Isaiah was not the first of
prophets, but his writings are placed first j
UNDRR SBALBD ORDERS.
because of their superior character to
Out she she swung from her moorings.
those of all other Hebrew prophets,
\nd over the harbor bar:
He prophesied during “the reigns CzAs the moon was slowly rising
Hezekiah
*ah, Jotlinm, Ahnz and
She faded from sight afar.
kings of Judah." These were times of ] And we traced her gleaming canvas
great material prosperity in Judah,
Ry the twinkling evening star.
but great spiritual decline. In the first
None knew the port she sailed for.
chapter of his book we find the moral
Nor whither her course would be;
and spiritual corruption portrayed as
Her future course was shrouded
it.
In silence and mystery:
©nly a master of literature could do
She was mailing under “sealed orders”.
Human language could scarcely debe opened out at sea.
To
scribe the awful conditions that prevailed. At this time also Judah faced ! So souls, cut off from moorings
Go sailing into the night.
captivity in Babylon. This fact gave j
Isaiah his great opportunity for seeing I Darkness before and around them.
i
With scarce a glimmer of light;
the
to the ultimate return of Judah
salvation of all through the Messiah. | They are acting under “sealed orders”.
And sailing by faith, not sight.
the Christ, the true "servant of the
Lord."
Keeping the course of dgty
Through good and evil report,
The book of Isaiah may be divided
They shall ride the storms out safely.
Into three parts:

j

|

First.—Prophetical, chapters

The main enemy of Judah in this part

Assyria.
Second.—Historical, chapters

was

_

Philadelphia,

time ago.

of one of the largest congregations in
Yesterday and to-day we have had a nice
America, speaking of Christian En- warm rainstorm, and one could almost see
deavor in his church, says: “We have the plants grow the grass turn green and the
buds swell on the trees, and best of all, the dust
no fewer than fourteen Christian Endeavor societies.
They are doing a which has swept along w ith the fierce wind of
real practical service, meeting not only a few days before has become laid. As I have
written once before, and that several
for prayer and song, bnt for definite only
years ago, think I had better stop, else I shall
■work.
For example, one society de- wear
my welcome out before it has been acvotes itself entirely to a local mission,
corded. With best wishes to >11 the sisters.
to
another
helping drunkards, a third j
Aunt Eudora.
to orphanage work, and so on.
P. S. Must tell Kadi** how I enjoy her seThe !
lections
at
the
head
of
the
church backs the societies up, and the
column. They are
always inspiring and uplifting. "Don t f ret”
latter are doing a valuable work in —if
we could only heed it!
creating an interest in the various obI cannot write an interesting letter, but will
Jects and thus getting the church as a
Whole Interested. It Is entirely due to send in some recipes. One is for cucumber
it is early in the season, but the sispickles;
Christian Endeavor that these agenters can save it.
cies are thus taken up.
I am conCucumbeb Pickles—One cup of salt, one
vinced that our societies must work
tablespoonful alum, one gallon vinegar. Wipe
along this line if we are to keep alive. small greeu cucumbers nd drop in the vinegar.
They are hue and will keep, do not be
Mere meetings are not enough when afraid
to try them.
there is such a vnst field in which to
Puffed Eggs
Separate egg carefully so
not
to
break the yolk, beat the white to a
work."
troth, put in a greased
cup, drop the yolk on
top, add a iitt.e salt, bake until set, serve
with toast.
Work of Foreign Societies.
A pleasant Easter to all the readers
The south sea islands have some Inof Aunt
teresting Christian Endeavor societies. Madge column.
jg, 2d.
There are thirty-four in the Marshall
Thanks for your good wishes.
and Caroline islands, and one of them
meets in a church built ali of whale- All nature seems at work, stags leave their
lair—
bone and coral. In Samoa the EndeavThe bees are stirring—birds are on the
wing
And winter, slumbering in the open air.
orers Issue a manual of their own in
Wears on his smiling face a dream of
spring.
the Samoan language and have sold
This morning I did realize that spring was
6,000 copies of it. In the Loyalty Is-

j

—

here, for

a

dear little bird flew in my open

lands there are 2.000 members, who
gave $8,000 for missions last year i If
you have backache and urinary troubles
That average may well make some you should take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy to
strengthen and build up the kidneys so they
young Christians who do not live in
will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble
the Loyalty islands feel ashamed.
may develop. G. A. Parches.

door and Jit on the window; in a little while I
caught and let it go to sing its sweet songs of
cheer.
Owing to the late arrival of the mail, we did
not get The American until this morning, so
I have just read the dear letters in the M. B.
C. and I thought Aunt Hue and Mrs. Darr were
dears and darlings, too, to write us such interesting letters; only one fault—too short.
I get some nice letters from Ixjs Angeles
with now and then a few violets that my dear
friends have smelled before sending. But we
shall soon enjoy our own spring flowers that
will seem the sweeter after our long, cold
winter.
lu ail places then and in all seasons
Flowers expand their light and soul light

wings.

Teaching us ov most
How axin they are

persuasive reasons
human things.

to

Thanks to H. J. Y. for the spring tonic.
Grip has certainly been here, slighting but
Kind wishes from

few'.

April 16.
do

us

E.

bright springtime thoughts

Your
all

will

good.

i

!
Bangor, April 16. li«9.
i Dear .>/. B. Sisters:
I
don't
know
whether
!
my name will come
under the D’s or the J’s. but as Aunt Madge

|

has called all of the D's “dears”, think I will
hail from the D's. It is a pouring rainstorm
here to-day, and as 1 sit and watch the grass
as it awakens tolife again at the call of spring
1 am reminded of the resurrection and im-

mortality.

myself

only by

logs.

receiving

W. H. Small and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited at Edgar Springer’s over Sunday.

James Grant was in Bangor last week on
business and to attend the automobile
show.

Mrs. Alice Young, who has been keep-

ing

house for Nelson

has returned to her

Young

own

several

weeks,

home.

Mrs. Elmer Davis, with infant daughter,
Northeast Harbor, has bean visit
ingyher
parents for a few days. Mr. Davie was in
town Sunday, his wife and baby returning home with him.
of

April

26.

A.

Foley’s Honey and Tar is a safeguard against
serious results from spring colds, which inflame the lungs and develop into pneumonia.
Avoid counterfeits by insisting upon having
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar. which
contains no harmful drugs. G. A. Pabcher.

Mexico.

■

j justified
:
;

j

:

in

spending

her time

in

republic.
"Campbell's Guide”

May

j

j

becomes

we

doing fancy

8.

This grange

as

and must be sent to
it remains sweet only

j

I

The gap runs
plant dies
and is quickly replaced by another.
The

owner

of

pulque

a

the

farm

is

usually

wealthy, for the crop can always he relied
upon. No insects spoil it, no weather affects it and it is at once disposed of at a
good price, for cash. In the city of Mexico alone 2.500 barrels a day are consumed*
and in some months the consumption

equals

two

woman

and

quarts daily for every man*
child. Fortunately or unforthe district where good pulque
I tunately,
can be produced is limited.
A Mexican
woman kindly offered
tne a drink from
I
her big pottery pitcher. I declined, as I

heard

had

that

in

taste and smell and

it was like sour mucilage, yet the
Mexicans are very, very fond of it
We have now reached Dolores Hedalgo*
where, in his little church, the patriot
;

j

color

priest Hedalgo

cradled

liberty

and struck

first decisive blow for independence
from Spain in 1810. The bell of t hi
hurch
has become the
bell of M< xieo, and
j was carried w ithliberty
great pomp in l$»i to the
national palace in Mexico City, where the
j ringing of it by the nation’s president on
*
the

September,

the 15th of each

J (hat

is

an

bares every bead.
One more place of interest before

j ing
1

ev

it

rescu-

objective point, the City of Mexico— Qaeretaro. This place re< all- <me f
the most pathetic episodes of modern
history, for it was here the Emperor Maxiour

milian—that
;
*

man

of noble charm

t

r

and

lofty principles—was captured bv the
troops of the republic, court martialed
and

snot.

And
which

nearing our destination*
ith the kind indulgence of

now we are

city,

w

your editor, I want to tell you about
another letter.

»a

Busts Haynes DeLaittre

!

Ilolse, the Beautiful.
Boise, Idaho, April t,

we

traversed

canyon

meeting Saturday with Worthy Master ,T.
E. Gross in the chair, and a fair attendance.
The time was taken up in discuss-

with

“pulque”,

market at once,

j about forty-eight hours.
! for about six weeks, when

l'"^

:

■

ALAMOOSOOK, 109, EAST ORLAND.
Alamoosook grange
held its regular

program was presented.
been invited to meet

immediately called
interesting

plaut in
Mexico. It closely resembles the
century
is
but
not
allowed
to
plant,
bloom. The
Ilower stalk is cut off at a certain
stage 0f
deveippment, and the cavity thus formed
is soon tilled with a rich,milky-colored
|
sap.
Several times a day a native comes and
this
water”
gathers
“honey
by thrustinga
hollow tube into tbe cavity and
sucking
st the other end. The sap, yielding to tbe
1 suction,
immediately fills the tube and is
emptied into a pigskin which the Indian
;
carries on his back.
j These skins are loaded on a burro or a
1 mule cart, taken to the hacienda [farm]
andx-mptied into vats in which the liquid
ferments for twenty-four hours, when it

they happened to have and
exchange silver, gold or bills.

found the purchasing power
just one-half, and we were none the

is

into use, and we soon learn
things about this most valuable

To the Editor of The American:
I would like to tell you some thing about
richer.
a called
the city in which we live, ll
South of New
Laredo we followed !
“Boise, the Beautiful”.
the
old
San
Antonio
w
closely
hich
trail,
After travelling for many miles through
was at first an
Indian defile, then the 1 the
Boise
sage brush, it is delightful to *•
bandit-infested
i
King’s
highway, and later with its miles of cement sidewalk*, and
the line of march for the United States 1
its paved streets shaded by beautiful trees
armies entering Mexico in the war of 1S46. j
which here attain a great size. It comThe rails rest on the historic old roadway
in
pares favorably with any Eastern < ity
»t
many points, leading southwesterly the sizeand
number of its busine**
and upward.
B
and is noted for its beautiful homeAbout 5 p. m. we reached Monterey, the has
seven city electric lines and an intersecond city in the republic. Soon after
urban line to Caldwell, while another

Voted, yes. A question box was
taken part in by all members.
There
were seventeen
present, including' two
visitors from Alatnoosook grange.
The
will be held

Mexico

was

work?”

meeting

in

suggested it was an easy way to
make money, by exchanging a flO bill for
a |20, but when we began to
pay our bills

HOME. 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Home grange held its regular
meeting April 24. After business, grange
was turned over to
the lecturer.
The
topic discussed was: “Is a farmer’s wife

grange next

PARTRIDGE COVE.

pleasant

and

the

Someone

a

valley

course.

and then

a

mountain

After the canyon

a

steep

road to

Nampa

will

soon

be

completed.

Two power plants furnish electricity h-r
climb is commenced, bringing new and
lighting the homes and block*, and for
varied scenery. Here we began to see the
brilliant illumination of the streets.
flocks or herds of goats numbering hunBoise has one of the finest natal riu *
dreds, and iu some instances thousands, ! in the world.
It is built over springs of
scattered over the barren-looking wastes.
natural hot water.
This water is P;Pe<®
That night, while we slept, our train
and is used to heat many of the homes and
covered a good part of the Alkali plains,
business blocks.
There are two park*
the dust of which sifts through the winr
which furnish a means of recreation
dows of the car and covers everything, but
n0
a-on.
the people during the heated
we sleep peacefully on, and in the
**
morning city’s altitude is 2,800 feet above -ea
find that we are beginning to climb and
which gives it a most delightful im ,te*
the mountains seem nearer.
“,,a"
During the months of December * 1 d
A long wait at San Luis Potose gave us a
ary there were thirty-one sun;
fine opportunity to study the natives at
whole
Many people sleep out of doors the
close range, although we found
here, as year. The summer days art .arm, but at
later on, that “distance lends enchantnight blankets are needed for comfort.
ment” to the Mexican. The groups were
Boise has eighteen churches, eight pubvery picturesque, if dirty. The peaked hat lic and three
two
private schools, and
of straw or felt, the bronzed
faces, the gay business colleges. The state capitol is locolored blankets of the men, the wares in
cated here, as are the state penitentiary,
which fruit and drink were offered for
the soldiers’ home and the United States
sale, and the costumes of some of the betfedera
assay office. There is also a fine
ter class, “kept us looking.” The Mexiand a
a number of good hotels
building,
can proverb, “Be
looking always, for al- Carnegie library.
ways there is that which you have not
A detachment of United States eaha.y
seen,” was one we obeyed to the fullest.
^or
is located at Boise barracks on t*11'
Near the station we saw' a Mexican
Boise reservation. This section contains
horseman in most picturesque
uniform, good farming land, and has some of t 0
thoroughly armed, and learned that it was best fruit land in the
country.
an officer of the “rurales”.
You rememDora SpbiKGEBber these cavaliers were once
highwaymen
who held upstages, robbed the
*
passengers
Remember, people will work the
and made travel
through this part of the because they work from love, >»ot 8 blind
country anything but a delight. On com- doing their duty and obeying in
way.—Afis* Alulovk.
ing into power President
■

Newell Tripp went last week to Water- j ing the improvements soon to be made on
where he expects to be employed the the ball.
(
coming season.
PENOBSCOT, 240.
Mrs. C. M. Kittredge, who has been very
There was a small attendance Friday |
ill the past week of grip and pleurisy, is
No
evening, owing to bad travelling.
Y.

some

reached

interesting

no'

denomination

ville,

slightly improved.
April 26.

had

broken and

more

vegetation increases in
luxuriance
We realise that we are yet
climbing, and
although in the torrid rone, feel
discomfort from heat now on account of mi.
elevation.
A notable change in the fauna and
flor,
occurs, though the cactus, the
scrubby
chaparro and the faithful little burro
never
wholly disappear. The immense
century plants that now seem to be set out
with mathematical precision, cause
mu,),
comment. A fellow traveler reminds
us
that these arc the. famous “mague,vs”, a
species of the agave or aloe from w hich is
taken Ihe the “pulque"—a magic word
in
the

San

Harvest

next

Emery and Fred
last week to drive

them.

comes

objective point,

HARVEST

son

up river

see

>

LAMOINK.

George Smith and

often saw them after that?
We enter a rich agricultural
district a
little south of San Luis. The
country be-

_

Mrs. Maggie Crane. of Orono, recently I
visited her mother. Mrs. Ira Hagan.
Davis went

those who go to

j

---I

NOK#H

ing cavalry men, how could we feel anvi
thing but safe in Mexico, especially as

_

next week.

Madge,

about three

Antonio, Texas, was our first real
and here, coming and going. we spent three days. This city, called
East Bluehill grange held its regular
by some “a joy to travelers”, is located on
meeting Saturday evening, April 24. Ow- a
plateau along both banks of the- San Anso
illness
and
of
to
much
so
the
ing
many
tonio river. 150 miles from the Gulf of
members being away, the attendance was
Mexico. It is largest city in Texas, with a
small, there being only twenty-one mempopulation of nearly 100,000. It was
After
bers and two visitors present.
founded as a Spanish settlement in 1710 by
business the lecturer pro tem presented a
Don Domingo Ramon, and still preserves
There
was
short program.
no meeting
many Spanish characteristics.
April 17.
It was here, soon after, that the Franciscan mission of San Antonio de Valero
GOOD WILL, 376. AMHERST.
Good Will grange held its regular meet- j was established, and here, during the desing Saturday evening. April 'M, with nine- ! perate struggle for Texan independence,
teen members present and two visitors that Crockett and his brave coni|>anions,
from Mariaville grange.
Many officers ! in the defense of the Alamo, died to a
man.
The Alamo, known as .the “cradle
were absent on account of being out of
town.
Meetiugs hereafter will commence ( of Teias liberty” is located in the heart of
the city. It was purchased from the
at 8 o’clock. The program was given out
for next meeting:
Recitation, Bernice church authorities in 1S33 and is in charge
Clark; reading. Agnes Ritchie; story, Fred : of a custodian who explains to visitors the
Si la by; recitation, Beatrice Jordan; vocal i tragic story. To visit San Antonio is to
j
selection, Mabel Giles; song, Ella and j “remember the Alamo”.
A stay at this delightful city is not comJane Grover. The next regular meeting
will be May 1.
plete w ithout a visit at Hot Wells. These
sulphur baths are located just outside the
<
BAY VIEW, 267, SALISBURY COVE.
city limits, and arc reached by a pleasant
One hundred and fifty patrons were car ride of about an hour. The
hotel acpresent at the grange Wednesday even- commodations out here are of the best,
ing. The fifth and the last night in the \ and many northerners avail themselves of
literary contest was an exceptionally good j the curative properties of this water. The
one.
The Reds furnished the first half of waters come from a volcanic
geyser 2,000
the program a ad the Blues the last. Both [ feet
deep, and have a natural temperature
sides received hearty applause for their of 104
degrees. The output is about 30,000
uuij/ing efforts in arranging the programs gallons daily.
The result of the
during the contest.
j From San Antonio we took the most discore will be announced next Wednesday
red route to the City of Mexico via Lorevening. During the contest over forty edo. at w hich place our sleeping-cars were
names have been
brought in. The first transferred to the National railroad, which
and second degrees will be worked at the is a standard
gauge every mile of the way,
next meeting. Fruit, candy and peanuts with
splendid ballasting and fine equipwill be served.
ment.
Railway travel in Mexico is attended with all of the conveniences found
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
in the States.
New Century grange had good attendAt New Loredo the Mexican customs inance April 24, and a
fine program was
spectors examine baggage, alter which litMaster
Gerpresented. Worthy
Colby,
tie ceremony, the gentlemen of the party
j trude Wakefield and Nettie Houston gave ! called at the ticket office and exchanged
recitations which were much enjoyed.
their United States money for a double
Ethel Fogg gave a piano solo, while others
amount of Mexican money, turning in any
read selections on various topics and sev-

come in again
on
the J's.
E and the F’sandG’s will come

Aunt

had

eration.

EAST BLUEHILL, 252.

can

Chocolate Cake—Scant one-half cup cocoa,
one-half cup sfrveet milk, one egg, cooked in
the double boiter until thick, let cool; then
add one cup sugar, one-third cup butter, onehalf cup milk, one and one-half cups flour,
one-half teaspoon soda dissolved in the la»t
one-half cup milk, one teaspoon vanilla.

we

Twelve hours at Kansas City gave us a
tine impression of this commercial giant
of the southwest, which, with its 400,(100
people, its immense pork and beef (lacking and other great industries, has practically grown up w ithin the present gen-

j

You

that

But I anticipate. We
experiences before we

I^moine
Tuesday evening, April 20. One appliThe leccation by demit was received.
turer presented a program of songs, muThe grange is to presic and readings.
sent the drama, **Bar Haven,’* Wednesday
evening. May 5, or, if stormy, the following Friday. Ice-cream and cake will be
served after the drama.

How many things have happened within
one short year! Two dear friends and schooleral songs were sung by the grange.
mates of Aunt Madge and myself have passed
into the silent land. One whom you all knew
CUSHMAN, 371, GOULD8BORO.
and miss; the other dear friend from North |
Cushman grange held its regular meetHedgwick always talked of belonging to this
column. But, alas, she waited too long. 1 ing Wednesday evening with thirty-one
members present. Two names were voted
mis9 her so. And I long for “the touch of a
hand that has vanished and the sound of a on and accepted. One application was revoice that is still”.
ceived.
Green Mountain Pomona w-ill
I suppose some of the sisters have com- meet w ith this
A large
grange April 28.
menced to clean house, but I am waiting for
crowd is expected.
it to come warmer. 1 still think the best time
for the reunion would be in June, for there
LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
are not so many things going on then, and my
Lake view grange held its regular meetinvitation that I gave to you all to meet with
me in Bangor still holds good.
ing April 24, with a small attendance,
We had a supper at the Eastern Star a while there being sixteen
present. The memago. and among the variety of cakes I liked a j bers will
give a free concert April 28.
chocolate cake, and perhaps it may be new to
Home-made candy will be sold.
some of you, so will send it.
!
Aunt Jana,
Another

found

thi

guy.look]

weeks to

LAMOINE, 264.
grange met in regular session

Another

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion, and nervous prostration. It costs
but a trifle to try it. and the result
has been worth million* to many
suffering women.

To the Editor of The ilmwicon:
About the middle of February Howard
DeLaittre and wife and Mr. DeLaittre and

__

Paw Paw. Mich.—“ I suffered terriDiy from female ills,
including inflammation and congestion.
for several
years. My doctor
said there’ was no
hope for toe but an
ojieration. I began
taking Lydia E.
l’inkliam's Vegetable Compound, and
I can now say I ate
a well woman.”
Emma Draper.

_

xxxvl-

xxxlx. These chapters contaiu a plain Dear M. B. Friends:
I am not sure who should,be credited
and simple history of the reign of
with sending the poem, but we can all apHezekiah.
Third.—rrophetical. chapters xl-lxvi. preciate it. As I was reading it over I
In this part Babylon is the chief ene- thought of our sea captain who wrote us
about his wife at home sending him The
my of Israel.
Both part first and part third are mes- American, and of how he became intersianic In character. In part first the ested in the column. 1 hope he will see
Messiah is presented as a mighty king this and know he is renembered as is the
end ruler. "Cnto us a child is born, wife on shore.
unto us a son is given, and the governWill those w ho sent me Easter rememment shall he upon His shoulder, and
brances please accept my thanks, and beHis name shall be called Wonderful. lieve
that what would seem lack of courCounselor, the Mighty God, the Evertesy in acknowledging these kind deeds
lasting Father, the Prince of Peace" is
simply lack of time to write j.ersonal
(Isa. lx, G. a passage front part first). letters? I am still hoping to reform in
Part second presents the Christ ns a
that, as well a«« in some other things.
Buffering victim, an atoning sacrifice, a
When your nice personal letters come to
meek and lowly Redeemer. The best me it seems that I
must sit down down
Illustration of this character of part and answer them as soon as 1
have finBecond is found in Isa. liii. which ished
reading them, and I have a little
should be carefully read by every En- iaea of what wireless
telegraphy is, and
deavorer In part preparation for this in time
my thoughts may be heard in
service.
North Yakima, Cloverdale, Minneapolis,
In these prophesies of Isaiah great and wherever an M. B. abides.
d out.
moral and spiritual truths st
He denounces sin and pleads for rightThe E’s are coming to the front again,
eousness.
At the same time he speaks
and we give them a cordial welcome. The
almost like one of the evangelists in first is from Massachusetts, and Aunt
his references to Christ. His book has Eudora must certainly come again.
therefore been called “the fifth gosApril 15. 1909.
pel.” 1. Moral and political teachings. Dear M. Bt:
These pervade his book throughout.
Carae upstairs a little past six to-night
been house-cleaning in the basement) almost
He calls upon Israel to cease to do
evil and learn to do good. He declares too tired to eat: but the dear old American
that, though their sins may be as scar- aid on the table, and the M. B. column with
Aunt Sue’s. Mrs. David Darr’s and S. S. Y.’s
let, yet they may be forgiven, ne calls letters
proved such an inspiration that I made
upon the sinner to forsake his ways
up my mind to do what I know I ought to
and the unrighteous man his thoughts have done long
ago. and that is. tell the dear
and turn to God. who will abundantly sisters (dear every one of yon. though I
only
of
2.
Denunciation
know
idolatry.
pardon.
personally Naillil and Janet; and Mrs.
In the time of Ahaz gross idolatry was Darr and Mrs. Dieter through postal exhow very much I enjoy every letter
practiced. Isaiah severely denounced change;
in the column. Right here let me say I would
It and saw it overthrown in the good
like to exchange postals with every one of the
King Hezekiab's reign. But it was re- M. B. writers.
stored under Manasseh. 3. He spoke
Aunt Sue, a name in your letter carried me
«f the coming Messiah and indicated back to
my girlhood days, for in those days I
is
the great- had just a speaking acquaintance with
His true character. This
it
Howard DeLaittre and his brother Charlie.
est value of his book and what gives
It seems to me there was another one, but I've
4. Isaiah also
Its highest standing.
the name. We used to call them
forgotten
declared salvation to the gentiles. As
the “DeLaittre boys”. There was also Levi
Paul was the apostle to the gentiles.
Beckwith, and a young man named Byard.
Isaiah was their prophet.
Frequent They all used to work
at Durphy's mill on the
passages refer to their coming to Pretty Marsh side of Great pond, in Mt.
Mount Zion, and in direct language he Desert, and came across the pond to enteremphasized his prophecy. Paul quotes tainments and lodge at Beech hill and SomesIsaiah as saving (referring to chapter ville. And occasionally quite a party of us,
XI): ‘There shall be a root out of Jesse, i boys and girls, would go across the pond, and
and He shall rise to rule over the gen- call on our new and pleasant acquaintances.
What a longtime ago that was! I think I was
tiles. In Him shall the gentiles hope”
about the youngest of the group who used to
(Rom. xv, 12).
go over there, and now I am a gray-haired old
BIBLE HEADINGS.
lady, and many of the others have passed over
to
the “great beyond”.
ix.
Isa. i, 4-G; 10-18, ii. 1-3: iv, 22-24;
Have bad my three living-rooms painted
6; xi, 1-7: xxviii, 1-7. 16; xxxv, 1-12;
ami varnished, so that much of my houseXl, 1-11; ill, 1-7; liii, 1-12; lv, 1-7.
cleaning is done. Haven't done anything in
the garden yet though it is high time. The crocuses are in bloom, the hyacinths and
Dr. Ccnwell's Societies.
tulips
In an interview in the Christian En- ; are coming, and hardy phlox, iris, golden
deavor Times Dr. Hassell H. Conwell j glow, sweet rocket, gvpsophilia, hemerocaliis
and hollyhocks made their appearance some
of
the successful pastor

chose the former and became the
Mexican
rural guarda-a terror to all
evil-do*,,
They are cheered in every parade a,
nation’s best riders snd best
msrksaien
After learning this about these

spare for a “little journey” to
the Southland. After discussing various
points, all decided in favor of that country
good reason.
of mystery and antiquity, “the dwelling
place of Aztecs and of Spaniards, the
DATES.
realm of sunshine and of silver—Mexico.”
Green
of
28—Meeting
I Since our return, several friends in New
Wednesday, April
Mountain Pomona with Cushman grang*, England have written asking for an acGouldsboro.
count of our journey, the principal features
Thursday, May 6-Meeting of Hancock of the route, etc. I decided that, owing to
Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange. its extensive circulation, an article or two
in The American would save the time
South Bluehill.
given to individual letters, and answer the
HIGHLAND, 364. NORTH PENOBSCOT.
many questions as to w hat we saw.
Highland grange met Friday evening.
All are more or less familiar w ith the
in
atmembers
with
thirty-five
April 23,
chief objects to be seen en route and in the
tendance and four visitors from Halcyon old Mexican
cities, but no pen can describe
grange. Two candidates were instructed the elements that contributed most to our
in the first and second degrees. An invidelight. From the moment we crossed
tation was extended to Penobscot grange the Rio Grande we found
nothing old or
to attend the next meeting, when the
familiar; nothing we bad seen before.
third and fourth degrees will be conferred Mexican costume, colors, charms and
and a good program presented.
mannerisms were there, and are realized

Vegetable Compound

Be the passage long or short;
For the ship that carries God’s orders
Shall anchor at la«t in port.
—Selected.

i-xxxv.

pecially

Cured by Lydia E.Pinkham's

Operation Avoided.
Chicago. 111.— “I want women to
know what that wonderful medicine.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. has done for me. Two of the
best doctors in Chicago said I would
die if I did not have an operation, and
I never thought of seeing a well day
again. I had a small tumor and female
troubles so that I suffered day and
night. A friend recommended Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
and it made me a well woman.”—Mrs.
Ai.vena Sterling, 11 Langdon St.,
Chicago, 111.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
has proved to be the most successful
remedy for curing the worst forms of
female ills, including displacements,
inflammation, tibroid tumors, irregularities. periodic pains, backache, hear-

Quicksteps Through Mexico.
Aitkin, Minn., April 1,1909.

This column Is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

DOCTOR
ADVISED
OPERATION

“Helpful and Hopeful

earning money honestly by
becoming
protectors of the people, or receiving the
punishment meted out to bandits. Tk
of

iTonraponbrnff.

3lmong tlje ©rangrra.

has

Highland j

Friday evening.

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Kainbow grange met in regular session
with fifty members
present, including

j

What is a cold in the head? Nothing to
worry about if you treat it with Ely’s Cream
Balm. Neglected, the cold may grow into
catarrh, and the air-passages be so inflamed
that you have to fight for every breath. It is
true that Ely’s Cream Balm masters catarrh
promptly. But you know the old saying
about the ounce of prevention. Therefore,
use Cream Balm when the cold in the head
shows itself. All druggists, 50c., or mailed
by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

j

1

j

visitors from North Sedgwick, Brooklin, 1
Penobscot, Harborside and North Bluehill. The final degrees were conferred on
two candidates. At recess the lady officers
passed oranges. The hour being so late,
the program was omitted.

Diaz sent for
their leaders and gave them the
alternative
--G'
lug

Foley

s

Oneouta, N. Y., writes:

Orlko Laxative, and I think it is
constipation and liver

ft* {!?•, rt-n\e^\
bolej
}! trouble.
cbih

g
Orino Laxathe is best for
ren, as it is mild, pleasant
and effective, aim, i» a
splendid sprinK medicine, as it cleansf. the
system and clears the
complexion. G. / Pahcheh.

^Od

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

Allen’* Foot-Eaae, * powder. It cmM P d j0
.•
]t’s
smarting, nervou® feet and ingrowing n®!‘
dudi
stautly takeathe etlngoutof corns and
u^jfIlf
the greatest comfort discovery of the a^-' (t tg
e
7'
Foot-Ease makes light or new shoes feei
a certain cure for sweating,
DrW“tB
aching feet. Try it to-day. foki by
"'^ns.
and Shoe Woree. By mad
A Kt8Trial
Don't accept any tubtHluU.
Addreea Allen S. Olmaled, U

Keji

»•

COUNTY
additional

NEWS.

County A’«»*

«*

J. Merritt, aged twenty-flvo years,
only
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin K. Merritt.
He was a young tnan of sterling
qualities,
a favorite of
everyono, and his death is a
great loss not only to his parents but to
the community. Funeral services at the

WEST TREMONT.
the

high
Otis Ingalls and Jamea
house Sunday were attended by a
in this bay.
large
jine fishermen
with number of friends. The flowers were
Norwood
Sunday
spent
Zulma
Miss
I Uautiful and profuse, being sent from
Clark.
tirace and Marguerite
Bangor, Bar Harbor and ElDworth.
is loading his schooner
r apt. Elias Rich
lor
Center
| Mrs. Dudley Sargent is visiting Mrs.
Roekport.
staves at
Bert Young.
to Deer island
ha«
Heed
gone
Herbert
James A. Hill and wife were in Bar
Edward Marshall.
with
Capt.
fishing
Harbor Saturday.
has
been
who
at
Kaymond Robbins,
School commenced Monday w ith Leroy
with Ernest Murphy,
peer Isle scalloping
C. Arnold as teacher.
Rich

are

j
j

is home.

K. Bunker, of Bar Harbor, spent the
with his parents.
Oscar K. Stevens and w ife, of Bar Harbor, spent a few days of last week at their
E.

Jennie Walls, of Real Cove, spent
Saturday and Runday with her cousin,
jjiss Muriel Lunt.
Mrs. Lena Robbins, w ho has been sufferteeth the past week, is
ing with ulcerated
ts caring for
latter. Mrs. Elzada Rich
Miss

week-end

cottage here.

April

26.

L.
BLUEHILL FALLS.

her.
Arthur Bain visited his family Monday
and Tuesday of last week. They are livD. Dow and
ing with Mrs. Bain’s parents,
wife.

Charles D. Thurston, who has been quite
ill of grip, is much better. HU mother,
Mrs. Solomon Thurston, visited him Wed-

Mr. Colomy is ill of grip.
Cecil Gray spent Sunday with his par-

|

ents.

|

cellar.

Mr. Chatto has his house set

on

the

new

Mrs. Judith Hutchins spent Sunday
i with Mrs. Lyncklare.
nesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Briggs left for Fall River,
N. A. Heed and wife with their three !
Mass.,
20, after a stay of ten weeks
youngest children, Helen, Bessie and j here. April
Marian, are visiting their daughters. Mrs.
Mrs. B. A. Wood has returned from
Ashbury Lopausaud Mrs. Arthur Rumill.

Bluehili, where she has been for two
Fourteen ladies of this place met at the
weeks.
church and gave it a good cleaning WedB. A. Gray has his hot beds started but
nesday afternoon, in readiness for the new j
pastor, but an old friend. Rev. A. B. ! Saturday night ice as thick as window
glass was found near them.
Carter.

j

Provan waa here last week
household goods to-be sent
charge at East Plttston. Rev.

Kev. F. L.
packing his
to his
A.

new

B. Carter enters upon his

here

Sunday, May

new

duties

2.

The steamer Catherine made her last
trip here Friday, much to the disapjwinlment of a good many people. All hope to
see another in place soon, and there is
much talk to that effect.
Thelma.
April 28.

ISLESFORD.
Main has returned from a busitrip to Rockland and Bangor.

Amos
ness

A number of Odd Fellows of this place
attended the memorial service at Northeast Harbor Sunday afternoon.
A pretty wedding took place Saturday
evening, April 24, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. Loiront Sparling, when their
only child, Clarence H., married Miss
Lenora Ethel Johnson, of Pretty Marsh.
About twenty-five relatives and immediate friends

witnessed

the

ceremony.

At

Mrs. Jasper Myers played the
wedding march and the bridal couple took
their places, unattended, in the parlor,
where Rev. C. B. Holies, of Bar Harbor. performed the ceremony. The bride
was
becomingly attired in a princess
She wore no
gown of white muslin.
jewels, but carried a bridal bouquet of
carnations.
A reception followed
the
ceremony and refreshments were served.
As each guest departed the bride served
the wedding cake, daintily wrapped and
tied with w hite ribbon.
Mr. Spurling is
one of Islesford’s popular and energetic
young men. He has a beautiful new home,
nearly completed, which will soon be
ready for their occupancy. Miss Johnson
''o’clock

is

The schooner Pilgrim sailed Wednesday. The schooner E. S. W ilson arrived
Saturday aud is loading lumber for Ston-

iugton.
The new steamer Booth bay made her
first trip Saturday. Mr. Cane spent Sunday with his wife and returned tc- the boat

Monday.
April 26.

Mrs. Clara Cole is ill of the grip and
tonsilitis in Boston.
Adalbert Matvey is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Grace Gott, in Stoniugton.

Wednesday.

Mass.,

are

home.

Schooner Edward Trevoy, of Boston,
took on a cargo of rooting gravel here last
week, and sailed Saturday for Boston.

Wellington Redman,fwhile speeding

his

power boat, the Mae R., Tuesday, struck a
rock and broke the shaft. The boat, drifting helplessly before the wind, rapidly
began to fill.
Fortunately the accident
was seen and another
power boat went to
the r itue and towed the
rapidly sinking
boat to a place of.safety.
26.
Xbnophon.
April
PENOBSCOT.
Miss Nina Varnum returned to her
school at Buckaport this morning, after

having

beeu

count of

at

illness.

home

four

weeks

on

ac-

clumps

scattered

widely

There
owner

pine.

nobscot near Millinocket. The men were
about thirty-eight years of age.
Their
canoe was upset by a cake ot ice.

spots previously cleared of grass or
turf, and then press them into soil with
the foot.
Successful planting of wild seedlings is
often done by transplanting liitle trees
growing in thick bunches or in the shade
where they can never mature.
The most
successful planting is done with trees—two
or three years old
—bought from nursery
men and set out five or six feet
apart each
way. This should be done in the early

spring

before the

growth

starts.

Rev. W. F. Berry, who recently resigned
head ot Kent’s .hill academy, has been
appointed secretary of the Civic league of j
Maine, to succeed Rev. H. N. Pringle, of
Waterville. Mr. Pringle will remain with
the

Chest-

rapidly.

requires

that

the

forests

time is

planted,

at

hand

to considered

when

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.M
Philo Hay Spec. Ca, Newark, N. J.

j

9

Hay’s Harftna Soap cane Ptnpie^

A son was born to Lewis Kidder and
wife Friday, April 23.
Mrs. Sarah Joy, who has been quite ill,
is much improved in health.

red, rough and chapped hands, and all ■fcln din*
easee.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. dnunrista.
Bead 2c for free beok “The Cam of the SUa.”

A. S. Rolfe, who has spent the winter
with his son George at Winter Harbor, is

A Reliable

Remedy

Enoch Newman and wife will go this
Sullivan, where they are to have
charge of Dunbar’s boarding-house for the
week to
season.

Schools here commenced this morning,
with Miss| Josie Urann, of Sullivan,
teacher in the grammar. Miss Lula Nutter, of Steuben, in the primary, and Miss
Bertha Moore in tne lower district.!
Jev.
April 23.

the

as

crops. When this practice becomes more
universal and people learn more clearly

CATARRH
wHIHimil

f.rtiir: Bnl
Eiy'squirk''.
aU«:'>rb*'d

IS

Ro;:?f

Gives

Guptill.

crops to be
thinned and harvested like other

are

capacity.

Mrs. Srrah Robinson, of Dyer’s bay,
is in town4caring for her niece, Mrs. Jane

time.
Those who have studied the matter say
rf

another

home.

less

even

No matter how long it ha. been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dandraff. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
in SI-00 as 50c. sise. to Nat a Dye.
Stand Me. bottles, at drnggtota
or faded.

GOULDSBOKO.

The advance in prices of lumber and
the extensive box and cooperage mills
throughout the northeast have made sad
inroads on our timberlands. Not,only is
the old growth timber largely gone, but
lumbermen even find a profit in trees that
are scarcely six inches in diameter.
The
time is past when trees can be allowed to
grow to immense size. It is figured that
pine yields the great returns for the money
invested between the ages of forty and
Chestnuts

league in

Work has commenced in Hutchings' mill
for the summer.

should be kept in moist sand over
winter and planted in the spring. They

aisty^vears.

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to ltsNatoral
Color and Beauty.

as

nuts

grow

Health

Arthur Knowles and E. E. Decker, lumbermen, both of Lagrange, were drowned
on Friday in the east branch of the Pe-

early

cones

in

wood-lot
owner
recently
me several
miles back into the
hills in order to point out three magnificent pines which have been standing
probably for more than 250 years. One
could never mistake them from others of a
later generation.
Before the advent of the portable sawmill, it was unprofitable to cut and haul
logs any great distance to market. The
trees w'ere felled,
rolled together, and
burned wben new lands were cleared.
“Log rolling” days are still pleasant
memories to New England’s oldest inhabiThose were the days of the large farms
with great herds of cattle and many oxen.
Sheep roamed the hills in far greater numbers than they ever do to-day. Immense
areas were required for
pasturage, and extensive fields supplied the hay and grain
for the winter feed. Ox pastures are not
known to-day, yet they were common in

the

fall before they open, drying them
out, and scattering the seeds during
the winter or early spring. It is better
still to drop the seeds, a few together,
in the

A

tants.

by gathering

success

the

over

are
many ways by which an
may seed up his waste land with
Some people have met with fair

It ole uses, soothes,
heals ai d protect*
the diseased mem.
brone r^suktu" from'
Catarrh aud drives
away a Cod in the
Head .]«!,.;.Ir: u HAU
rn|rD
stores vho Seizes of flrt 1
I LVln
TisteatrlS..
r-.ilui.T
rh., fttDrugcistH or t>v mail. Ia 11 ;u: 1 form, 75 ceuts
lily lip the-' V. v.’urrea Straot, New TorV

the value of

growing timber, there will
of acres of unproductive
land in every state, a constant eyesore to
the people, and yeilding no returns to
not be thousands

When—

The
The
The
The
The

Then— It’s
That

Stomach is Sick
Liver Sluggish
Bowels Clogged
Blood Impure
Skin Sallow

Time

to

Take

time-tested

grand, old,

remedy

—

BEECH AMS PILLS
In boxes with full directions, 10c. and 25c.

...

C. J. Hall, of Houlton, is at J. J.

Mrs.

Somes’.

birch

and

Rhubarb, 1b

Fred Gray, formerly of Seal Harbor, has

George

leased tne farm of

A.

Somes,

and

moved his family into the Wasgatt
house on the Oak hill road.
has

recently purchased.
April 26

Red Wing.

NORTH ORLAND.

James

Gibbons

found

a

grasshopper April 14.
Miss Lida Gray, of Bangor,
her father, A. H. Gray.

very

lively

is

visiting

Trundy, formerly of this place, was
last week. He
on friends here
went to Boston Thursday for the summer.
Ben

calling

School in district No. 7, taught by Miss
Gertrude Marks, commenced Monday.
Miss Marks boards with Mrs. Jessie Billings.
B.
__

SEAL COVE.

occasional

mature

trees

to

supply

the

seeds, the abandoned fields alone are providing for our future commercial timber.
A southern New' Hampshire lumberman
recently stated that if he had left a few

sturdy pines

for 9eed trees

lots be has lumbered

during

on

the wood-

the last thir-

ty years, the present value of the young
growth would be worth more than all the
timber he has cut during his lifetime.
There are thousands of acres of land,

Coflee—per ft
.16®.25
Rlo,
35
Mocha,
36
Java,
Tea—per ft—
.46®.66
Japan,
.30® 66
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
Granulate 1,
6@06
Tellow, C
06«u6tf
Powdered,
oagk
Molasses—per gal
.33
Havana,

But fires
be.

to

is
are

scrubby
not

the

and
menace

worthless.

they used

Farmers are learning the value of
pine growth and the starting

of fires to clear the land is not common.
Fires 9et along railroads and by careless
boys are now the most serious ones.
With increased safety to forest growth,

planting

b3eomes

more

and

more a

desir-

Every acre of land
should be producing something of value
to its owners is the general opinion of

able

investment.

every landowner in this era of progress.
The planting of white pine is often the
only means of getting an income from
some lands.
All the vacant land and pastures cannot seed themselves and the cost
of

planting

them

will

soon

be

paid

for

by

the increased value of the land.

But many people say: “It will nevtu* do
any good. 1 will never live long

me

erough

to realize

anything

from my labor

pk

For

2o

Lame

25 §35

Rice, per ft
.ot®oVinegar, gal
20§25
.05
wheat,
.2Oatmeal, per lb
,0s
Buckwheat, pkg
.t
Graham,
.0Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02*,
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
65®.;
1.
Kerosene,

Roasts,

1

;

15 §18
15 .is

lU(S'i
15 §25
Ida 3
12 6

i" §. > 5

Lamb

12 §25

Limb,
each

Halibut.
Smelts, tb

oa

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt

06
Scallops, qt
12§18 Oysters, qc
15 Flouuuers, doz

•*

40

51
30

Flour, Grain and Food.
65
Oats, bu
6 50 47 50 Shorts—bag— 1 f0@ l 55
1 55 Mix. feed, bag 16 <jg I 65
Corn,loo lb bag
Corn meal,bag
155 Middlings,bagl 50 jl 75
Cracked corn,
1 £5

Flour—per bbl—

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 6u
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 7G pounds.
The standard weight of & bushel of potatoes
In good order an-1 fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of & bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 6t
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 62,
bounds; of carrots, KngHsli turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32

pounds,

Back

Cracked

.60
Porto Rico.
Meats and Provision*.
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
15430
Steak,
Chop,
10 ]25
Roasts,
Ham, per ft
U8§i0
Corned,
Shoulder,
18
Bacon.
Tongues,
Veal:
Salt
23 §23
Steak,
Lard,

Tongues,
growing pine, which are now' producing, nothing better than gray birch Cod,
and maple.
Haddock,

remaining

qt

Dandelion grs,
Fruit.
25 450 Lemons doz
I5§I8
Groceries.

once

young

Miss Grace Ware has gone to East
Orland to visit her sister, Mrs. Isaac Dorr.
Friends of Coleman Gray are glad to
know that he is getting out again, after
suffering a severe attack of the shingles.

26.

type becomes known as sprout
growth, and is of little .value to mankind.
White pine, deprived of its right to the
cut-over lands is, however, the predominating tree of the abandoned fields. The
owners no longer cut down the
young
pines, but encourage their growth. In a
suitable soil, with sufficient light and with

Often fires have been allow’ed to burn
over the ground until the only growth

Mitchell is moving his household
goods to Dedham.

12

maple, with their light seeds, usually
Oranges, doz
takes possession of the cut-over land
Cranberries,
This

Miss Law son, of Boston, is spending a
few days at her cottage here.
Mrs. J. A. Lethiecq and daughter, of

April

Worthless

occupy the land.

MT. DESERT.

Alvab

Miss Caroline Jordan, of Sargentville,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Erastus Candage and
John S. Wells Sunday.

or

region.
guided

returns.

days gone by.
the owners.
To-day, farming has moved westward,
The United States forest service at
and large farms in the hills have been reWashington furnishes free of charge pamPRETTY MARSH.
duced or abandoned entirely. It is true, phlets and other information on the
The Easter concert at the school house, of course, that men have learned to
culti- methods of planting desirable spscies,
Sunday afternoon, under tue supervision vate small areas often as profitably as and where the seeds and young plants may
be obtained, together with range of prices.
of C. W. Moffette, was well attended and their fathers did
larger tracts of land.
j
very interesting. Thanks are extended to Every industrious farmer went over bis
KELSWOK1H MAKrivTS.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Dr. R. L. Grindle and pastures each
year and removed every
the juvenile singers from Soraesville for chance
pine that «|iad seeded from some
The
quotations below give the range o'
\ their kind assistance.
Following was the adjacent tree. Now every wise farmer
retail prices in Ellsworth.
program: Voluntary, Mr. Moffette; open- leaves the young pines to grow.
Country Produce.
] ing chorus, choir; prayer, Rev. Mr. JenIt may not be very strange to know,
Butter.
j kins; solo, Mrs. Curtis Young; chorus, then, that to-day tbere are more acres Creamery per lb.35 §40
choir; recitation, Josephine Gray; trio, actually growing trees than there were
Dairy.. 25J33
Mrs. Young, Mrs. Rumill, Mr. Moffette; fifty or sixty years ago. There is not e*««.
Freeh laid, per doz.20@ 22
remarks, Mr. Jenkins; chorus, juvenile more timber, of course, for much of the
choir; recitation, Mrs. Hodgdon; duet, valuable forests have been removed within Poultry.
Chickens.23 a.<0
Mrs. Rumill, Mr. Moffette; song, choir; the last
fifty years. Such land is now
Fowl.2C@23
recitation, Adell Carter; duet, Misses covered with a poor quality of hardwoods. Hay.
I Pray; solo, Edna Rumill; trio, Edna The valuable forests to-day are the old * Best loose, per ton.
Baled.,..1$@20
liutnill, Albert Smith, Herbert Keniston; fields and pastures which have grown up
*traw.
recitation, Adelaide Smallidge; solo. Miss to pine.
Loose
8®)!
Ada Brown; duet, Catherine and Eleanor
Baled.
Everyone knows that broadleaf trees,
If
|Fernald; chorus, choir; recitation, Velma such as birch, maple and oak, usually
Vegetables.
i Gray; remarks. Dr. Grinale; duet, Ramona take the place of pine when it is cut.
20§2> Onion®, lb
05
Potatoes,pk
lb
02 Parsnips, lb
C'arter
and
Edna Rumill; recitation, These pines do not sprout, as a
05
rule, and Turnips,
B
U3 Carrots, th
02
Beatrice Hanna; solo, Mr. Jenkins; chorus, when a pine forest ha9 been cut over j L' eta,
10 Cabbage, lb
ttuce, head
0
25 Squash, lb
Spinach, pk
w ithout leaving any trees for
choir; benedictiou.
02>*
seed, there Tomatoes,
lb
12 Celery, bunch
liig.25
is no chance for young pines to again
G.
05 Cucumbers, each
Radishes, unch
12
April 26.

Miss Violet Norw'ood, who has been a
faithful servant in the family of A. C.
! Fernald the past six years, has gone to live
and Wednesday.
w ith her brother
William, on the Thorn
Schooner Puritan, lumber loaded, and
which the Thorns have
bound to Mtonington, harbored in the place at Oak hill,
Abel Staples and wife, who have passed
the winter with their sons in Brockton,

trees

the

Mrs. Georgia Hall visited Arthur Sargent and wife at West Brooklin, Tuesday

cove

Successful Kfforts to Start -Young
Growth on Waste Lands.
The writer of a popular tree book once
stated that the white pine of our northeastern states was destined to disappear
except for ornamental purpose*. There
are many reasons
to believe that that
time will never come, yet the nature and
habits of the tree and the short-sightedness of the people make the statement
more than a mere suspicion.
Not a great many years''ago, within the
white pine region there were magnificent
stands of old-growth pine.
Every old inhabitant to-day will tell you how they
stood on his father's farm when he was a
boy, their clear, straight trunks and
gnarled fiat tops high above everything
else. Many an old house back in the
country has floor boards and cupboard
doors that are more than three feet wide
which were made from such trees.
These old monarchs of the northern
forests are gone now, except for isolated

iltmutiSfUI'K**;

KJTTKRY TO CARIBOU.
The three-masted schooner Rebecca W.
Huddell, ot Boston, was wreck on Libby
island, Machlasport, last Thursday. She
was loaded with shingles and laths, bound
from St. John, N. B., for Norwalk, Conn.

Crumbs.

very attractive capable young lady,
and has, through her quiet manner and
the week-end with her pasweet disposition, won the esteem of her I Brewer, spent
rents, Lyman H. Somes and wife.
friends, all of whom wish the young
Quite a number from here attended the
couple a long and prosperous life.
concert given by the children of Pretty
S.
April 26.
Marsh on Sunday afternoon, and some of
NORTH BROOK UN.
the children from here sang and recited.
a

lesa to say that one does not have to invest
his earnings in copper or other (doubtful
stock from which he may never see any

T1IK WIIITK PINK.

son

<•«'" pay'

or even measure as ur

aching back is instantly relieved by an
application of Sloan’s Liniment.
This liniment takes the place of massage and
It penetrates—
is better than sticky plasters.
An

rubbing—through the skin and muscular tissue right to the bone, quickens the blood,
relieves congestion, and gives permanent as
without

(well

temporary relief.

Sloan’s

Liniment

agreement.

Hindu Proverbs.
Father Tignoqs, a missionary from India
who is trying to recover his health in
France, has sent the translation of several
Hindu proverbs which will be found interesting. He has prepared the following:
The habit of the cradle will last to the

received of the serious and expense.” Experience of hundreds grave.
There will be a meeting of Penobscot >
The plant that could not be bent when
illness of Thomas Norwood, who is in the has shown that this is a grave mistake.
it was a twig, will not bend when it is a
Chapter, O. E. S., at Masonid hall, Satur-1 Marine
One does not have to wait until his
Mr.
Norat
Portland.
branch.
hospital
day evening, May 1. A full attendance is wood’s friends
planted lanes have grown merchantable
A stone will wear away by the continual
hope for his recovery.
earnestly desired.
timber. Everywhere people are seeking to creeping of ants over it.
Mrs. E. L. McLean, of Augusta, who has
To
acquire science in later years is like
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell been spending a few weeks with her invest their money in young timber, and dyeing
a dirty cioth
are willing to pay good prices for it.
occupied the pulpit at the Methodist
they
There
is no man who knows everything;
home
mother, Mrs. Powers, returned
church, Sunday afternoon, in the absence
Many farmers are planting all their j there is none who knows nothing.
Tuesday.
of the
vacant and worthless land with pine and ;
Anybody will say: I have no memory;
newly-appointed j»astor, Rev. E.
Mrs. Sophronia Harper, who has spent
nobody wilt say: I have no sense.
A. Carter, who has not yet arrived owchestnut, and are buying similar.land of
None is ruined by telling the truth; no
her daughter,
other people for the same purpose. Where j one
ing to illness in his family at East the winter in Boston with
prospers by telling lies.
arrived home Friday.
Alice
Mrs.
Koppel,
The flood which has passed the dam will
Machias. Jt is expected, however, that he
the expense of the operation is
ten or
her
mother,
not
come
Mrs.
back; even if you try.
accompanied
Koppel
will be here and preach Sunday, May 2.
twelve dollars per acre, in a few years the !
Do not put your foot in ,the river with
and will remain for a short visit.
land will be worth forty or fifty dollars. out
Mrs. Jennie Brtdgas, superintendent of
knowing its depth.
£>•
April 26.
Such investments easily bring five to seven
Even when a wound is healed a scar will [
schools, announces that all the schools in
rema
in.
per cent interest to the owner on his money
town began Monday, April 28, with the
SUNSET.
If a
invested. It is little realized that growing own neighbor’s roof catches fire, one’s
teachars:
North
Penobscot,
is in danger.
following
Ansel Stanley has been visiting A. T. trees on the
rough New England hillsides
When the cattle is on one shore the opGrace Stover; Wilson, Rachel Cole; Bay,
Small and wife.
can with a little care be made to accumuposite looks green; when it is on the opNella Bridges; Cove, Ethel Stover; Herrick,
shore the other looks green.
Capt. Arthur Power* has gone away late a cord of wood per acre annually. posite
Annie Conner; Leach, Una Grey; PerA slip of the tongue is worse than a slip
Such is the case, however, and it is need- of the
kins, Zelma Hutchins; Dunbar, Gladys yachting.
foot.
Do not believe all| you hear; do not say
Winfield Eaton has moved his furniture
Far u ham,
Lessa
Redman;
Young;
People past middle life usually have some all you believe.
to Rockland.
kidney or bladder disorder that saps the
Devereux, Lila White.
which is naturally lower in old age.
Woodlockk.
April 28.
Caleb Paris has bought the homestead of vitality, Kidney Remedy
corrects urinary
Foley’s
If you haven't the time to exercise
troubles, stimulates the kidneys, and restores
W. W. Eaton.
regularly,
strength and vigor. It cures uric acid trou- Doan's Regulets will prevent constipation.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Elnora Paris has been visiting her bles by strengthening the kidneys so they
They indues a mild, easy, healthful action of
will
the
strain
out
uric
acid
that
in
settles
the
The copamanity was saddened Friday mother, Mrs. H. W. Knowlton.
muscles and joints, causing rheumatism. G. the bowels wtthout griping. Ask your drug8.
A. Parchbr.
•^•ning, April 28, by the death of William
April 24.
gist for them. 26c .-Advt.

has'

equal

no

as

a

pain
or

stiffness

or

in

for

remedy

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

Word has been

__

as

or

any

the muscles

joints.

^

Price 25c., 50c., and $1.00*

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass., U- S. A.
Sloan’s book

on

horses, cattle, sheep and poultry sent free.

KINEO

RANGES
will

satisfy

critical.

the most

They

are

quick

bakers and

con-

sume

but

fuel.

little

They are, in fact, the
most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN,

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
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A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

The government has given its approval
for the construction of the causeway to
Bar island at Bar Harbor.

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED
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death of Job Goss, at StonIn the
ington, Maine lost its oldest Mason. He
was a member of Marine lodge, of Deer
recent

AT
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The marriage of Miss Grace Coolidge,
daughter of Mr. Justice and Mrs. A. W.
King, and Glenn Allan Lawrence, of Boston, took place last Wednesday evening,
April 21, at the First Congregational
The
church, Ellsworth, at 8 o’clock.
ceremony was performed by Rev. R. B.
Mathews, the pastor of the church, the
ring service being used. The bride was
given away by her father.
The floral decorations at the church
cinsisted of evergreens entirely covering
the pulpit, and potted plants. For half

most concern, and as there is
no way of estimating it to a certainty, the
debate over the various amendments may

the leaders

HATCHERY.

hatchery, at
something like
this year. The

be

fish

an

prolonged.

hour before the ceremony,

as

in
last
week, guests of B. S. Jellison and wife.
Whitcomb, Haynes St Co. returned the
sawing of long lumber to-day after a shutdown of two weeks on account of the
H. B. Ellis, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

KINO-LAWRENCE.

Tariff Talk-Business Activity will
Follow Passage of Bill.
Washington, D. C. April 28 (special)—
Now that the Senate debate is fairly along,
there is prospect that the tariff bill may get
to the conference committee by the first of
June or perhaps earlier.
However, there
are to be some very sharp conflicts over
several features, particularly the income
tax and the maximum and minimum provision. The question of revenue is giving

FALLS.

ELLSWORTH

WEDDING BELLS.

WASHINGTON LETTER.

GOSSIP.

the

guests

1

Wednesday

town

high

Thursday

and

was

of

water.

Mrs. Harriet Hastings returned home
for several
on Thursday after visitiug
weeks in Boston with her daughter, Mrs.
Frank Morgan.
N. C. Ayer and wife, who have been
at Kineo siuce last fall, came Monday lor
W. H.
a visit with Mrs. Ayer’s parents,
Brown and wife.

were assembling, selections were played on
The utmost pressure is being brought to
The meeting of the ladies’ sewing
the organ by Lindley H. Varney, organist
business concerns for the speedy
by
circle will be held Thursday afternoon of
young
Bar Harbor.
of
Saviour’s
of
St.
church,
Buslnesscommuulcatlons should be addressed warm fall and the cold spring have been passage of the bill in some form, so that I
Promptly at 8 o’clock, to the strains of this week with Mrs. J. D. Prigmofe. The
to. and all checks and money orders made pay.
results from the the future can be anticipated and planned
able to The Hancock County Publishing very favorable and the
Mendelssohn’s wedding march, the bridal annual election of officers comes at this
been better for and work resumed. The railroads and
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.
same number of eggs have
and all members are earnestly
party entered the church, the bride meeting,
than usual. The fish are hardy and lively. all industrial interests are extremely hopethe arm of her father. The brides- requested to attend.
upon
|
of
The
This week’s edition
There are more trout than salmon, with ful. and manufacturers expect a large de- maids were Misses Lou M. Lawrence, sisDavid A. Foster was home from the
;
v"'
Distri- mand for all products at once.
a few rainbow trout and togue.
American is 2,400 copies.
ter of the groom, Mary E. Holmes, Pau- University of Maine, spending the day
There are no large stocks of any combutions will begin next month, the comlene Foster and Louise Reynolds, a cousin ! Saturday at Camp KUis, Branch pond,
2,528 mission car being due at Green Lake modity in the country, and with the usual of the bride, of Cambridge, Mass. The with Arthur Foster and George E. Gray.
Average for the year of 190S,
good crops, the fall business should be maid of honor was Miss
for its first trip May 10.
Margaret King, a ; They succeeded in landing two salmon,
tremendous. The government receipts
sister of the bride; the train-bearer little the larger weighing nine and one-half
WEDNESDAY APRIL 28, 1909
In one of the ponds at the hatchery continue to increase, and the deficit will
Anna Cushman, of Bangor. The best man pounds.
there have been held since last fall some probably be diminished rather than inwas F. P. Emery, of Boston.
The lino roofing on the church belfry is
six or creased to the eud of the fiscal year.
from
four
to
P.
Andrew
salmon,
fifteen
Hnvey,
large
Representative
The ushers were Robert P. King, a
was the inand
in
It
The
most
favorable
being resoldered this week in the hope of
seven
been
weight.
significant
sight
has
of Sullivan,
pounds
appointed by
brother of the bride, Lloyd Lawrence, a
the leak by w hich the building
Gov, Fertiald the democratic member tention to send these to the exposition at for the future is the confidence found in , brother of the groom, Carl Kilburn, of stopping
has suffered for several years. The paintbut it is now getting all circles toward the President and bis
of the Sturgis commission to succeed Spokane, Wash.,
of
Portland, and Frank D. Bennett,
ing of the church was commenced on
so late that the shipment of these large
administration. Mr. Taft is pledged to Boston.
Alfred H. Lang, of Skowhegan, whose
Tuesday, and is being done by the pastor,
fish in warm weather would probably continue the so-called Roosevelt policies, i;
Mr. Havey was the
After the ceremony the party retired
term expired.
prove fatal to them and orders have been but at the same time his methods will from the church, the recessional being Mr. Prigmore, and volunteer help.
author of the bill passed at the last received to release them in Green lake.
Mrs. Mary Meader died here on Sunday
differ largely from those of his predecessor the
salaries
and
wedding march from Wagner’s Lohenthe
session providing that
They will be put in the lake this week. If there are those who ought to be punafternoon, at the home of her son, Ira
I £rin.
expenses of the deputy enforcement
Maddocks, aged seventy-six years. Mrs.
ished, he will go about it in his calm, disThe bride’s gown was of white satin
A twenty-eight foot gasolene launch has
commissioners shall be paid by tte
passionate, judicial way, aud not injure niessaline with duchesse lace trimmings. Meader had been very low for some time,
the
for
been
the
and
work
not
where
by
government
purchased
and
her death was not unexpected. Mrs.
by
they
county
the innocent or unnecessarily disturb the She wore a veil fastened with lilies of
I
Meader was twice married; her first husthe State. The other two new mem- hatchery at Green Lake, and is expected industrial andffinancial world.
and
carried
a
of
the
!
valley,
bouquet
delivered about the middle of next
band was David Maddocks, her second
Hundreds of millions of capital are ready :
bers of the commission just appointed to be
bride roses. The maid of honor wore old
month. The steamer Senator, which has
Abraham Meader. She leaves five childfor the investments that will take place
are Henry W. Oakes, of Auburn, and
rose Rajah silk, and carried a ball of white
been in service at the Green Lake station under
ren by
the first husband—Hollis Madthe new conditions. The stock sweet
-George M. Pboeoix, of Alfred.
peas, suspended from the wrist.
! many years, will probably be condemned. market has reflected this
of New Mexico; Oliver Maddocks,
feeling, and
The bridesmaids wore white muslin docks,
She has been a useful and serviceable boat.
S
of West Virginia; Mrs. Lewis Moore, of
there is the most optimistic sentiment on
with girdles of old rose, and carried halls
Duty of a Representative.
I No one will miss her more than Capt.
Mrs. M. W. Tucker and Ira Madevery hand.
of pink sweet peas.
The train-bearer Bangor;
!
and
his
faithful
first
Mrs.
Franklin
Frederick
of
an
address
Col.
Hale,
pilot,
by
J
((From
Of course, a normal resumption of wore white muslin with sash of old
docks, both of this place. Funeral serpink, vices were
Portland, before M'unjoy club, Apr. 21,190i».)
Franklin.
means the death-blow to the
held at the house Tuesday
business
and carried a ball of pink sweet peas.
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. J. D. Prigmore
Wednesday evening Col. Frederick Hale !
Ned, the faithful old horse which has hopes of the democrats in the congresA reception at the home of the bride's
was at
spoke before the Munjoy club [Portland] done duty at the government fish hatch- sional elections of next year. The repub- parents followed, where the newly-mar- officiating. Interment
Juniper
and made a notable speech in defense of ery at Green Lake ever since its establish- 1 licans will compromise their differences,
ried couple, assisted by relatives, received. cemetery.
the political party organiza ions, his re- j ment, has been retired on full rations and while it will be impossible to unite the Refreshments were served
|
by Misses
marks having special reference of course pasture leave until the end of his days, jI democratic factions. Naturally, certain
LAKEWOOD.
Muriel G. Davis, Annie Louise Lord, Susie
to those of the republican party, but still Ned is over twenty-fou^ years old. For i democratic leaders and papers are making
Jordan, Louise W. Eppes, Victorine and
Mrs. Mahitable Garland is in poor
to be applied to all political organizations. the
past week or two be has been sick, and their usual year-ahead claims, but that Marion Wyman and Bernice Giles. Mrs. health.
He called attention to the fact that in ! it became apparent that he would never | his no influence on the result. The
Henry M. Hall poured coffee, and Mrs. N.
Goldie Moore, of Ellsworth, is working
Maine the political organizations are ; again be fit for work. The matter was re- people are going to support Mr. Taft
C. King and Miss Madelle Murphy, of for Mrs. James
1
Garland.
his
and
recognized by the laws of the State*
to
the
at
administration,
throughout
give
Washington
department
ported
Taunton, Mass., cut ice-cream.
Col. Hale then passed to a consideration in the
Mrs. Charles Garland, Lakewood’s oldregular course, and according to him a republican Congress to help him | Among those from out of town were
of another subject, and his words were
est resident, is in very poor health.
press dispatch dated at Washington Mon- carry out his plans.
Edward M. Lawrence and wife, of Lubec,
listened to with the closest possible atten- day, the order putting Ned on the retired
There will be most important legislaj
of the groom; Warren Pope and
Ralph Garland, who has been at home
parents
tion, and have since been much discussed list was issued that day.
tion enacted at the regular long session
Mr. Justice for some time past, left last week to seek
wife, of East Macbias;
and approvingly commented on. He said: j
next winter and spring, which the people a
Cornish, of Augusta; Henry W Cushman employment.
A new departure for #fcc Green Lake will endorse in the elections of next year.
“Now I want to say a few words about au- j
and wife, Percival, Louise and Anna CushB. J. Franklin, who has been in Lakeother subject; that is what I conceive to be hatchery is the hatching of smelts. This
The fact of the matter is that the demoman, of Bangor; Mrs. G. P. Dutton, oj wood for several weeks, has returned to
the duty of a representative of the people, [ is
being done for experimental purposes. cratic party is thoroughly ineapable of Hancock Point.
the Green lake hatchery.
whether in the city government, the legisla- Unlike the trout and
salmon, which are taking advantage of circumstances. It
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence left on the late
ture or the national Congress. The original
Arthur Btuder, of Ellsworth, has been
hatched in troughs, the smelt eggs are has had the alliance of certain muck-raktrain. They will spend a week at Poland
ideal of such a representative was a man who
here with Edward Hopkins’ gasoline enhatched in deep jars with round bottoms, ing journals, but the efforts of these pubshould represent the ideas and views of his
whence they go to Boston, where
Springs,
gine, cutting wood for several of the
constituents, but a man who should act and | the water being kept in motion by a cen- lications to smirch the vice-president and they will be “at home” after June 1 at
farmers.
vote on his own convictions. At the present j 1tral tube which discharges water near speaker and certain senators and reprecourt. Box bury.
Wellington
time it has become popular to call such a rep- the bottom of the jar.
The smelt eggs and sentatives has fallen flat, and only acted
Ivory Frailer and wife, of Bayaide, are
resentative a servant of the people. The feel- fish do not require as much attention ag as a boomerang.
visiting here. Mr. Frasier ia a Lakewood
j
Birds
on
the
Farm.
ing has grown up that he should do what his the trout and salmon, from which all dead
The American people like fair play, and
boy, and he enjoys visiting the scenes of
constituents want regardless of his own con- 1
Among the farmer's best friends are his childhood.
eggs and crippled fish have to be removed. are going to know both sides of a question
victions. 1 do not believe that this change
the birds that visit his fields and orThe dead smelt eggs rise to the top of the before they condemn men who have been
Mr. Lyman, of Bar Harbor, who has for
is a change in the right direction.
chards. The good that they do is not
“I do not believe that a representative jars and are carried off with the waste j in public life for nearly a generation.
often appreciated.
We are certain to no- the past two weeks been here trapping
while
the
as
smelts
rise
I
hatch
water,
they
should be the mere servant of the people. I
tice the loss of a crop through insect pests; with Norris Moore, has returned to his
:
the surface and are carried into large
believe that he should be thoroughly accessi- to
Washington was captured last week by (
but when the crop is good,- it seldom oc- home in Bar Harbor.
ble to his constituents, and that he should jglass tanks or aquariums. The hatching about 5,000 Daughters of the American i
Charles and Linwood Garland have recurs to us to think that it might have
conscientiously look out for the needs of in- <of smelts is done in many hatcheries else- Revolution, and tor a few days the politics |
j
been lost but for the good offices of turned from an extensive trapping trip on
dividual constituents whenever consistent j
where, and the fish distributed for plant- of this body of assertive and pugnaciously
Union river. Since the early part of the
friends or favorable conditions.
with his ideas of duty. These constituents
ing, but this i9 the first year the hatching j patriotic women overshadowed the tariff \
have wants or rights on which they are enInsect enemies are almost always pres- trapping season they have been busy and
of smelts has been undertaken at the | bill and even the White House Bill. No j
titled to be heard, and it is through their
ent in sufficient numbers to do consider- have made a One catch of muskrat and
j Green Lake 9tatidn.
blood was spilt, however, and the prorepresentatives in tne city government or at
able damage if they are not kept in check mink.
ended
The
ceedings
very
peacefully.
Augusta or at Washington that they get j
their enemies. One of the best regThe roads are in a bad condition owing
An
in
a
matter
various
sessions
were
much
like
interesting
To
this
extent
the
political by
recognition.
discovery
representa- |
ulators of insect life is the birds. In the to the time of the
tive is the servant of his constituents; he which for years has. puzzled savant3 of conventions, and showed what apt pupils
year and the frequent
winter
months
the
trees are thoroughly rains. No
should make it his business to see that they fish culture of this country and the old our ‘'daughters” have become.
farming as yet has been done,
searched by chickadees, which pick op but some are
get this recognition.
world, was recently made at the Green
planning for early crops
“Nor do I mean to say that he should disre- Lake fish
When the census bill becomes a law, insect eggs and tear open cocoons and while others intend to increase the acreage
hatchery.
gard the organization of the body in which j
For years the question of how eels and the adequate appropriation is made, nests. These birds eat seeds as well, and planted this year.
he is serving. For party purposes he may J
breed has been a topic of frequent lively plans will be perfected for the work of can be attracted to the place by being
j
have to give in to that. But whatever action |
fed hayseed, suet and other dainty bits.
GREEN LAKE.
he takes he should not take it (or the simple j discussion, many thrones and some broad next year. Director North will soon after |
Various members of the
woodpecker
guesses by fish culturists. One theory have his force completed, and with his |
reason that he thinks it will make him votes
The
are to be seen during the winter.
Sunday special brought seventy-five
at home. I believe he should take office be- ! widely accepted was that eels deposit wide experience will no doubt give us family
They are especially fond of wood-boring people to the lake, but the weather being
cause his constituents trust him and trust his
j their spawn in deep water and that the better results than ever before.
grubs, ants, cocoons of various insects, so cold, few fishermen ventured forth.
judgment in all matters that come up or on young eels then find their way to fresh
which he shall vote.
The two or three million baseball fans and eat insect eggs whenever they are to be
water where they are frequently found in
Ice left the lake April 20, and tne follow(
•‘I do believe that iu choosing a representaj small streams of quick water. Another 1 throughout the country will be interested found. When we consider the number of ing fish were caught up to Monday. The
■tive the people should choose a man who will !
theory was that they laid large eggs like a ( in knowing that both th^ President and these small creatures required for the water is cold, and the fish w ill not rise to
represent the interests of his constituents, (
vice president were attentive spectators at ! meal of a bird, and the power
these the surface.
Oliver Higgins, 3 trout; M.
and because his interests are the interests of snake, and still another was that they
the game in Washington last week, ami have of reproducing themselves if left uuMoran. 2 trout; M. Quinn, 3 salmon;
his constituents, and because in representing brought forth their young alive.
j
The reason for so much difference of ! in the most democratic fashion shared a destroyed, we can get some idea of the Edgar Emery, 1 salmon; Dan Mason, 1
their interests he will be representing his
He should be closely ia touch with his opinion was that no one, so far as known, bag of i**auuts while discussing the play*. ! benefit derived from this winter work.
salmon, 8 pounds; W. L. Morse, salmon,
people and should be thoroughly familiar had ever found spawn in an eel. Tbisirtj
Although there is a presidential box at i In spring and summer the blackbirds 8 pounds; E Merrill, 1 trout, 4 3-4 pounds;
witn them and their methods before he is what has now been
discovered at the j the Washington grounds, Mr. Taft pre- I often do very great service eating the cat- A. Robinson, 1 pickerel, 4 pounds; J. p.
elected.
Green Lake hatchery. An eel taken from fcrretl to sit in one of the boxes of the i erpillars Irom field crops, especially near Webster, 1 trout, 4 1-4
pounds; Mrs. H. E.
-Being 1“ close touch with his constituents
the bodies of water where these birds
0'ie of
the ponds at the hatchery was grand-stand. Vice-President Sherman is
Lord, 1 trout, 2 3-4 pounds; W. E.Whiting,
in most things he will do as they want him;
1 seen aMhe
make their homes. Most hawks and owls
and
Mr.
Messrs.
Taft
and
of
game
1
opened
by
frequently,
4
Drummey
Moore,
Ellsworth, trout,
pounds; Mrs. J. T.
when, however, a matter comes up where his
has announced that he will attend as often are of distinct value to the farmer, particMcDonald, of Ellsworth, 1 salmon, 2
convictions lead him to take a different view the hatchery force, arid spawn was found, j
ularly the larger species. They live chiefly pounds; John P.
from that of his constituents he should act This seta at rest the theory that eels lay an 1 as possible.
Eldridge and W. H.
on mice, rabbits and gophers, with a few(hi .‘:is convictions and should be encouraged
egg like *. snake, or that they give birth'
Titus, of Ellsworth, 3 salmon, 6, G and 2
birds for a relish. Great harm is
o so.
small
If he does this so often that it is to young, but does not
American
deterInstitute
at
and
1
Castine.
definitely
pounds,
trout, 11-2 pounds.
evident that he has grown away from the mine the
One of the most interesting and practi- 1 often done by the indiscriminate killing
question of where they spawn.
people he need not be returned to office. But
of the Green Lake hatchery, cal sessions of the coming meeting of the of these birds. Our farmers should do all
Supt.
Race,
A genius would be all right if bis folks
live up to his convictions he must, if he is to
is inclined to the opinion that the eels America^ Institute to beheld at Castine in their power to encourage and cultivate
didn’t expect so much of him.
be a ‘man and do a man’s work’.
birds.
the
in
fresh
water
near
where
will
be
spawn
the
session
6,
on
streams,
July 7, 8,
indus“No man can be a credit to his constituency
the small eels, from one and one-half to trial education. The speakers at this
or can wield ^ny permanent strength in a
Catarrh Cannot be < ureri
two
inches
in
CHURCH NOTES.
are
so
session
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
or
will
be
else
who
is
not
who
governing body
length,
are
anywhere
frequently
persons
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
true to himself and what he believes to be
found. He does not think it reasonable | actually acheiving practical results in the
Mood or constitutional disease, and in order
baptist.
right. The man who constantly keeps his oar that eels so small could travel milts from i line of industrial
to cure it you must take internal remedies.
education, and they •
Ret. P. A. A. Eiltam, pastor.
to the ground and who wants to do this or
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
deep salt water to the streams. From the are expected to tell what the* are doing.
Sunday, May 2
that, because he thinks the people want this stage of
Morning service at acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
development of the spawn found
Speakers already engaged are Prin. 10.30. Sermon
or that, will have to take
by pastor. Sunday sctaoo medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
many humiliating in the eel last
Mr. Race thinks the Henry S. Weaver, of the Practical Arts
week,
changes of position, for the ideas of the peoat 11.45.
Christian Endeavor meeting at best physicians in this country for years, and
time is the lai ? fall.
i» a tegular
prescription. It is composed of
| high school, Boston, who will handle the ; 7. Evening service at 7.30.
ple shift constantly, and they care very little spawning
the best tonics known, combined with the
A specimen of the spawn has been sent domestic arts and sciences; Prin. Charles
for the man who shifts with them.
best blood
acting directlv on the
Prayer
meeting
at
Friday evening
7.30.
purifiers,
“The strong man takes what he thinks to to the department at Washington, where T. Woodbury, of the Fitchburg
mucous surfaces.
The perfect combination
(Mass.)
of the two ingredients is what produces such
OONORBOATIONAL.
be the right position and waits for the people
it will undoubtedly attract large attention high school, where an interesting
experiwouderfuPresults in curing Catarrh.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
to shift to him and they will shift if he is
from experts in fish culture.
ment in the co-operation of the high school
Hend for testimonials free.
j
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
right. Nothing is more certain than the fact
Sunday, May' 2
Morning service at
and the machine shop is being worked
Hold by all Druggist. 75c.
that the will of the people and the judgment
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
out; Supt. George H. Whitcher, of Berlin, i
of the people in the long run is right, but
service at 7.30.
The week of May 3 at Keith’s will be i N. H., where the manual training idea has
you can’t get the sober judgment of the
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
JFor Salt.
people until the noise has died away, and woe notable for two of the biggest productions been worked out entirely within and
CHION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH PALIS.
in vaudeville. The first is “The
to him who is misled by the noise.”
Top o’ throughout the regular high school, !
POTATOES
6 bushels of Knowles
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
th’ World” dancers, and the collie ballet and Miss Mary 8. Snow, formerly superbig cropper-long, white potato. Raised
in “Kriss Kringle’s Dream”-a beautiful intendent of schools in Bangor and now
Sunday, May 2
Morning service at tu nushels from 10 pounds' planting. Price #2
Talk on Orcharding.
p» bushel. Also 6 bushels of 8urnri«e
of the Pratt institute,
All in this vicinity who are interested ) dancing and singing spectacle.
Brooklyn. N. V., 10.30. Suuday school at 11.45. Evening toes seed from Gerard Aroostook. Price pota#1.50
The second big feature will be in the who will speak on “The Adjustment of service at 7.
per bushel^ 8. P. BrocaBRiDGE, Ellsworth.
in orcharding are urged to bear in mind
the
dramatic
School
Prayer
at
line.
to
Manual
meeting
7.
and
Friday
It is called “The Van
Vocational
evening
the meeting next Saturday,
May 1, at

Green

Lake

there

are

fish

2.500,000
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j

picnic

lunch will

be served at the

the ladies of the North Ellsworth farmers’
club furnishing coffee.
No

th
—

longer talk about
good man ought

’-. a

At

a <«. us

-lureft u«.

Dyck’

and will be

presented by Harrison
capable company. It is a
classic, probably the most pretentious literary work ever presented in
vaudeville. The adaptation is by Cosmo
Gordon Lennox, from the French original
of Eugene Fournier
Perinque.
hall,

Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth, at
which Prof. E. F. Hitchings, entomologist of the State agricultural department,
will speak.
There will be two sessions, one in the
forenoon and one in the afternoon. A

the kind of a man
to be, bat be such.

Hunter and

one-act

a

Training*”
It is expected

assurance

of

SEED

—

Co Itt.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
that

a

speaker

on

the ag-

ricultural side will be announced later.
Jnlins E. Warren, agent of the Massachusetts state board of education, will be in
charge of the rural schools section, which
is

—

an

eminently progressive,

The vaudeville features of the bill will vital and practical program in that secbe of the same high
order, including Mel- tion.
ville and Higgins in their humorous
If we w'ouid get the very best oat of
sketch; Will H. Fox; Carroll Johnson;
O’Brien Havel and company; Monie Mine, | life, let as learn to inventcgy our blessings
each night before
we
sleep.—1). S.
Newhold and Carroll and others.
Machey, XX D.
_

|
i

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday. May 2
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by paBtor. Subject:
“Is
there Really any Truth in the Existence
of God?” Sunday Bchool at 11.45. Junior
league at 3.
Regular evening lecture at
7.30.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
—
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OooGiwa, Ellsworth.
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Open Uce gold wetchT with
im Rfinder leme

amkeicaw office snd be rewarded?

^

Doing the work of the present hour is "\MTOMAN
always noble.
mV.

fttlp i&antrti.
for general

housework. Wash*
Apply ,o

SiyBUS.

KU.worth'TiT'k'^

BOOM to
hold furniture. Address, j,
Anglican.

STORAGE

?r°S"*'
T««

cmr.
r'°>

around SO To look after our~I^TTT~
in lb la county. Write to
”?«
formation
Permanent.
C. R. Beau
Nursery men. Manchester. Conn.
Lo**

MAN

S.,T*r„ln'

special ^Xotirts.

NOTICE.”'"

SPECIAL
To Owners of Lott in Woodbine
Cemtttry
sere Ices of John B. Dean, a
coma...
man, have been secured lor
grading and caring for lota. All
desire to base their roll built,graded or
for will please call on or communicate ?n2
the subscriber for apeciBcsiions and
termt
A. H. Gbeviv
^°- 5 Main
street.

THE

bnfiS’t?”1
owner..??'

____

—

NOTICE.

HEREBY forbid all persons
harborine
trusting my wile. Josephine E.
on my account aa I shall pav no more „t
bills alter tbladate.
CHaaLas A. Bhn.it?”
Bucks,port. Maine. April U.jvmi.

I

Hern.?/

Ar.::ts.
STATIC OF MAINK.
To the Sheriff* Of our
AwnsowcoaotN
r#,
rpecti e counties, or either oj their demitt#.
—

ll. S.]

<iRKKTlXQ.

X\Tb
comm*M, y°° to attach the goods and
estate of ho gar Bronk and Henrietta
¥¥
F. Bronk. both of West Falmouth, in ,h2
ot
Barnstable, and state

county
of Masta
chusetts. to the value of three thousand
hundred dollars; and summon the said d#
fendants (If they may be found in your nr#
cinct) to appear before our Justice of our
preme Judicial court, neat to be held at Ells
worth, within and for oar said countv of Has
cock, on the second Tuesday of October a d
1909. then and there In our said court to
answer unto Garner and Co
a corporation
duly established by law, and having its office
and regular place of business in New York,
county of New York, and state of New York
In a plea of laud, wherein the plaintiff demends against the said defendants the possession of a certain tot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon bounded aud
described
All that certain lot or paras follows, vis.:
cel ot land, situated suid lying near >wan »
Island, tn Casco bay passage, so called vi»
being the island called ORONO. snd marked
N". on the piau of C. 8. Abbott, snd being
one of the islands conveyed by Charles s
Abbott to Jacob 8. Reed, by deed dated June
iO. a. d ISM. and recorded in Hsncnak county
registry of deeds, book US. page u. to which
reference is hereby made for s more particular description; said island being afterwards
conveyed by the heirs of »aid J*con 8. Keed
to Garret; cough 11a. r.y deed duly recorded in
•aid Hancock county registry, in book
page «, aud aft-rwards conveyed by Garrett
Coughlin to J. Dunlop Smith aud recorded at
page 487. in book *81, of said registry, and
thereaiter c- uvtved ny J. Dunlop Smith to
*fce hmpt e Granite to
as rtcorded a; pan
4*8, I« book Ml. of said Hancocs county registry; men s terwards conveyed by said Empire Granite • o to eegar Bronk and J Dunlop Muitti. •* recorded in book ail. at page
wud at the date of ibia mortgage being entirely InveateJ in Edgar Bronk. he baving
purchased the one-half Interest of J. Dunlop
Smith, aa appears by the conveyance to
him from said Smith, recorded August iv im.
in book at, at page 108, of the Hancock county registry of deeds.
Whereupon the plaintiff says that it vm
lawfully seised of the demanded premises,
with the appurtenances la iu demesne o of
fee eimple within tweut/ years last passed,
and ought now to be in quiet possession
thereof, but the said defendant hath siuce
unjustly entered and holds the plaintiff out
to the damage of said
plaintiff (as it says the
sum of three thousand five hundred dollars,
which shall then and there be made to appear
with other due damages. Aud have you there
lots wrtt with your doings therein
Wi:near. Albert R. 8avage. Esquire Justice
of our <ourt at Auburn- the iwtmy-drsi day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred ai d nine.
F. X. Bklleaw, Clerk.
STATE OF MAINE.
ss :
AMDBoacoooiK
Supreme Judicial
Caurt
Garner A Co.

sn*

—

vs.

Edgar Bronk et al.
At tbe supreme judicial court, begun and
held at Auburn, wiinin and for said count; of
Androscoggin, ou the third Tuesday of April,
a. d. 1908.
Cpou the foregoing the court order, that the
plaintiff cause the said Ldfar Brouk and
Henrietta F. Bronk to be notified of ibe pendency of this salt, by publishing three weeks
successively In the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, an abstract of the writ and
declaration and this order of court thereon,
the last publication to be thirty days at least
before the term of said court, to be holder, at
Ellsworth, aforesaid, on tne second Tuesday
of October, a. d. 1908, that they may then and
there in said court appear and show cause, if
any they bnve, why judgment should not
be rendered against land, and against them,
and a writ of possession issne accordingly.
Lccilics A. Fwkry.
Chief Justice Pre*: ling
A true copy of the writ and Older of court
tlieicon.
A;t««i: —Johm F. Kxowltoji,
Clerk 3. J. Court.
notice or rottecxoflti’KL.
A. Morse, Lillian Mc?v
Rse,
Wiubeig snd Lucy A.
Sprague, ail of KockUnd, in the count) of
Knox aud But* of Maine: Lottie Meservey
and Judsun Hunson. both of Portland. Ms.nv:
of Peak • Island. Maine. at-d
ague* Tre etht-i
Eugene Stinson, of block Island. K. de
Island, by th< it uioilgmgt deed dated January
4. HrfH, recorded Hancock regUtri of deeds,
vol. tb\. page 407. conveyed to Sarah J. M- rse
and F F*. Morse both or Bwan's Island. Hatcock county
Muine-, the following described
pioperty. viz.:
A icruin id or psreel of laud situated od
Swan's Island, in saiJ county oi Haucocx aud
bounded as follow*, viz:
Com me tiling at
Thomas J Colour y northeast oori-er st a stake
and stones and running south
west lorty
rods to a s ake and stones; ihruce ^ W «•
eight rods to a birch tree; thence N. w* W.
ve ghteer- tods to a stake and stones: thence
W. tr irty four rod* to a stake *ud
2»*.
stones: thence S. 86J E. twenty-three rods to
a stake and stine»; thence S. 73VJ L- fort)'
six rods to a spruce tree on the shore; thence
B. 47^ W. eight roda to ihe first mentioned
bounds containing eight acres more or less.
A so an undivided one-fourth of a lot of
land situated on aatd bwnn's Island and
bounded ss follows: t otnmeucing at a spruce
r-’-e at »he head of Seal Cove; thence N. T31-.'
W. by feme and wall forty-six rods; theme
N. 8t W. twenty-six and one-fourth rods _by
fence aud rail; thence S. 71*9° W. thirty-hve
rods to * sp it rock; thence N. 58*9° W. seventeen rods to two spruce trees by the fence;
th> uce N. 43^ W. fe rods to the snore; thence
ess erly around the shore to Seal Cove Head;
theme southerly around tbe shore to the
mentioned bound and containing one bun*
drei acres more or less.
And wuereas the said mortgage has i>eeu ***■
r*e
signed to me by the said Sarah J.
F. F. Morse, b> assignment dated the Hth <»av
of April, A. D. law*, recorded Hancock registry, book 4&8, page 338* and wrnerea* the condition of aaid mortgage has been broktu;
now therefore, the uuderaigutd owuer of
mortgage. Hereby claims a foreclosure of taw
mortgage by reason of the breach thereof
Oko. A. BMu
Viola
\\THEREAS,
Inez

■

NOTICK OP

frOKKCLOMJKK
Augustus W, Clark. of Elis*
couuty of Hancock. btais
Maine, by bis mortgage dted dated the-»tn
day of November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deed*. votowe
152. page 186. conveyed to the Hancock County
Savings Bank, having its place of business at
•aid Ellsworth, a certain lot or parcel of i*nu
with the buildings thereon situated st Eli**
worth aforesaid, and bounded and descrioe
as follows, to wit;
Beginuiiig ou the norin
side ot Park street's! a stake; thence norm i»
degrees 40 minutes west, 123 feet to !»»“ w
John L. Moore; thence north 65 degrees
minues east. lOO^feet to Spring street; thence
on west line of Spring street south 11
40 minutes east, 127 feet to Park street; thence
following the north line of Park street soutn
66 degrees 90 minutes west l«Mu feet to P**c
of beginning, containing^? square rods.
or less, and whereas the Hancock County »»*.
ings bank by their deed of assignment date
the 4th day of June, 1881, and recorded iu •»»
to we.
registry, volume 224, page 14, assigned
Helen L. Clark, of said Ellsworth, said wort
s»‘
gage deed, and whereas the condition o.
mortgage has been broken and still
•o, now, therefore, I, the said Helen L. tier*,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage*
this notice for the purpose of forecio*
ng the same.
Hblbn L. Cla***
Dated Ellsworth, Me., April 26.1W9-

\irHEREAJj
▼
worth,
v

“*£5*1*

five

Subscribe

for

l’lie

An»eric*»

HANCOCK

S. J.

FINALLY

COURT

MT.
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ISLAND?

Attractive Hammer Resorts
the .South Shore.

ADJOURNED

FOR TERM SATURDAY.

years; all agree on that, but present indications are that 1909 will be the beat in
years. Already the bookings of cottages
and hotels at all points on the island indi-

Along

cate this.

[From the I<ewtAt-on Journal.]

With its rough, rocky shores of reddish
hue, its mountains, lakes and woods and
picturesque drives, the island of Mt.
TRIALS DURINO TERM.
Desert is the ideal place upon which to
spend a summer vacation.
Far and near
THE COURT.
the lame of the island has been
spread,
C. Cobnish. AuJustice—Lsslie
but not in the way it should have gone
presiding
abroad.
Bar
to
the
Ellsworth.
Harbor,
average
fn«k-J'iK'- F- Kxc.wlton,C. Conabv. BuckB- or woman who has never been on man
the
Coun»- Attorney—Wiley
island, constitutes the entire available
O. HiLsnv. Ellsworth.
outing place there. This is wrong. Bar
Winter Harbor.
H (I. SNALLIDOB,
Harbor, w hile the greatest summer resort
Ellsworth:
Bbann.
D.
a
Eco BN
in Maine and one of the greatest in the
Ward W.
Harbor:
Bar
K„ ,„bi>«on.
in point of wealth which sumW. Crobbv, Am- country
CSCIL
Bluehill:
encoTt,
mers there,
is but an incident to Mt.
Winter Harbor,
Smallidoe.
11.
u
^
Desert, and there are a number of places
Small. Portland.
stenographer—R- D. Biutith,
Ellaworth. on Mt. Desert equally a9 desirable for an
Milton
Messenger
outing as Bar Harbor.
for the term
Had a present-day vacationist been
court dually adjourned
The term was marked able to plan out the details of the creaSaturday at noon.
lhe’ small number of jury trials. tion of this island he could not have decivil cases were tried, and in signed a more favorable place in which to
Poly two
a verdict w as ordered, and no
forget all care and to recuperate after the
„ne o! these
were submitted to the jury.
fatiguing labors of the winter'* social seacriminal raaea
number ol caaca son in the large cities.
\n unusually large
Because Bar Harbor is the largest and
off the docket, among them
b,ve coin
which have been carried on best known of all the many places on the
many ca-es
The whole number island it is, as suggested, frequently dethe docket for yeara.
cided by those unacquainted with the
came off the docket was
olciws which
that it is the entire island. To it
151. There were seventy-two judgments facts,
ten divorces and sixty-nine must be added the towns of Tremont,
or verdicts,
There were 140 Southwest Harbor and Mt. Desert. Each
entries ol neither party.
of these has a number of summer colonies
new entries.
w hich include
people of great wealth from
IMPORTANT LAND CASE,
all parts of the country, and in them the
term
were
ocof
the
Th?closing days
is fully as exclusive as at Bar Harland case, the land society
cupied by an important
bor or as at any of the great social centres
116 acrea of desirable
in dispute being
of the country.
on Mt. Desshore property at Great Head,
On this island is
Northeast Harbor*
valued at many thousand
ert island, and
“Were it not for Bar Harbor,” said a man
dollars.
who knows the island as a book, “NorthThe parties to the suit were Henry B. east would be the
big summer resort of
M. Kendlg, plainMouges and Josephine
Maine.”
liBs, and Harry O. Clay and Effingham B.
In this he is unquestionably right. In
Morris, trustees. The plaintiff, were repmany respects the place is better situated
resented by Deaay & Lyn.m, of Bar Har- than is the
big resort. Already it has a
bor, and K. B. Mears, of Philadelphia, and clientele of the best
people of the country.
the defendants by Hale A Hamlin, of For
years they have been coming there.
Ellsworth, and Frank P. Prichard, of For
years they will continue to come.
Philadelphia.
But that isn’t all. Around the point, so
Plaintiffs claimed title by a chain of deeds to
speak, from Northeast, is another place
running back to 1844, and by adverse pos-' where
you find millionaires hobnobbing
session. Defendants claimed by a chain
together on the hotel veranda, or playing
cl deeds back to the de Uregoire grant
golf and tennis on the links, and making
and through the Bingham estate to the afternoon calls
at one another’s cottage;
preseut.
where you can find the smartest things in
Alter tbe evidence was all in, the court
women’s gowns and the most beautiful
ordered a verdict for the plaintiffs. The
ladiea of which the country boasts.
That
case will go to the law court on exceptions.
is Beal Harbor.
DIVORCES DECREED.
To one who is looking for the rough and
The following divorces were decreed the rugged of nature, who likes steep sea

At the present time there are in Bar
Harbor 260 cottages. Of these threefourths are used exclusively as summer
residences, while the remaning quarter j
are owned by residents
of Bar Harbor
who occupy them during the winter and
rent them during the summer to
persons
w*ho come there fbr the season. The
owners of these places go to less
pretentious quarters. This is a custom in
in
most Maine summer resorts.
vogue
The average rent of a Bar Harbor cotis
from $500 to |800 for the season.
tage
There are the small cottages which cost
from |8,000 to $12,000 to build. Here it
might be well to remark that the rental
for the season might as w’ell be for the
year, for you can hire a cottage at Bar
Harbor as cheaply for a year as for a
month. Other cottages built on the plan
of the millionaire
summer
residents
rent for a much higher price than those

of cases came off
,.ROE number
TWO JURY
the DOCKET-ONLY

•"'’iria-FoBBEsr
nemPies"

—

—

wails

libellent, vs. KnowlChurch, for cruel and abusive treatment. J. E. Bunker for libellant.
Admah D. Morey*, libellant, vs. Elizabeth
M. Morey, for utter desertion. O. F. Fellows and (J. M. Warren for libellant.
Georgia E. Paige, libellant, vs. Eugene
£. Paige, for cruel and abusive treatment.
£. N. Benson for libellant.
Josephine E. Dorr, libellant, vs. John A.
Dorr, for cruel and abusive treatment. O,
I. Fellows for libellant.
Agnes B. Cahill, libellant, vs. Henry F.
Cahill, for utter desertion. L. F. Giles for
ton E.

libellant.

Horace A. Grindle, libellant, vs. Hattie
N. Grindle, for adultery. E. E. Chase for
libellant.
Mary E. Slater, libellant, vs. Hugh H.
fitter, for utter desertion. D. E. Hurley
for libellant.
Frank A. Preble, libellant, va. Effie M.
Preble, for adultery. H. L. Crabtree for
libellant.
feorge H. Darke, libellant, va. Adeline
V. Darke, for utter desertion. J. A. Peters
for libellant.
Flora T. LaCount, libellant, vs. John B.
AaCount, for utter desertion. C. H. W’ood
for libellant.

in

practically every case,
the change, the deter-

nutation to get into another walk of life.
WHensof farmers say their chief mistake
M in not
giving their boys a share in the
mrns, a chance to save a little money so
they might have something to start

jwt
•‘that

twenty-one.

^bers had in mind, certainly,

ini#

rrJ*Vl that when they bad left
their

the

sceue

labors the farm would go to tho
ys. but this, it was
just as certain, did
"•satisfy the boys. Twenty-two farmers
lour counties of central Kansas
adrnitMtbey never had allowed their sons to
anJ* P*Krkl,t"money, and that they had
*
away tietween the ages of fourteen and
■**rueen.
l/irec fanners lived so far from
part* of Kansas and Oklh
lnJurt,le
their families had no chance
the
most exciting diverirmcb,urcbt
v prt!lentod,
except about once

“The people

They

do

a

lot

of

business around

|

J. vr!lfl8t

were

received

regularly; J

.Sr time to do anything except
gS?take caro of the babies and go to

an

uncom-

sum,

through.
During

—

and last

Come

C.

~

MAINE.

REPORT OP THE CONDITION OP TUB

Real Estate Bargains.

Onion Trust Company,
ELLSWORTH. ME.,

OF

the State Btnk Examiner at
reported
the close of business ou me 21th
day of April, 190V.

as

to

The following desirable properties maybought on very reasonable terras—
regular monthly payments if desired.
lie

John A. Peters. President.
Leonard M. Moorr, Treasurer.
LIABILITIES.
#100.000 CO
Capital stock.
40,000 00
Surplus.
Undivided profits, less current
24,9-58 98
expenses.
574,129 50
Savings deposits.
Demand deposits.
587,851 81
Demand certificates of deposit...
101,21188
Bills payable.
50,000 00

maiu\elist7
Ellsworth Port
Sid
26. schs Melissa Trask. Stonington, load stone. New York; Catherine. Jonesboro, load laths. New York
Ar April 28, sch Lulu W Eppes. Camden
Hancock County Ports,
Gouldsboro—Sid April 18, sch Rena
Ar April 19. sch Mary Langdon
Sid April 20. sch Mary Langdon
West Sullivan
Sid April 22, sch J S
Ueacham
Sid April 23, schs Georgietta, Julia Frances
Ar April 26, schs Nettie Champion, Franconia

ELL8WORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath ; new
furnace ; nice lawn; stable.
Water street; store and dwelling.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, 20x30; hardwood iloor; fireplace : tiue kitchen and pantry; tour chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water; two piazzas ; tine view of bay

..

April

Loans and discounts.
Loans on mortgages of real estate,
Overdrafts.
Bonds and stocks.
Real estate owned.
Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on deposit.
Cash on hand.

—

and mountains.

#1.478,152 18

RFSOURCES.

purchaser.

#683,924 47
82,591 87
1.925 89
586,099 04
10,500 00
10,000 00
84,829 26
16,281 64

NEW

large

dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ; beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath ; five fireplaces;
Electric lights : large piazza ;
ay and mouutain view; fine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath; 'our firei laces;
electric lights ; large piazza; desirable surroundings; fine
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.

SORRENTO offers every •Ivantage to the summer tourist; comby boat and rail; library : church ; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.

Y.

munication often

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1908.
$1,419,622 12
Stocks and bond*.
130,288 96
Cash in office and bank,
277,681 73
balances,
Agent*’
2,822 33
Bills receivable,
16,228 36
Interest and rpcts,

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.

11.846,643 49

Gross assets,

annex ; thirty-six large rooms; four bath
complete; extra closets and lavatories; nine fireplaces;
and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights iu all rooms; hand-

some

AMERICA,

OP

YORK. N.

iu sizes to suit

rooms

insurance Statements.
CASUALTY COMPANY

Some very tine shore lots

80RRENT0—New hotel and

#1,478,152 17

All business

Admitted assets.
$1,846,643 49
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1908.
#288,601 32
Net unpaid losses.
693.813 75
Unearned premiums,
104.915 If.
All other liabilities.
500,000 00
Cash capital,
26
ah
261,313
over
liabilities.
Surplus
#l 846.643 49
Total liabilities and surplus,
PtAKL & DENNETT CO., Gen’l Agents,
BANGOR, ME.

entrusted to

us

will receive the very best attention.

The George H. Grant Co.,
j

IVl AMN £.

ELLSWORTH,

j

--

3tti>citisttnenis

'agents

WANTED!

lifetime to represent h use handling
quick-selling article every housewife will buy at
sight. No experience necessary. A splendid
opportunity to make big profits Write quickly
and get your territory before someone else gets It.
Chance of

a

AMERICAN SALES CO..
I

609

Boston.

Sudbury Building.

returning at night. The money which
| they bring in helps the business of the
!

aWjrtismmV'.

HIGH-O-ME.

WE

WILL

SEND

FREE OF CHARDE
To all who suffer from any form of Dyspepsia. sour or acid stomach, heartburn, or
anything else caused by Indigestion, a trial
package of
A-M & 8 DIGESTIVE TABLETS.
Not sold at diug stores. Send direct to Alexancter Co., 42 Exchange Sr, Portland, Me.

J

v
a

I

f

I
|

!

j
Model A—Maxwell Junior—to

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. I
“NO

!I

PAT, NO WASHKI,"

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice
Goods called tor and delivered.
BRIDGE.

ELLSWORTH

MB

Oriental Rug Works.;
Factory rebuilt—brick,

modern improvements.
That’s the Way to Pronounce Hyouaei,
the Slouey-Back Catarrh Cure.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Bugs made from old
Tapestry. Brussel* or Velvet C&rpcUAs doubt exists in the minds of many Woolen, Cleaned
Clean. 8end for circular.
Carpets
readers of The Ellsworth American
L. L. MORRISON, Skowhegao, Maine.
let us say that the above is the proper
pronunciation of America’s most
wonderful catarrh cure. G. A. ParBE A CHAUFFEUR
cber is the agent for Hyomei in EllsOR
Automobile Engineer.
worth, and he will sell you an inhaler,
a bottle of Hyomei, and full instrucM«m» wanted to train for
a positions as drivers or retions for use, for only (1.
,»<i Dineii. Salary $15 to
And if it fails to cure acute or chronic
Actual practie**. Complete
$60 per week.
catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, croup, course 3 weeks, oldest. Most Keliaole School.
hay fever or coughs and colds, he will Write uow for best positions.
give you your money back. The per- PORTLAND AUTO CO., PORTLAND, Ml.
who suffers from catarrh after
son
such an offer as that, must like to I
WIRING.
snuffle, spit and wheeze, and be gen-

I

SIMPLE

AUTOMOBILE

—

SIMPLY

PERFECT

The Maxwell is the ideal car for rough, sandy or hilly
roads. Of proved reliability, and the best moderatepriced car on the market to-day.

8.
Southwest

II.

j

j

MAYO,,

Agent for Hancock County.
Harbor,

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

i

horse-power, Price SSOO.

THE MAXWELL
PERFECTLY

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST END

ELECTRICAL

lerB‘Hi^aJ^k,

and try on

Bank Statement.

always ready to go to bed. IT town amazingly.
he *»is
Ufi a*aa!|y Mpe wee
tired, especHlvi.» k
“But I’m not dis- I It is the same at all the other points
said, i;, a thin voice, around the island. Every boat which
tomnlao.0,ie.s0me* But the children ! leaves the island has as a part of its cargo
Charles Dillon, in Harper's
j the cod and haddock which the fishermen
w ho make their homes upon the shores of
Cyntbia!” drawled old Far- Mt. Desert have caught and are shipping
aft©r
his
erally disgusting.
visit
to
Full Lines of
Chicago, away to market.
them ti?pPie»
Read what O. F. Lowe says:
•That
r..clty barbers are mind readers.”
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
with these fish will go a number
Along
for
a
of
used
case
wid
“I
have
his
wife.
Hyomei
“Why,
should
AND FIXTURES.
to cut
Offers rooms witn hot and cold water lor
8.?‘- T*1® ou® J met knew that of barrels of clams dug upon the fiats at nasal catarrh which had bothered me ! Estimates oa Wiriaf and Supplies Cheerfully Given
y hair last and, by gum, he various
*ve,Sa»
along the shore of the for a long time. I can say that
$1.00 i>er day and up, which includes free
places
s*w you in his
life!”*
M
MOOR.
ANDREW
use
ol public shower hatbs.
Nothing to
island. From this branch of the sea and Hyomei killed the germs of the die-;
KIN worth ;
Main St..
equal this in New England. Rooms with
alone come thousands and ease and gave me the much sought ;
fisheries
Ton
shore
*' °Ut
private baths for J1.50 per day and up;
IK>“ter‘ *nd y°»r *d*- upon “>*
needed relief. From this experithousands of dollars to the inhabitants of and
suites ol two rooms and bath lor |4.00 per
!eoc
Business €ar6.
to be a reliable
I
know
ence
Hyomei
day and up.
Mt. Desert, Eden and Tremont each year.
,h® kln<l o’ mediums that
and I give it the praise and
remedy,
appeal,
“Dining room and cale first-class. EuroAt Southwest Harbor are located some recommendation that it deserves.”—
common sense;
11. SCOTT,
pean Plan.
cars of the Maine
talk about your
lobster
of
the
largest
D.
No.
R.
F.
F.
G.
Lowe,
7, Allegan,
dodgers, and your
SPECIALTY MADE OF
and suoh,
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
coast, and the lobstering industry cf the Mioh., Sept. 19, 1908.
TYPEWRITING, accounting,
they don't assist an adrertlser island is an important feature of thtf busiAND
BUC^’
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
|lj
ness life.
WdaUy In winter, when the enow Is on
GENERAL clerical work.
In addition to the fishing business and
Equipped with Its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
•o
the summer business there is 9 consid; Cor. Malu and Water Sts. (over Moore’* Drug
youlr f0’**1™ •»<> r«ur
dodgers erable granite industry upon tbi island,
Store). El.sworth. Maine.
(a.
Long distance telephone in every room.
lound?
t,
j
and this helps to make its general proshomestead, whan I ha parlor
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomA record it better than a prospectu
perity.
and cures all stomach dis- |
ach,
belching,
Send for booklet.
I Newspaper circulation is what counts ft*
U relJ kloud »o
season of 1908 was the poflfest that
The
box
of
tabbaok.
or
ease
Large
money
areryone w*
1
STORER F. CRAFTS. Manager.
Mt. Desert has known for a ®timber of lets 60 cents. Druggists in all towns. advertiser*.

R'

see

I_MO RANG,
ELLSWORTH,

acre.
A proposition is now put forward by
the people of the town to build a driveway to Bar island. This the town has
voted conditionally to do. The idea is,
when the driveway is completed to the
island, to construct a road around the
island. This would open up between seventy-five and 100 available building lots
on the shore.

1

and

these famous shoes.

past winter, W. C. Ladd, of
^Pasadena, Cal., has erected a new* cottage.
He succeeded in getting a shore lot. but
it cost him about $60,000, which, with the
cost of the cottage, will bring the total
cost of his summer place up to $150,000 to
V
$200,000.
Showing how shore property is valued,
is the recent sale for a four-acre lot for
which Alexander Cassatt paid $11,000 an

j

surprisingly long time.
in at your early convenience

a

the

caring

yon will say to yourself:
here have other ideas."

this
selfsame, rocky island, besides entertaining rich folks from the big cities. The
fishing interests of the island are remarkable for their extent. Take it right here
u c*rcu|t
ilonv»nib.pV 110,1
preacher came at Bar Harbor, and there arc a number of
a
doctrinal discussion or a
lenbJ?1,
make a business, the year round,
'lion that promptly put men who
aUto
of fishing for ground fish.
They are
01one
family of fifteen had trawlers, and the catches which they bring
time to l*e lonesome, she said; j
into port are of good size. They fish from
ijv£-1
l,!ne *° read the magazines or
Hie
j dories, leaving home every morning and

►ork
*d

being

enough for the most elaborate function, trim and dainty
enough to excite admiration under all circumstances, and so
splendidly made from such superior materials that they will
present a neat and natty appearance as long as they last

I

that they have been unable to keep
loern until they were that old.
Education,

produced

not

Wear them anywhere and everywhere—for all
purposes
and all occasions. You will find them handsome and
stylish

V_

What’s Wrong on the Farm?
Many farmers say their children lef
lQ«;n when they “came of age” and others

declared,

|S,000

Try just one pair of La France shoes and learn
what it is to have many pairs of shoes in one.

while no one ever knew what
Levi Leiter paid for the use of the Vanderbilt cottage for a summer.
In recent years there have been but few
cottages erected in Bar Harbor, because of
the lack of desirable
building lots on the
shore. Practically all cottages which are
now built here must be
inland, away from
the shore, unless the plan to make the
shores of Bar island available goes
mon

and breakers dashing many, many
feet below, who wants the seascape which
stretches out before him dotted with
small islands and great rocks, on which
BORN.
when the gale blows the sea lashes and
roars with all its fury, then it is to Seal
BOYNTON—At
| Mrs Chester M Lamoine, aApril 19, to Mr acd
Harbor that he should go.
Boynton, uaughter.
Like its neighbor around the point, Seal DAVIS—At Lamoine. \pri 1 11, to Mr and Mrs
a son.
Davis,
Augustus
1
Harbor is delightfully located. It has the
HEATH-At Orland. April 23, to Mr and Mrs
same big, rocky hills which Bar Harbor
Wallace Heath, a daughter.
i
boasts, it has the nice drives and the mag- ; SINCLAIR—At Ellsworth, April 28. to Mr and
Mrs Charles E Sinclair, twin sons.
nificent cottages. It is, every way, a fine 1
WATTS—At Otis, April 5. to Mr and Mrs
summer resort.
Lowell Watts, a sou. [Irving Francis.]
If at Northeast you become tired and
seek a change, at the same time dislike the
MARRIED.
annoyance of piloting your craft around
to Seal Harbor, then put the helm hard JOHNsriN-SPURLING—At I«le«<ord. April
24, by Rev C B Holies, of Bar Harbor, Miss
down and head across the mouth of Somes
Lenora Ethel Johnson, of PretV Marsh, to
Clarence H Spurling. of Islesford.
Bound to Southwest Harbor, It is like
the place which you have left in many re- KING-LAWRENCE-At Ellsworth, April 21,
bv Rev R B Mathews, Miss Grace Coolidge
spects, yet it has an individuality which I King, of Ehsworth. to Glenn Allan Lawrence, of Boston. \
interests and makes you glad that you
West Sullivan, April 21,
| LORD-SHAW-At
came.
by Rev C A Purdy. Mrs Georgia Lord, of
Southwest Harpor proves to you, if you 1 Ellsworth, to Charles Shaw, of West Sullihave not already been convinced, that Mt.
Desert island is a place where there should
DIED.
be nothing but summer resorts. To look
at Southwest Harbor, either from land or
BAILEY—At Trenton, April 27, Mrs Mary W
Why, this
sea, one must say to himself:
Bailey, aged Ti years
was intended for vacationists and nothing
BUTLER—At Eastbrook, April 20, Freeman
Butler, aged H4 years, 3 months, 20 days.
else.”
CARR—At North Fairfield, April 19, Mrs Jane
After you have viewed these places over,
C'arr, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 82 years, 2
months, 6 days.
there are others. There is Bass Harbor,
CLARK—At Ellsworth, April 10.
John H
! with its interesting lighthouse; Manset,
Clark, aged 64 years, 5 months, 6 days. [Corrected.]
with its many beauties; Beal Cove, too, is
EMERSON—At Bucksport, A >ril 23, Miss
an enjoyable spot at which to find one’s
Maria M Emersou, aged 71 years, 3 days.
self settled down for a good old Maine I GRAY—At
Bucksport, April 21, Mrs Rosa M
! summer. There one will find that in order
Gray* aged 20 years, 1" months. 27 days
have an enjoyable vacation it isn’t at all MEADfSIt -At Ellsworth Fa. Is, April 25, Mrs
to
|
Mary M Meader, aged 76 years, 3 month;, 7
necessary to be at a great hotel, where it |
days.
MERRITT—At West Gouldsboro, April 21,
i costs a dollar a minute to live.
William J Merritt, aged 25 years, 4 days.
About the time, however, that you have
SARGENT—At Ellsworth, April 27, Mrs Susan
reached that decision you will start peekE Sargent, aged 58 years, 10 months.
ing around in another direction and then TARBOX—At Meredith, N H, April 20, Leroy
sou of Irving H and Lucy A Taroox, forE,
new'
will
have
a
awakening.
you
merly of West Brooksville, aged 22 years, 11
Btill adhering to the view that the
mouths. Interment at Melrose, Mass.
island was intended for but one thing, WHITE—At North Sullivan, April 19, Mrs Roy
F White, of South Gouldsboro, aged 20 years.
for summer visitors,
and that the

during the term:
Lillian M. Church,

K wa»

quoted,

&hok£t Women
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WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.
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CLARION.

ALICE

hU
^"rculars
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MI-OHA
Cures indigestion
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Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

sure

a

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

has

has subscribers al

Gladys Bragdou

■%» mddiHonml

team.
born to Mr.

Count* New

ma

other

pa?**

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Owing

and Mrs.

seems

to the

to be very

cold weather, the grip

1

prevalent.

monia.

Miss Maggie Hardison is employed by
Mrs. Freeman Kinsman, who is in poor

j

health.

R-

A

the age of twenty years.
stances of her death were

The

last

neighbors tod

and

bonsekeep-

j

apent hia waters with his
New Hampshire, coming back
to
west Harbor in the spring |or
his
toned work as a stone mason

Gilley

ing

in the

ber

shop.

and

wife

are

flat built for them

Louis Dunbar has

move

i b»9

merchandise to the store
of Masonic block.

The ladies of the church society will
a dinner in the vestry
Saturday,

|

over

on

the bar-

pool table
the

corner

?**•:

yy,r,

*

and

serve

!

■»« illneas had b,

Mrs. Ads J. Freeman, who has been ill
several weeks, is gaining in health.
Arthur

is at work at the

Bunker has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he will be employed this summer.

Mr.

people. He waa seventy-si*
j »»d
unIil hl»

SOUTHWEST HARBOK.

S. P.

circum-

pathetic.

crew

•**

<T**r

sardine factory
!
getting it in readiness for the season.
day.
Mrs. Joan Sargent was tile gueat of Mrs.
The many friends of Roscoe Nason are |
grieved to know that he is failing rapidly, Jennie Foster in Bar Harbor last week.
and is now very low with tuberculosis of
Miss Nora B. Sargent has returned from
the lungs.
Bar Harbor, where she has been employed.

at

__

waa a

,

Enoch Burgess, who has been employed I Again the grim reaper has entered our
in New York, is visiting his sister. Mrs. midst and taken as its victim Violet
j
J. U. Hardison.
Stevens, the beloved wife of Roy F. White,
23.

Mr. Brawn
worthy
I
COUNTY NEWS. ! and
obliging nature and ho will’ ?* *kil»dj
oihrr
Nm—
pagf
Cminl*
missed by bla old
"'ll,

boarded up end down, end not boarded on
the inside. The horse was found dead in
the morning, his back out through the
side of the barn, and bead badly mangled
from efforts to free himself.
H.
April 26.
SOUTH GOULDS BORO.

Mrs. Hinckley Robertson visited her
sister, Sarah Robertson, in Bangor Satur-

Thomas W., the two-year-old son of T.
E. Hooper and wife, is quite ill of pneu-

April
Bangor

a

a

A daughter
Hamlin Gordon April 29.

FRANK UN.
in

loading

was

COUNTY NEWS.
Miss

been

ham to drive

tion
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

was

COUNTY NEWS.

vessel for Blaisdell
Bros., called on bis cousin, Mrs. Minnie
Burgess Hardison last week.
Harvard Hooper has gone to South Ded-

107
9f the 217 post-offices in Hancock county.
AH the other papers in the County combined do not rjaeh so many. Th? American is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has neoer claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can propmrly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaAmerican

hearty,
a,hte to work
] atrength and vigor. For two Ve

t

and

refauyl*

had

*

g."'*
, Wu,‘

8r*.vy.

__

Wednesday of last week Mrs. William
Whitmore w’as treated to a shower of postcards by neighbors and friends who had
heard the whisper of a “little bird” that
a birthday greeting would be in order on

J*'1

^

“And now. ladies,”
concluded th.
turer on woman's rights to h... i
trodden sisters “I am
ready
any questions
“Would you mind
ing us.' ventured „„„ on
auditor, “where you got that comet
ot a liat?

,e®-

**5

£rfer? M
loq

that date.

July 3.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
and Mrs. White were living at South
One of the prettiest spring openings
Mrs. Mary Southard, an aged lady, is
Stanley Lawrie, who has been ill the j Oouldsboro, and came to town Saturday to \
azalea
beautiful Chinese
here is the
:
Misses Vida and Meta Springer were
Mrs.
home
of
her
the
ill
at
daughter
I past seven weeks, is better. His many spend Sunday with Mr. White s parents, very
The first food of the
| owned by Mrs. J. D. Phillips, the gift of
In Ellsworth Saturday on business.
Fannie
Sargent.
! friends hope for a steady improvement. W. L. White and wife. Mrs. White comher sister. Miss Mae Driscoll. The plant,
j
Miss Della Bragdou left Saturday for
Every man, woman and child
The many friends of William Merritt a foot and a half high and double that in
C. J. Murch ha9 his mill nearly finished | plained of a severe pain in her head, and
beg™]
the day with more or less vigor of
Lagrange where she is to teach school.
I on his new site, and has the machinery , I)r. Black was summoned and all that were saddened to hear of his death at diameter, looks like a gorgeous nosegay,
-.isf
Mrs. Sadie Dyer, of Mil bridge, was the nearly in place, including a rotary saw ;| medical aid could do was done, but of no his home in West Goulds boro last week,
j with more than a hundred blossoms of and strength of body according to tl>
week-end guest of her sister, Mrs. Hannah and shingle machine. His mill will lie run avail. She rapidly grew worse, convulfood
first
blush
to
the
Fred Hamilton and son Kenneth have
beauty.
supplied
pink
satiny
stomach. Tb
sions followed, and the end came Monday gone to Boston to join a steam yacht
Doyle.
best first dish of the day is a
by a gasoline engine.
Listou Smith, the “live yankee”, has sold
bow!,<f
afternoon.
Her
Mrs.
Charles
the
sum:
Sorrento
for
Mrs. L. C. Bragdon is spending a few
Adams,
will
come
to
aunt,
which
H. A. Murch arrived home Friday night
out bis business to Capt. Howard RobQuaker Oats, The stomach can assmi
days with her sister, Mrs. Bohndell at from Hardwick, Vt., where he has been i! of Cherrvfield. with whom she lived pre- mer months.
bins, who has concluded to give up lightlate it more quickly and with less
effo*
Dock port.
in the employ of Murch Bros. & Mackie |I vious to her marriage, was summoned, but
The remains of Violet, wife of Roy F. house work after more than eighteen years
than other foods. There is little
or«
The Methodist parsonage is being reno- constructing a stone-cutting shed. Mr. j did not reach here before the end came. White, of this place, were brought here in government employ. His son Clifford
waste and every ounce of food is
funeral services were held at the home !
co»
vated for Pastor Bromley and family by Murch reports business as being good in ,| The
will be associated w ith hiui in the new
for interment Thursday from North SulWednesday, Rev. C. A. Purdy speaking | livan, where her death occurred while venture. The many friends of Mr. Smith verted into muscle, vigor and bria
that section of New England.
"Walter Wilson.
words
of
consolation
to
ones.
the
bereaved
The
Spec.
activity.
strongest people in tb
w ill regret bis decision to leave town iu
April 26.
Carroll Dunn and wife, who have spent
they were on a visit.
Interment was at South Oouldsboro Thursworld are the regular eaters of Quake
H.
a few weeks to settle in his native town of
the winter in town, return to their home
April 26.
WEST HANCOCK.
day.
Caribou.
Oats. You should eat it for
in West Gouldsboro this w eek.
breakfas
WINTER HARBOR.
Jesse Brown is employed in Northeast
The death of Martin Ulmer was briefly
William Lawrence Underwood lias been
every day.
Monday of last week there was a thuu- Harbor.
recorded in last week’s American. Mr.E. Hooper was at Bar Harbor SatHarry
the
work
weeks
here two
The regular size package of Quake
cler shower ana beautiful rainbow. This,
directing
spring
E. E. Fickett and family have moved to Ulmer was a native of Maine, and most of urday.
on his cottage grounds, and at the same
wtek comes in with falling suow.
Oets sells for 10c, the large family si*
bis life was spent here. He was boru in
Ellsworth.
Lester Merchant is spending a few days time looking up the culprits who wanM s. Esther Donnell and little son
package comes at 25c and 30c.
more than eighty-seven years
in Bangor.
School is in session, taught by Mrs. Appleton
tonly wrought mischief on his premises.
lire spending a week at North Sullivan,
ago. His wife was the daughter of the
Peasiee.
Irving
Mrs. Ida Weston had an opening at her It is a matter of deep regret to the townswith her sister, Mrs. Ada Williams.
! late Rev. James Stevens, also of Maine, •
new store Monday.
people that anyone in the vicinity should
Irving McFarland has returned from j and a most estimable
Mi43 Elizabeth Martin, of Calais, who
Mrs. Ulmer
lady.
Holden, where he nas been employed.
Freeze and wife, of South Goulds- purposely injure property by breaking
was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Jennie
| died about three years ago. Mr. Ulmer j Harry
windows or by destroying landscape imWellington Curtis, of Eaatbrook, has was a soldier of the Civil war, belonging boro, called on friends here Saturday.
Dyer, last week, left for home Monday.
provements.
j
Maria to the Third Maine
Mrs.
been visiting his sister,
The three-masted schooner John S.
battery, Heavy Artil- !1 Eliphalet A. Pettee has gone to NorthDeath has claimed another of SouthI lery. He was a well read, intelligent man. east Harbor, where he has employment. west* Harbor's esteemed citizens, John
Beacham, loaded with curb for W. B. Durgan.
Mrs. W. K. Springer recently made a He was a member of the Free Will Bap- j
I’.laisdeil & Co., sailed for New York last
Dr. Chilcott was in Bangor Thursday Alfred Brawn, who died of pneumonia at
Gives Vim!
short visit to her
niece, Mrs. Ralph tist church for years, and a regular atten- and Friday to attend the automobile the home of his sister in New Hampshire
week.
Makes Blood!
in Holden.
in
dant
where
he
reSomerville,
Moore,
formerly
show.
was
here
20.
His
on
body
brought
Acts on the Ksdneyt!
April
George Phillips, of Concord, N. H., w ho
He leaves four daughters Mrs.
Miss Idylene Shute, who is attending sided.
is visiting his parents, Robert Phillips
H. G. Smallidge, w ho has been attend- for burial, the funeral taking place on i
Put* on Flesh. Makes him look
1
with
whom
he
has
Hardison,
lived
for
five
her
with
at
school
the
Methodist
of
At
Castine, spent Sunday
und wife, is receiving the glad hand from
church,
j
and (eel as floe as Milk.
ing court at Ellsworth for the past two Saturday
years and who has devotedly cared for
father. Benjamin Shute.
which he had long been a faithful and
Blue Boa
White Corners.
many of his old friends.
weeks, returned home Saturday.
Mrs.
him;
of Arizona;
Bellows,
Lucy
member.
His
Mrs.
consistent
At any Dealers.
daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates, with daughter
Henry Milliken, of Enfield, J. M. Milli- Mrs. L.
Miss Nina P. Hodgdon. the trained nurse ;
U.
of Boston, and Mrs. j
|
Young,
and his two sons, Frank and
I'dn i, of Cistine, arrived Saturday to visit ken and wife, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs.
who has been with Mrs. Bernice Moore : Gilbert,
2 Wilks' Triitaiit SO Gilts
Harry Wakefield, of Hyde Park, Mass.
Homer, came home to attend the funeral.
Minerva Rich, of Hancock, were recent
lier parents, John D. Perkins and wife.
for Bangor,
j
Funeral services were held at the home several months, left Monday
Mrs. Perkins is quite ill of sciatica.
guests of H. C. Milliken and wife. They
Rev. E. S. Drew delivered an interesting
Saturday afternoon. Rev. C. A. Purdy
were called here by the death of their
The members of the X. E. C. club were
sermon before the Odd
and impressive
officiating.
niece,
Mary
Bridges.
exceedingly pleased to accept the invitaI Fellows' lodge at the Baptist church SuuM.
April 26.
of
Mass.,
Arthur
Malden,
tion extended by Mrs. Eugene Bunker to
Thorsen,
day morning.
ni et at camp Laughing
Water, where Martin, of Brooklyn, N. V., and Mrs.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Carrie Reed, wl o has been in tow-n
of
Wee
haw
N.
P.
George
Woodward,
ken,
they were delightfully entertainea.
Dr. S. E. Phelps has bis automobile in for several weeks for medical treatment,
here
in
called
who
were
town,
A >rii 23.
recently
B.
j J.,
commission.
returned to her home at Swan s Island
by the death of their father, Severin C.
Arthur Keefe is in town, coming from Saturday, much improved in health.
WEST FRANKLIN.
homes.
have
returned
to
their
Thorsec,
E. J. Robertson, who has recantly purBoston, where he spent the winter.
1/3 left the pond9 April 19, four days
Much sympathy is extended to George
earlier than last year.
Harriet E. Conners, of Boston, was a chased a variety store at Bangor, is in the
B. Bridges and wife in the loss of their1
this week looking after his interests
Charles Stratton, of Hancock, was in little daughter Mary, whose death oc- j guest at the home of J. K. Mitchell re- ; city
there. Mr. Robertson will continue the
town Saturday on business.
curred April 20, after a painful illness of ; centlv.
dry goods business here as usual.
Funeral services were held
S. S. Scammon has bis logs and wood pneumonia.
j John Sargent, w ith his wife and daugh- > Tbe
1
man5 friends and acquaintances of
M.
at the home Thursday afternoon, Rev. P. ter, of
A.
Franklin, is at Mrs.
iluiced into the lower pond.
Willie Merritt regret to learn of his death
A. A. Killam officiating.
Hooper’s.
The assessors have fixed the tax rate for
at his home at West Gouldsboro Friday,
Sumac,
April 24.
Mrs. A. B. Havey has returned to Cari- '■
the year 1909 at £17.70 on £1,000.
after several weeks’ illness of consumpbou after visiting a few weeks at the home
Butler
went
to
Boston
WednesEugene
The bereaved parents have the
tion.
LAMOINE.
of B. B. Havey.
day to look for a job steamboating.
friends in this
Mary Covey is home from Bangor for sev- i William McCasick is at home from sympathy of their many
The great National Family Doctor. Gets right at the source
George Coombs and Irvin Springer were eral weeks.
vicinity.
a temporary shut-down i
Stonington
during
of the trouble—reduces all inflammation, ease* pain and effects a
in Ellsworth Saturday on business.
E.
]
April 26.
The play, “Bar Haven,” will
be preon the quarries.
cure.
Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a Untie
speedy
Norman Smith and Mont
Goodwin sented in the
in case of accidents, cuts, burns, scald., bruises, grains,
grange hall May 5.
MARLBORO.
Miss Mvona Carter is in town, being j
handy
have gone across the bay, making paving
lame back, stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, swelling., face ache,
,
Lester Salisbury, who is employed at called here by the serious illness of her
lor Frank Blaisdell.
j Roland Hodgkins, who hws been ill, is
headache, earache, frost bites, chilblains, chans, or any other external
Ellsworth, spent Sunday with his parents. brother, Roscoe Nason.
better.
The stone business is looking good at |
pain or inflammation. Every drop means relief—juat followr direcLawrence
of Northeast
The marriage of Charles Shaw and Mrs.
Manchester,
who
has
been
tions.
Sold everywhere. Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
Bowden,
Woodbury
quite
present. If strikes and other difficulties Harbor, was a week-end
guest of Miss Georgia Lord, of Ellsworth, took place at ill, is improving.
June 30,1906. Serial number, 513.
are few, a prosperous season 9eems assured.
|
Ellen Berry.
the parsonage Wednesday evening.
M vents a bottle-I file* — —eh lor 1 ctato
School began April 19, taught by Miss
Ned Coombs has purchased lanterns,
A dance will be given at the town ball
Harold Wilbur, of Bangor, and Miss > Audrey Hodgkins.
bells, horn3, etc., for his gasoline boat in
L S. Johnson & Co.
boston, mass.
30.
Friday evening.
Supper will Gladys Bragdon, of Franklin, were weekis
at
Northeast
George Treadwell
eompliance with the law relating thereto. : be served in the April
end guests of F. E. Pettingill and wife.
grange diuing nail.
Harbor, where he has employment.
Tne adjourned town meeting will be
M iss Mildred Reed has returned to her
j Friends of G. W. Pettingill will be glad
held at the townhouse on Saturday, May
Fred Stratton has moved his family
home at Northeast Harbor after a week's
to learn that his health has much improved
from Hancock to his camp at Raccoon
1, to near the report of the committee
visit with friends and relatives here.
since his six months’ sojourn in Nebraska.
cove.
appointed to procure a suitable lot for
Congratulations are extended to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Pettingill expect to return
the proposed high school building.
Tilden Bowden, of Trenton, was here
about the first of June.
Mrs. Augustus Davison the birth of
26.
Ch'e’er.
April
Sunday to see his mother, Mrs. Abbie
and to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Boynton on
Keen interest is manifested in the coming
Bowden, who is ill.
the birth of a daughter.
EAST FRANKLIN.
entertainment, the Concert of Nations, on
Stratton & Springer, the McIntyre
and
7
and
Elwood Kiig has rented the F. L. Friday
Carroll Blaisdell has gone to Surry to
Saturday evenings, May
brothers and M. R.
and
McIntyre
teach.
WELL DEVELOPED
Hodgkins store, and will open it during 8, in Pythian hall. A satisfactory re- Thomas Abbott are all
system is
bnilding weirs.
hearsal was held Saturday afternoon by
Harry Hardison is ill with symptoms the week. Mr. King is well known, and
the consensus of many desires. not the narrow
Mrs. Martha Frazier, with infant son,
the principal. The ladies’ zobo band will
all hope for his success.
of typhoid fever.
26.
play some catchy selections. The band is here from Nevada to spend the summer
S.
April
reflection of the wishes of some individual or
Mrs. Florence B. Springer has gone to
will be in uniform. The next rehearsal with her parents, Seth Hodgkins and
Bremen to teach.
EAST ORLAND.
will be on Saturday evening. The pro- wife.
group of individuals.
Are.
I Capt. Charles Burgess, of Rockland, who
April *26.
Homer Dunbar is ill.
grams will be out Monday, May 3, and
w
circulated.
Tickets will 90 on sale
idely
such a service it is m n-ary to
In
Mrs. Evie Whitaker is very ill of
PROSPECT HARBOR.
E.
•week.

day.

j

I DR. A. C. DANIELS]
HORSE

RENOVATOR

I

—

JOHNSON'S

—

ANODYNE

LINIMENT

j

UsedfirMartjr/00Jfears

j

Large

Users and Small Users
telephone

iHcaicat.

measles.

Henry Mead and son,
visiting his mother, Mrs.

Happy~Womeiu
Tbeui iu Ellsworth,
1‘ieutj
and Good Reason for it.
of

Wouldn’t any

woman

be

After years of backache

i)ays

of

misery, nights

finds relief and cure?
reason

why

any

for

a summer

ice is out of Tunk and fishing has
commenced briskly. Thirty-seven goodsized trout and salmon were caught SunThe

John Farnham and Arthur Dunbar are
H. F. Webb’s cottage. Henry

Dunbar is

ouilding

a

horse shed

for

day.
Services

Mr.

the

Webb.

UI cannot say too

April

26.

M.

An
,

SEDGWICK.

j

are

a

I have taken tbe remedy!

or

remedy that

can

be relied upon

Ke member
other.

j

at!

*11 timM.”
For isle by >11 dealer*.
Price SO centa.
roster-Milburn Oo., Bsllblo, New York,
*ole agent* for tbe United State*.
tbe name—Doan’*—and take

will be continued in the hall,

plastering

makes the church

effort is being made to have

as

unsafe.

ceiling.
Much sympathy is expressed for the
of E. K. Merritt, of West Gouldsin the death of the only son Wil-

liam

Friday.

A representative of a creamery was in
town last week looking over the territory.
A meeting was called in Mechanics hall

Wednesday

evening

to talk

W. P. Hewing, of Boston, was here
business a few days last week.

the matter

over.

on

Mrs. Hannah Marshall, who spent the
winter in Newton, Mass., is home.
W. Nutter, wife and grandchildren,
Georgia and Rupert Blanee, arrived from
Brooklin Saturday for the summer.
R.

The
McKinley school improvement
league has reorganized, w itb the following officers: President, Miss Mabel Grant;
vice-president, Miss Sarah Harriman; sec-

j
1

joyed, w ith
April 28.

games.

I

C.

_

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Henry Ball
Harbor Monday.

came

home from the

C. A. Penny, of Hancock Point,
Ellsworth Saturday.

was

in

Arthur Crabtree will go to Northeast
Harbor Monday to paint for Mr. Foster.
Mrs. A. L. Young has been very ill of a
stomach trouble, but is gaining
slowly.
Levi Reed and son Willie, of
Franklin,
were at H. D. Ball’s a few
days last week.
Sadie Higgins, who used to live at South
Hancock and at the Point, but now lives 1
in Pearl Smith’s house on the cross road, 1
is very iU. She was taken ill while at I
school in Charleston, and was brought!
home by her mother.
!
April 26.
E.

Briggs
Poultry Yard” was
successfully presented by the grange
dramatic club Thursday evening. Noyes’
orchestra, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
must have drowned.
Noyes, Miss Stevens, of Bar Harbor, and
John F. Lane and wife have returned
George Noyes, furnished excellent music
from a trip to Washington, D. C. The ex__
for the dance. Mr. Anthony sang.
cursion which Mr. and Mrs. Lane joined I
Truth is the bond of union and the basis
C.
Hanna
s horse Saturday
lost
Eugene
of
human
I
numbered more than 500 and was under the |
happiness. Without this vir- I
auspices of the Eastern Star. They made a >! night under peculiar circumstances. The tue there is no reliance upon language, no I
short stay in New York, viaited the United stall was against the side of the barn, confidence in friendship, no security in i
States mint at Philadelphia and many
promises and oaths.—Jeremy Collier.
I
places of interest at Washington.
We often wonder how any person can be j
H.
persuaded into taking anything but Foley’s
Itching piles provoke profanity, but pro- ^
April 26.
Dr. Daniels’ Horae Renovator—for
your horse—Make# Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.

‘‘Mrs.

of the

Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. Do not be fooled into accepting
‘■own make”
or other substitutes.
The
gennine contains no harmful drugs and is in
a yellow package.
G. ▲. Paacnna.

anity

cu--e3

won

t

cure

them.

Doan’s

Ointment

It.hing, bleeding or protruding pile*
|
suffering. At any drug store.—

after years of
Advt.

To realize this interdependence—to emphasize
the value of a service connecting all classes of users
—and to offer its product (telephone service) in lots
suited to the needs of all classes—this has been the
effort of the New England Telephone and Telegraph

Company.

retary, Miss Alta Cole; treasurer, Miss
Marion Wasgatt; librarian. Miss Anna;
Stewart. The league meets Thursday !
evenings in the schoolrroom for study of
noted authors, after which a social is en-

metal

| family
boro,

Percy Eaton has gorie to Boston to work.
a long time, evidenced by a dull
The postoffice building will be improved ;
aching in j
my back. 1 also had dizzy spells and dis- | by the addition of a piazza.
tressing feelings in my head, accompanied ! School opened Tuesday with Miss Eva
Brown, of Old Town, as teacher.
by more or leas irregularity in the action
Mrs. Eva Bridges and Mrs. Rose Pert
of the kidney secretions. 1 finally read
| were in Bangor a few days recently.
about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and procured a
Master Merl Kenney, while playing on 1
*
box at Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s. They
Smith Brothers’ wharf last week, fell into *
j?ave me freedom from the backache right the river, and but for the
timely assistance
away and regulated the action of the kid- of Foster Gber, w'ho chanced to be near,1

]

four times since, and I have never
tailed to find relief. Doan’s Kidney Pills

PoPUU.

blossoms.

painting

John L. Smith, Ellsworth Falls,

Jiey secretions.

Ernest Wood and wife have gone to Bar
Harbor for the summer.

Mrs. Jane Ashley has a very beautiful
rose bush which at present is covered with

measles.

much in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills, as
j
they have been of the greatest benefit to !
1 had troubled with my
me.
kidneys for

three

Vox

planning

have many different classes of rates, so that it may be
placed within the means of everyone. Each subscriber to the service, be he large user or small user,
adds strength and value to the whole.

a. m.

Kittery.

home.

Mrs. Carrie Jordan is at Henry Dunbar’s
caring for his family, who are ill with

Ellsworth reader

says:

place

Howard Blaisdell. who has been confined
to the house with a cut on his foot, is out.

Should suffer in the face of evidence like

Ellsworth, Me.,

at 9

Sarah Mead.

purchased

the James Davis

this:
Mrs.

are

Pettiugill’s

j

suffering,

She

No

j

of unrest.

distress of urinary troubles,

Foxcroft,

b.

EAST SULLIVAN.
J. E. Gross is at home from Ellsworth,
Miss Elizabeth Martin went to Franklin
where be has been serving on the jury.
j
Harold Burrill, of Dedham, was the Tuesday for a brief visit.
Miss Beatrice Johnson is home from
of
Miss
Bertha
Dorr
over
!
guest
Sunday.
Mrs. Florence Carter, of Bar Harbor, Franklin, where she spent the winter.
Miss Nina Urann has returned from an
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. C. Mason.
extended visit in Massachusetts and at
Mr. Wiley, of Camden, has

happy.

The

of

Tuesday at
*
April 26.

That its forecast of possibilities has been verified, that its campaign of education lias been effective,
and that its distribution of classes of service to meet
need' no
varied requirements lias been approved,
argument other than the repetition of this conclusive
fact—310,(XX) telephones connected to its system.
If you

are not

represented

among the

telephones how connected with the
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company’s system, let us show you how a telephone would

be

helpful.

If you don’t

need

one,

the
your wife may. Count
it

it will save, the comfort
will bring, the emergency ser-

steps

vice it will render, and you wil
at our
say a residence telephone
investrates is an economical
ment.

New

England/Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Call the Local

Manager.

YKJNTY
ctaoh

jeon of age. She it survived by one
brother—Cept. Elijah P. Emerson.
Extensive preparations are being made
by Riverview Rebekah lodge, I. O. O. F.,

one

NEWS.
w««.

<Ahm ***'

“

by the

on

About

w

of the

issued be.ide. special
teacher, and
to the post and
o( schools. An interesting propatriotic law:»s prepared by the
The singing by
Mrs. Herrick.
and the duet by Mm.
village choir
Bettel were much enjoyed,
vi smi Mr.
Ulnaby Carolyn Snowman,
in costume
(our wee maidens
were

invitations

“pons

pated.

dilation

'mg different styles of dress from
waa pronill times to the present,
cute. The enforcement of
“ nod very
of gewgaws and fnrfor the wearing
olden
and the costumes of “ye
much to the enjoyment of
added

..

‘n

Doughnuts and ginger cakes

served. Proceed* of

1.42.

_--

Stover

Mils Ethel
0t to

evening,

the

has

gone

Penob-

to

teach.

NORTH CASTINE.
Lizzie Snow has gone to Orland to teach.
Newell Perkins is repairing George Dunbar’s house.
Miss Pauline Conner left Saturday to

Surry.
George A. Grindle
to join a yacht.
teach in

Mrs. David

He is making improvements on
his new cottage on the

iegrounds about

litem shore of the outer

building an extensive adMayo
£.
itionon the McDonald cottage at Parker
oint; also one on Mrs. Ethelhert Nevins’
is completing the Babn Mill island, and
on cottage at Fair View.

has gone to

New York

Ross Conner left Tuesday for Quincy,
Mass., to go yachting.
B. Conner went to her school
Penobscot Sunday.
Mrs. Nellie Dunbar has returned to her
school in Chelsea, Mass.
Miss Annie

in

j

!

I
jI

town

between

Friday.

home

The angel of death has once more entered
council and removed from our midst a beloved sister, Mrs. Ada F. Allen. We cannot
always see through the dark shadows, and
although our hearts are saddened, we believe
that God’s dealings are always best and sometime

we

will understand.

Not now but in the coining years,
It may be in the better land.
We’ll read the meanings of our tears.
And then. ah. then, we'll understand.

A

STARTLING STATEMENT
^
mortem

^ork hospitals

consumption are due to unchecked dyspepsia, especially when the victim was
Svrediapoaed to tuberculosis.
?spepsia wears out the body and brain,
•weakened, irritable stomach is unable
i?est food, the
body does not receive
e
Squired nourishment, constipation
nsuesaud

the

victim becomes thin, weak
As a result, the body befertile held for the germs of dis8610
^ge and flourish.

D

haggard.

mes

a

Paul Perkins, of this town, has recently
a tine monument on the John Con-

don lot in the

The
| pairs

women

and

cemetery.
will

needed rethe interior of

commence

improvements

on

parsonage this week.
The traveling is constantly improving,
and
the universal verdict seems to be
never so little mud
before during this
the

season

The school opens here to-day with Miss
Grace Stover, of Brooksville, as teacher.
Miss Stover comes highly recommended
for both instruction and discipline.

|—the

dv*riy
mediciKp8ia

»hiets. Certainly
,iaTahi0?°9lt,ve
a
the offe-r
iiiffi? *air., and tbat
the

no

offer could

of E. G. Moore
Rexall Dyspepand infallible
fc&Wv
i,re
Spendable
cost vri,i1 AnaBlnuch as the medicine will
”°thing if it does not benefit
Jon *<>
Hui/fa* -PT**® you who are suffering with
•*y. A
°l dI*VV*l* to try this rem-

cent box of Rexall
ISettiiiSS9r* ve
contains enough rnediciitte fffi
days treatment.

^ Wllfen

Testofflce.

”y

Tablets

Remem-

arc

Moope»

only

sold

cor.

°PP-

am

and

preached

an

able aud

inspiring

Steamer leaves BluehlU at 10 a m Mondays
and Wednesdays for South Bluehll?, West Tremont Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvtlle. South BrooksvlUe. Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for BoetoD,
and on Fridays at 1 p m for Rockland direct.
RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m Mondays.
Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Fridays for Rock-

$100

land.

E. s. .t. Mohsf. Agent, Bar Harbor.

banking.

April

28.

A.

During the spring every one would be benefitted by taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It
furnishes a needed tonic to the kidneys after
the extra strain of winter, and i*' purifies the
blood by stimulating the kidney* .and causing
them to eliminate the impurities from it.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Impart* new life and
vigor. Pleasant to take. G A. Pabchkk.

<
cause.

Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
Petition that Charles J.
county, deceased.
Dunn or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Hattie M. Hartford,
an heir of said deceased.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, iu said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Merrill Trust Company, executor and trustee under the will of
Andrew J. Jordan, deceased, the executor
named In said will being deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
1

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine.
CERTAIN Instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament of
JOHN W. BABSON, late of WASHINGTON,
in the DI8TKIC V of COLUMBIA,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
District of Colombia, duly authenticated
having been presented to the Judge of Probate for our said County of Hancock for the
of being allowed, filed and recorded
n the Probate Court of our said
County of
Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three week9 successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanto
the fourth day of May,
cock. prior
a.
d. .1909, that
may
they
appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and tor said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—!', f. Mahoney, Register.

A

fiurpose

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on tbe sixth day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
•a copy of tbe last will and testament
and two codicils of
JOHN HARRISON, late of the CITY and
COUNTY of PHILADELPHIA,
and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate for oar said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks succesthe
Ellsworth
American, a
sively in
newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock, prior to tbe fourth day of
May. a. d. 1909, that they may appear at
a probate court, then tote held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, it
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original order.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

Discharge.

j

D„

(In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupts.

J

To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
trict court of the United States for the District of Maine.
Sarah P. Grindle. of Castine,
I
in
&
a
F.
HOOPER
in the county of Hancock, and State of
SON.
copartnership
T7
V • which the partners are Howard H. I Maine, by her mortgage dated the twenty-first
Hooper and Vinal F. Hooper, both of Ells- I day of April, 1906, and recorded in Hancock
worth, in the county of Hancock and State of j registry of deeds, vol. 436, page 181, conveyed
Maine, iu said district, respectfully repre- j to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, in said counsent, that on the 18th day of July, last past, j t v of Hancock, and State of Maine, fa certain
they were duly adjudged bankrupts as co- tract or parcel of land situated in said Casas
individuals under the I tine, described as follows: On the northeast
partners and
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that by State street; on the southeast by land of
they hive duly surrendered all their property heirs of the late Melissa Perkins; on
and rights of property, ai.il have fully com- the southwest by land of tbe heirs of the
plied with all the requirements of said acts late Melissa Perkins, and on the northand of the orders of court touching their bank- west by land of said b£irs; being the homestead of said Sarah P. Grindle, containruptcy.
Wherefore they pray that they may be de- ing two acres more or less with ail the buildcreed by the court to have a full discharge ings thereon, anti wbereas said Mary E.
from all debts provable against their estate, Warren by her deed of assignment dated May
partnership and individual under said bank- 2t. 19(4- and recorded in said Hancock regisruptcy acts, except such debts as are excepted try of deeds, vol, 456, page 199, assigned to me,
Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county
by law from such discharge.
I of Hancock and State of Maine, said mortDated this 17th day of April, a. d. 1909.
Vinal F. Hooper,
gage deed, and wbereas the condition of said
Howard H. Hooper,
mortgage hns been broken and still remains
V. F. Hooper <& Son.
so. now, therefore. 1, the said Celia Alexander. claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
Bankrupts.
give this notice for the purpose of foreclosing
Celia Alexander.
I the same.
Order of Notice Thereon.
By her attorney, Wm. E. Whiting.
District op Maine ss.
April 20, 1909.
On this 24th day of April, a. d. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
subscriber Hereby gives notice that
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
she has been duly appointed executrix
upon the same on the I4th day of May. ; of the last will and testameut of
at
in
said
a. d. 1909, before said court
Portland,
ABBY W. HILL, late of GOULDSBORO,
district, at 10 o’clock in tne forenoon: and that j!
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
in
said
disAmerican, a newspaper printed
j being required by the terms of said will,
trict. and that all known creditors, and other j All persons having demands against the espersons in interest, may appear at the said tate of said deceased are desired to present
if
time and place, and show cause,
any they j the same for settlement, and all indebted
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should thereto are requested to make payment iinI mediately.
not be granted.
Lizzie Guptill Corliss.
And it is further ordered by the court, that j
Cherryfield, Me., April 7, 1909.
the clerk shall send by mail to ail known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, j
subscriber hereby gives notice that
addressed to them at their places of residence
he has been duly appointed executor
as stated.
of the last will and testameut of
Honorable Clarence Hale. I|
Witness the
! BARBARA BUNKER, late of SORRENTO,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, ou the 24th day | in tbe county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
of April, a. d. 1909.
I being required by the term? of said will,
James E. Hewev, Clerk.
[L. S.]
j All persons having demands against the esA true copy of petition ami order thereon.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Attest:—-James E. Hewey, Clerk.
ji thereto
are requested to make payment imCharles h. Preble.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
I mediately.
Sullivan, April 7. 1919.
TITHEREAS Seba W. Heath, then of VeHancock, State of
▼V
rona, county of
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
Maine, now deceased. by his mortgage deed
she has been duly appointed adminisdated the fifteenth day of September, a. d.
i 1905, and recorded in Hancock county regis- tratrix of the estate of
try of deeds, in book 421. page 551, conveyed CHARLES C. CLOUGH, late of BLUEHILL.
to George W. Bassett, of said Verona, a cerin the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
tain lot or pat cel of land with the buildings
All
given bonds as the law directs.
J standing thereon, situated in said Verona, on sons having demands against the estateperof
the westerly side of the island ai\d bounded
deceased are desired to present the same
I and described as follows, to wit: North by said
for
all
thereto
are
and
indebted
settlement,
I land owned or occupied by Louisa Heath,
requested to make payment immediately.
east by the county road running through the
Gertrude H. Clough.
said town, south by land
western part of
Bluehill, April 7, 19C9.
owned or occupied by said Louisa Heath, and
west by Penobscot river, said lot is seventysubscriber hereby gives notice that
four rods in width on said road and the side
she has been duly appointed executrix
lines running from said county road to Penobscot river and one hundred rods more or ot the last will and testament of
less in length. Said premises are now occu- GEORGE H. DORITY, late of BROOKLIN.
pied by nte as a homestead and contain forty- In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
two acres more or less.
Said premises are the
the terms of said will. All
to me
same couveyed
(the said Seba W. being required by
persons having demands against the estate ot
Heath) by Mary W. Heath with other lands said
deceased are desired to present the same
by deed recorded in Hancock registry of for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are
deeds vol. 182, page 271, and were conveyed to
requested to make payment immediately.
said Mary W. Heath by Henry B. Heath by
Joana H. Dokity.
deed recorded in said registry, vol. 153, page
Brooklin, Apri 7, 1909.
311, and whereas the said George W. Bassett
by his deed of assignment dated April 19, 1909,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
and recorded in said Hancock registry of
X they have been duly appointed executors
deeds, in book 460, page 293, assigned, transferred and conveyed to me, Matilda Heath, of the last will and testament of
of said Verona, the said mortgage deed, the WILLIAM H. 8ARGENT, late of CASTINE.
note thereby secured, together with all the
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
interest he had in the premises by virtue of
said mortgage; now, therefore, the condition being required by the terras of said will.
of said mort gage has been and is now broken, All persons having demands Against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
I, the said Matilda Heath, claim to foreclose
the same and give this notice for that purpose the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto
are requested to make payment immeas provided law.
Matilda Heath.
Wm. Geo. Sargbnt.
diately.
By her attorney, T. H. Smith.
Forrest B. Snow.
19U9.
22,
April
Castine, April 7, 1909.
subscriber nereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis- { rrara subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of
trator of the estate of
RUTH W. GRINDLE, late of BLUfiHILL,
NELLIE M. CANDAGE, late of Sorry,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per- in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the having demands against the estate of said
same
and all
for settlement,
indebted deceased are desired to present the same for
I thereto are requested to make payment im- settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ira T. Grindle.
I mediately.
Midbury J. Candage.
Bluehill, April 7, 1909.
Surry, April 7.1989.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpiiE
subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administrahe has been duly appointed administrix of the estate of
trator of the estate of
FANNIE F. HEATH, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and JOHN B. WISWELL, late of ELLSWORTH,
All perin the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bondB as the law directs.
sons
All perhaving demands against the estate given bonds as the law directs.
of said deceased are desired to present
sons
having demands against the estate
the same for settlement, aud all indebted of said deceased are desired to piresent the
are
to
make
thereto
requested
payment im- same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
Annie S. Blaisdell.
are requested to mike payment immediately,
mediately.
Gilmoue L. Wiswell.
Orland, April 7, 1909.
j April 12, 1909.

WHEREAS

j

1

j

what your money will
Invested In shares of the
is

1

earn

if

j

Silswortli Loan and MdingAss’n.
is now

open.

NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each: monthly payments, SI per share.

WHY PAY

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most
wholesome bread at every
Here is a perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which has no superior for nutrition,
The wheat is stored in tankshermetically
sealed, and it is cleaned six times before
grinding. Tested every half hour to
insure uniform quality, this flour is
guaranteed to give absolute
satisfaction.

RENT

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage aud
reduce it every month? Monthly
ana interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

baking.

OWN

m

YOUR OWN
For

particulars Impure of

<i. W. Tapley. Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. King. President.

Sibcrtisnnmts.

1■

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. tree
retort. ■
drawing or phot**, for expert search and
Krw advice, how to obtain patent*, trad*- mark*, ■
copyright*, etc., (N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business dirert v ith Washington saves time, ■
n
money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively. ■

For Sale at Your Grocer’s

Write or come to us at
Ninth Btrwt, opp. United State* Patent
WASHINGTON, D. C.

B2S

w

Offlc*.H

_g

& Co.
me

M1ANUS MARINE ENGINES

THE OLD RELIABLE
I'A

to

WhUtleOutfit*,
Power Water

PAY BEST

I

price RIGHT

Ergal ITotfoss,
3000
in
Maine
Alone

Ice Cream
Freezers,

Stationary
Engines,

Supplies
and

Repairs

OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the thirteenth day of April, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine, being an adjourned session of the April
a. d. 1909 term of said court.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
SUSAN P. BLAKE, late of UROOKLINE,
in the county of Norfolk, and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the*probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts,duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth. in said county of
Hancock, prior to the fourth day of May
a. d.
1909, that they
may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in and for naid county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in tB
forenoon, and show cause, if
any they havd. against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest;—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
STATE

A

H*f>

Ask lor

Cololo* B
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BRANCH AT ROCKLAND. MAINE

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
five
need assistance during the
to

care

next

may

legal residents of Ellswcrth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room ami accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummey.
house.

years and

AMERICAN ADS

15 H. P.

Pumps,

are

THE

THE

j

Flour
Whitcomb,
Haynes
EU.'-WOKTII iai.es,

|

THE

HOME.

WilliamTell

dis-

the struggle between the animal and spiritual natures of man.

course on

Bankrupt’* Petition for
In the matter of
1
Vinal F. Hooper & Son,
the individual copartners |
.in which are Howard Hi 1
Hooper and Vinal F.
Hooper, and they inI
dividually,

Mon-

Leave Rockland at 5.30 a m. or on arrival of
steamer from Boston. Tuesdays. Fridays and
Saturdays, for Bar Harbor, Bluehill and Intermediate landings.

of the year.

It is very cold and raw to-day—Monday
Perefore, the person who permits dysgrass has started well, but needs
unhindered is guilty of warm weather to bring it forward. A few
contpiK.0.^ro^re8!i
toward the
one nf then*
development of ! will have to buy hay to winter their stock
most insidious and fatal disout, but there seems to be plenty to supply
to mankind.
j**knovvn is curafc)le if
the deficiencies.
treated.
properly
I E. f;^\Vsia
I positi’Jf'°ore 8ells a remedy which they
The new minister. Rev. E. A. Carter,
guarantee
will
cure
or
indigestion hasn’t arrived yet on account of the illness
wil1
ioT a11 the
P®y
i)r^tbey
U8ed
during the trial. This of his wife. He is expected here this week.
reiuedv f.
covert„ s?” absolutely new medical disDistrict-Superintendent Haskell held re*£en ?*med Rexall Dys- ligious services in the churches Sunday
pepsia Ta

^

10

at

for Rockland direct.

ANSTED & BURK COMPANY. MOm,
Springfield, Okio

erected

|

some cases

way and

Steamer leaves Bar Harbor

MAKE YOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THEY SHOULD BE.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Claim

stRtistics of the big
show that

one

days aud Wednesdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stooington,
North Haven and Rockland, connecting with
steamer for Boston, and on Fridays at 1 p m

Expels Impurities.
Best Worm Remedy.
50c.

Lucy A. Mclntire. late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Carrie E.
Bayard, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Hattie E. Davis, late of Surry, in said
county, deceased. First account «.f Alice H.
Scott, administratrix, filer! for settlement.
Calvin H. Bunker, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased.
First »nd final account of Ada M. Bunker, administratrix, tiled
for settlement.
Emma It. Sargent, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased.
First aud final account of James W. Bunker, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Elbridge G. Marks, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Ernest L.
Maras, executor, tiled for settlement.
Elizabeth M. PoDd, late of Bucksport. in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Mary
S. Blodget, executrix of the last will aud testament of said deceased that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of
said deceased, be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county deceased. Petition filed by Mighill P.
Patten, husband for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Hattie E. Davis, late of Hurry, in said county. deceased. Petition filed by Alice H. Scott,
administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the
amount
remaining in the bands 01 said
administratrix, upon the filing of her first

THE

John H. Grindle, late of Bluehill. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

oar

Friday

ew

with its 57 years of earned reputation, is the ideal household remedy
of most every mother.
Cleanses the System.
Enriches the Blood.
Tones up the Stomach.

35c.

ment.

$8.00 round trip.

A

j

0

TRUE’S EL\m

WILL

Olonzo G. Putnam, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the lost will and testament
of said deceased, togetner with petition for
prohate thereof, presented by Henry H. Putnam. the executor therein named.
Elizabeth W. Newhall, la:e of Sullivan, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of ssid deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Charles Paul
Hitnpson. the executor therein named.
Giles H/Hargent, late of Mt. Desert, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Walter Sargent and Roderick D. Sargent, or some other
suitable person, he appointed administrators
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Walter Hargeut, son and heir-at-law of said
deceased.
Sarah A. Worthley. late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that Wiley
C. Conary or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Mary E. Butterfield,
sister and heir of said deceased.
Frank V. Grindle, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Edward R. Adams, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Freeman K. Mclntire, late of Sedgwick, in
said county, deceased. First account of Carrie E. Bayard, administratrix, filed for settle-

To all person* Interested la either of the Mb
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate eoart held at Elleworth, la and
for the const?af Hancock,on the fourteenth
da? of April, a. 4. 1909, being an adjourned
session of the April a. d. 1909 term of eaid
court.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon herein*
after indicated. It is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the fourth day of
May, a. d. 1909, at ter of the clock in the
!
and be heard thereon if they see
forenoon,

account.

$4.25

IT

se* cause.

Boston

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Duriug
Steamship

Causes Consumption.

Fare Between Bar Harbor and

_

Resolved, That by the death of Sister Ada
Allen, the Daughters of Liberty have lost a
the time tho wharf of the Eastdear and honored member, oue who was willern
Co. at Winterport is being lug to do her part for the good of the older, a
repaired, the steamer Juliette will trans- I good officer and a true friend.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy to
fer passengers and
freight to and from the husband aud children, that our charter be
Backs port.
! draped in mourning for thirty d&ys, and a
The death of Mias Maria Emerson oc- 1
copy of these resolutions be sent to the family,
curred
afternoon, after a long ill- ala a copy to The Ellsworth American aud
of heart trouble. She was
for publication.
seventy- | Bangor Commercial
Rohe A. El well.
Nellie Staples.
-l&UrUisrmciua
Kollo C'lohson.

dyspepsia

The tender ages of childhood need a strengthening
tonic to produce healthy,
red-blooded American men
and women.

Mrs. J. D. Evans and son Roy, of Bluehill, spent two days last week with Mrs.
Evans’ parentB, R. C. Abbott and wife.
Mrs. Annie L. Allen and daughters
Esther and Florence, who have been in
Boston and Melrose two weeks, returned

for the summer.

The post

ON THE

Abbott.

Bangor high

Authorities

Agent.

GENUINE

Mrs. Emma Hooper spent one day last
with her brother, George

Mrs. E. P. Nichols, who has been
spending the winter in Massachusetts, arrived
Friday evening and has opened her house

Medical

j

am,
:
m
1 20 .1 11 00 12 40
AM
AM
PM
PM
e 00 10 30
3 35
5 00
6 07 10 37
3 41
5 06
t« 29 10 59 J4 00 15 25
to 36 til 07 J4 0ft' ;5 32
6 44 11 15
4 13 ;5 40

F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland. Me.

week in Bluehill

school and the
seminary Saturday afternoon resulted in a score of 6 to 2 in favor
of Bangnr.

Vork

am

Ellsworth.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Hagertiiy, last week.
Mis? Myrtle G. Marks attended the
sophomore hop at the University of
Maine, Friday evening.
fbe -ehooner Arthur V. S. Woodruff,
John H. Devereux, sailed April 21
Gfpt.
wthe Magdalene islands after herring.
Raymond Fellows and wife have returned from a wedding trip to Boston and
New Hampshire.
They will reside in
Bangor.
The ball game

Portland.

Fred Haslam, of Tilden, is working for
Ray Allen.

Dr. A. B. Hagerlhy and wife, of Ashland. visited his mother, Mrs. D. R.

am
12 50

fl

j

attended
the
Uoogins
convention at Bangor.
Mrs. Reginald H. Muir, of Boston, is
visiting her uncle, CJeorge D. Crane.

p m
5 40

4 50
4 50
Boston. s...\ 7 55 9 06! 5 80
8 25
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P M I
A MAM
Boston. 10 00
.8 00
9 00

THIS PICTURE

Mrs. Jennie Steele and daughter Esther

Sue

1

Portland.|

aWjtrtisnnrms.

spent the past week in Bangor.
Mrs. Marie Conner is home from
with relatives in West Penobscot.

teachers’

m

..

Miss Algie Hutchins,
Penobscot, is
visiting at William Steele's.

Saturday.

Miss

p

BANGOR.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin. t6 53 11 25' J4 21 ;5 49
7 06 11 40, 4 34 6 02
James F. Carey is spending two weeks Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 11 47
4 39 6 08
with his wife at their cottage.
7 25 11 571
Wash’gt’n June.
4 45 16 14
Franklin Road.. ;7 33j 12 06
6 22
School commenced here this morning, Hancock. 17 41 12 15!. 6 30
7 44! 12 18!.
6 33
Waukea*. 8 Fy.
Miss l*na Sperry, of Surry, teacher.
Mt Desert Ferry.
6 40
7 50 12 25..
8 20
Rev. A. L. Hudson, of Newton, Mass., Sullivan.
Sorrento.
8 45|
105|.
visited his summer home here last week, «BAR HARBOR
8 40
1 40
7 25
preparatory to renting, as he will soon
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
his
w
ho
is
in
join
wife,
Europe.
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
News reached here to-day of the death p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
{Stops on signal to conductor.
of Mrs. Lavinia Chatto, at South Brooksc Stops to leave but not to take passengers
ville. She was the widow of E. C. Chatto,
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
formerly of this place, and mother of Mrs. east of Washington Junction.
A. L. Hudson, who has a summer home
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
here.
Boston and St John.
C.
April 26.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, aud
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

of

a visit
The funeral ol Capt. Frank Stevens was j
eld at the home cf his late parents, I
Mrs. E. R. Domansky and son Robert arHis ;
and wife, April 23.
ohg Stevens
rived Thursday morning from Ponca city,
idow was not able to accompany the
Oklahoma.
ill of appenplains, as sb was seriously
Charles Leach, of Penobscot, was a reintis when the steamer from Havana
etched Sew York. Capt. Edgar Stevens, cent guest of his brother Everett, at the
Keener farm.
rho occupies the home place, has the
ympstby of many friends. He ia now I The school in the Dunbar district begins
he last survivor of the family.
to-day, with Miss Gladys Redman, of
At a special town meeting April 20, to Castine, teacher.
sewhat action the town would lake in
Mrs. Sophronia Witham is having her
irnvidmg for a school building in the ! house repaired. Frank Witham is supervoted
to accept the proTillage, it was
intending the work.
losaioflhe trustees of Bluebill academy
Miss Ella Perkins is visiting her mother,
orent the old academy fora term of years, Mrs. Alma
Perkins, after having spent
liter it should be retired. With a gram- the winter in Belfast.
mar school there, the second story of the
Capt. Bennett Dunbar is home from an
cvn eehoolhouse could be used for an
extended visit with his daughter, Mrs.
intermediate school which is much needed
Charles Devereaux, in Castine.
in the village.
Ralph Snow has resumed his work at
M.
April 26.
the Revere house in Belfast, after a week’s
BUCK8PORT.
visit with his parents, J. S. Snow and wife.
L.
Prof. Fred C. Ball, of Bangor, was in
April 26.
■

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AMlAMlPMlPM
BAR HARBOR. 10 40; 3 551 9 20
Sorrento.
4 30
Sullivan..i 4 65|.
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 30
5 20! 10 05
WaukeagS Fy.! ll 37! 5 27 10 12
Hancook.*11 4u
5 80 10 15
Franklin Road.J11 is 15 39 10 25
Wasb’Kt'n June. 11 00 11*57 15 47 10 45
ELLSWORTH.
11 07 12 05
5 55 10 52
Ellsworth Falls.
11 12 12*10
6 02 clO 57
Nicolin. ill 25: 12*28: J8 15IC11 10
Green Lake.
11 86 12*81
6 24'cll 19
Phillips Lake. til 42 12*89 16 31.
Holden. 11 50 12*46
6 39 ell 34
Brewer June.
12 09
1 05
6 59 11 53
BANGOR, MC.j 12 15 1 10 7 05 11 50
:

Eqjal Hofftra.

To nil persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate conrt held at Ellsworth. In and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of April, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ells*
worth American, a newspaper published ai
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate conrt to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day
of Msy. a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in Iht forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

Commencing, April 26, 1909.

Mrs. Grace Ordway came Saturday from
Portland for a week’s visit.

bay.

is

\V.

I.

26.

April

br,ry
ay 3.

!town.

other page$

John Charnley and William Farnsworth
are cutting paving blocks for L. B. Grindle.

Mayo.

has arrived, and will
Miss May Ober
for the season.
en Ideal lodge
sale at the Beech hill
There was a candy
23.
boolhouse Friday evening, April
a cottage the past
pJ.Gottbas built
Cochrane's property.
inter on George
of the ladies’ social
The annual meeting
will be held Monday afternoon,

Curtis and Mrs. Arthur
raventertained the April circle at the
8.
ongregational vestry April
went to
team
baseball
Tne academy
to play the high
ar Harbor April 24,
the game.
Jiool team there, and lost
Mr. Brooks and daughter, of Boston, are

tee

The annual meeting of the ladies’ aid
society of the Franklin street Methodist
church was held in the church parlor
Mrs. Laura Sheafe spent a few' days last
The
Wednesday afternoon, April 21.
following officers were elected: Presi- week with her sister, Mrs. Lillie Johnson,
in Bluehill.
Mrs.
R.
B.
dent,
Stover; viceThe men having employment in Buck’s
president, Mrs. Etta Lyons; secretary
and treasurer, Mrs. Lena Buck; direc- Harbor, Stonington and Hall Quarry were
tors, Mrs. Sarah Bragdon, Mrs.
Alice all home Saturday, returning Sunday.
R.
April 26.
Kcrst, Mrs. Lizzie Ames. A fine supper
was served at 8 o’clock.
In the evening
EAST SURRY.
an interesting musical and literary proS. J.Treworgy is shingling the Newell
gram was given under the direction of
Treworgy house.
Miss Eva L.

«Tbv

Vening.

County Neurn,

EAST BLUEHILL.
for the district convention to be held here
Miss Josie Wescott is ill.
30.
The
in
Friday evening, April
lodges
H. P. Long has gone to Green islaud to
the district are: Esther, Brewer; Dorothea
Dix, Hampden; Vashti, Orrington, and work.
Schooner Ben Hur, Capt. R. B. Long,
Riverview, Bucksport. Several of the offloers of the assembly are expected to be
arrived Saturday.
v
present and also invited guests from other
Schooner Lincoln, of Surry, is here loadA
fine
has
been
lodges.
program
prepared ing wood for Vinalhaven.
by the entertaining lodge, and a most inMrs. A. J. Grindle and daughter Beulah
and
is
antici- have
teresting
profitable meeting
gone to Vinal Haven for the summer.

bluehill.
Patriot’a day,
l*chapel
pt
oman's relief corps.

For Additional

ltflal XottH*.

Kiflmti tvto *U«mbo«t»

COUNTY NEWS.

THE

rpHE

_

THE

THE

Wonder

JL

South Oregon to be

of

Opened lTp.
Crater lake, one of the greatest scenic
-wonders of the world, is soon to come into
its own. Within a very short time this
xnarvalous formation, which scientists say
was probably caused by the blowing away
of more than 6,000 feet of mountain
heights, will be easily accessible to all
who desire to gaze from its precipitous
and rocky rim into its crystalline and lim-

description,
largely There can be

pid depths.
This

accomplished

be

will

as

well

seen,

Joseph Judkins
week

awe-inspiring.
clearly than in
with its myriad

through the instrumentality
if. Harriman, who has just beeu appointed
chairman of a commission to open Crater
lake reservation to the public by means of
good road9. Recently Gov. Chamberlain,
who was Mr. Harriman's gue9t at Pelican
bay, visited Crater lake in company with
Mr. Harriman and a party of prominent
citizens of Oregon. The party was conducted by William G. Steel, the man who
dwells the great spirit, and until
labored for twenty years unceasingly to believe,
no Indian dared
scarcely look
induce the government to preserve Crater recently
it for fear that the giant craw.fish or
lake and its surrounding beauties by mak- upon
which guarded the great Lao, or
ing it a national park. Mrs. Harriman and dragon
spirit, would, in its wrath, reach up its
a number of her friends were of the party.
even to the tops of the cliffs and
When the party reached the lake, Mr. arms
into the cold depths of the lake any
Harriman and his friends climbed to the drag
rim and

gazed

who dared to invade its

upon the

for the first time

!

lake, more than 2,000 feet
below and covering the bed of an extinct
crater to a depth of nearly 2,000 feet. The
majesty, grandeur, beauty and sublimity
of the scene impressed Mr. Harriman

waters of the

For

greatly.

some

minutes

no

grandeur,

and

below

illimitable space
the

one

above them.

Mrs.

Harriman

of

force to

was

been

j

norti, reaching a point with’

point

to the lake.

It is also expected that this commission
■will assist the Crater lake company in se®*
caring the construction of a road completely around the rim of the lake, in establishing the necessary hotels, in providing automobiles and in securing all the
conveniences possible for tourists who
■wish to visit the lake. This year more

people

have

seen

the lake than

ever

saw

it before. This was due to a concession
■which the government nas given Mr#
Steel and to the greater accessibility of
the lake. Before the new Shasta route
began nearing, Klamath Falls, the nearest
railroad station was eighty miles away.
Tourists were compelled to come in either

realm.

The

roads

depart-

secure

Miss Gladys Holderness has
ing Mrs. G. L. Holden.

J. M. Ellis and Charles Scott
ing a w eir near Carney island.

Every

woman

izing the native shrubs and .flowers, the
farm value wTould
be increased at very

J

paying transportation

diameter.

side is

rocks which
of Phantom

been visit-

a

UR. T. C. KEYS.
Mr. T. O. Keys, Room 8,
Grenlu
House, Wellsburg, W. Va., writes: “I
suffered for 22 years with liver
com.
plaint. Have taken two bottles of iv
runs and am well.
Pernna is also
good
for the heart, stomach, bowels and
kid.
and
for
neys,
conghs.”

Lucius

Bridges spent Saturday and

Une Femme.
HANCOCK.

WEST BROOKLIN.

|'

Mr. Charles P. Bartholomew. 1.19
nslscy St., Brooklyn, N". Y„ writ .:
"Pernna was recommended to mebr
» friend In
Sew
Alarmed
York. For som#
®k I®
time I have been
a
sufferer from eaGeneral Health.
——I tarrh, so much
that 1 became alarmed as to iny
general
health.
“I used several bottles of Pernna, and
soon began to Improve.
"I take pleasure In
recommending
Peruna to any and all sufferer..'’
Systemic catarrh sometime, deranges
the whole alimentary canal. The lirer
is affected, as well as the stomach, bowels and kidneys. It is a condition la
which the mucotis membranes of tbs
Internal organs are in a state of catarrhal congestion. This condition is frequently called liver complaint, dys.
pepsia, kidney disease.
Peruna seems admirably adapted to
these cases. A

teacher.

John Oakes has
few weeks.

build-

are

gone

to

Newport for

a

Mrs. A. I. Foss, who has been seriously
ill, is slowly recovering.

Sun-

day it home.

S. S. Doiliver has gone to Thatcher's
island and Fred Noyes to Portland to work
for the government.
Mrs. Fred Torrey was called to Center
last week by the illness of her daughter.
Mrs. Abbie Robbins.
April 26.
Mad.

who has lived

a

have

received the name
Rock.
With these exceptions there are no islands, and the water of the lake is so
clear that a six-inch white plate can be
seen
at a depth of ninety-two feet.

com-

panies to bring them to us.
The greatest products of New
England
are not from her
ghops, factories or mercantile establishments, from acres under
glass or wide stretches of country, bat
rather her
have gone
with that

splendid

men

and

women

who

into all sections of the country
typical education—one of the
leading principles of which is “obedience
to law

is

liberty”.

■■

Looking Backward at Life.
The perspective of life shows some
strange transformations in values. It reveals that the only great things in life are
trifles, that what pained us most, saddened
our hearts and made pillows wet
with
tears, were only trifles cumulating into
overwhelming importance. A cruel word,
an unkindness, a little
misunderstanding,
may darken a day and separate us from
one we love or may petrify us into a mood
of doubt and despair. The most iovous
moments of life, the high-lights in’ the
pictures of memory, may, too, be only
trifles of kindness, tine expressions of
love, simple tributes of confidence and
trust that make the very heart smile as we
remember.
Nature is constantly giving us these

1

:

|

J

permitted

>

program has been prepared.

April

j

jI

likely

Miss

Rex.

26.
BROOKS VILLE.

Stillman Kench is gaining fast.
Mrs. Mary Ladd is keeping bouse for
| her brother, James S. Grindle.
!
i

James L. Saunders, jr., spent Sunday
1 with his parents at North Blue hill.

I
i

j!

Mildred

teaching the No.

8

Chase, of
school.

Walter Neveils returned
West Brooksville last week.

The teachers’ convention for the towns
of Deer Isle and Stoningion w ill be held
in the latter town Thursday. A large at|
J tendance is expected, as an interesting

kidneys

sponsible

W. S. Walker and wife, of BoatoD,
the summer.

are

in

town for

Capt. Caleb Parris, of Boston, formerly
of this town, has bought the homestead
property of the late Samuel Eaton, of
Sunset, and will use it fora summer home.

Miss
Mrs. Eliza Cousins is very ill.
!
turns in the road to see living in true
per- Carter, of West Sedgwick, is caring for
spective. A supreme sorrow, an agoniz- ! her.
are reWeak and unhealthy
ing sense of loss, the high-tide of failure *
for much sickness and suffering, that carries our dearest hopes out to sea. ! W. S. Walker, of Lynn, Mass., has
tkeretore, it kidney a long period of illness and suffering, a i rented the old
engine house at the head of
to storm of disaster, when the ship of our j
trouble is
the pond and moved in for the summer.
continue, serious re- i work of years sinks in a moment in a dark
night of despair, the death of one who is
I suits are most
F. H. Billings is building a stone buildI dearest and nearest, may prove—a turn in !
to follow. Your other
ing to be used in his poultry business. L.
tne road.
organs may need at- I Then may come one of those rare motention, but your kid- ments of life, of tine spiritual discernneys most, because ment, of luminous revelation, of coming
they do most and to one’s highest self, when the sordid, the
should have attention mean, the temporary, the selfish are
first. Therefore, when stripped in an instant of their garish
shams and tinsel. Then the real, the
true,
your kidneys are weak or out of order, the eternal stand out in their
majesty
your en- bathed in the
you can understand how
and glow of the
and
how
tire
affected
is
every organ reveiling of truth. In such a spirit of the
seems to fail to do its
are
very tingle of the inspiration
of the
infinite fills us, we seem born again to
feel
If you are sick or
or
and
greater things, for we
Dr. new, better,
taking the great
A trial will con- have seen the vision—at the turn of the
Kilmer’s

Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.

j

death of Edgar W. Haskell, of Melrose,
Mass., a former resident of this town.

__

Often The Kidneys Are
Weakened by Over-Wort

Bluehill,

is

from

home

Mrs. Frank Harding spent Sunday with
daughter, Miss Vera, in Pittsrield.
Chandler Bowden and Albert (irindal
were in Caatine last week on business.
her

|

Mrs. E. O. Th waites was the guest of her
Brooksville last week.
rePitt Danforth and Carl Baatz for-tturned to their home in Melrose, Ma-'Miss Lida Harkness, who has been
is 81
spending a few weeks in Caatine,
sister in South

home.

8lM,_

April 27.

2Urocrtisnnret«.

LIBERAL CASH PAID
lllceiy

names of persons contemplating or
will ’•*
buy life Insurance. Information
treated confidentially. Addiess ( F-G-.

For

to

Americas Office.

j

Sbbfttistmints.

j

the eastern

R.

in

April 28.

May ball and supper at
the hall Saturday evening. May 1.
Music
by Monaghan’s orchestra.
C.
April 26.

her

j

on

There will be

nor

lished fact, a line of automobiles from
small expense.
Medford to Crater lake will be put on. I
No words can fittingly describe the
i
making the trip in eight hours. Along power of a beautiful home. Once
begin to
i
the line of roads, the United States conbeautify the farm home and you have more
templates the construction of an automo- |
respect for it and your boys and girls will
bile road entirely around Crater lake, on
| love and reverence it and be stronger, purer
an easy'grade so built that it will be
pos- and better. The success of the farm
does
sible to reach the various high peaks withj not depend any more upon the crops
out difficulty. When this is accomplished
i which it produces than it does upon the
it will be practicable to build roads into
! intelligence, contentment and happiness
the park from points heretofore considof its people.
ered beyond reach of the lake. All roads
I
Tne New Englander, no matter how
and trails within the park are built and
! much he may be Westernized or where he
maintained by the department of the inj has traveled, keeps an unexpected fund of
terior.
9entimer.t for the New England home,
Crater lake is located on the summit of
which is not excelled anywhere in tbe
the Cascade range in southern Oregon. It
county. We have some of tiie largest
rests in the crater of a mountain, which j
establishments in the
has recently been christened Mazama, and j manufacturing
world and no finer fruits or vegetables are
the top of which at some time disappeared,
! raised
An
anywhere.
exposition or
leaving a cauldron 4,000 feet deep and five world’s fair
showing the resources of New
and one-half miles in diameter. The water
England would cost money and effort, bat
fills this cauldron half full. Near the
would not the increased
prosperity be
western shore of the lake is a cinder cone
worth it? We have abandoned farms and
845 feet high, known as Wizard island, in
! manufacturing plants which should be
the top of which there is still another exutilized to produce the things we consume
tinct crater 100 feet deep and 500 feet in
instead of

jagged

business

■*"»

ment that shall make the farm home more
attractive. If a general system of landscape gardening could be conducted, util-

possible roads from
east and west of the Cascade range to the
lake, and as soon as this becomes an estab-

of

attending

j

making of more liberal, earnest and
intelligent womanhood of the country. I
It is trying to develop a broader senti- I

sufficient funds to establish

Near the shore

a

has returned home.

Capt. Collins Powers left Saturday for
Greenport, L. I., to join his yacht.

the

commission,

and maintain the best

hugh pile

been

Miss Winnie Steele is the guest of Mrs.
Grover Small.

The grange, the farmers’ organization,
is said to be the great educating force for

just appointed by the governor, of which
E. H. Harriman is chairman, will doubtj
less

been

Miss Gertrude McFarland has gone to
West Brooksville to teach this spring. This
is Miss McFarland’s third term in the same
school, which speak well of her success as

Mis6 Lilia Cole, of Seaville, who has
working in the clam factory here,

_

—

lowstone park.

good

has

R. W. Nutter and wife, and Georgia and
Rupert Blance returned to Prospect
Harbor last Friday, after spending the
winter at their home in town.

Mrs. Judith Hutchings, of Sedgwick,
been spending a few days with Mrs.
Lizzie C'andage.

_

ment of the interior gave Mr. Steel an
exclusive concession similar to the one
which was granted with reference to YelThe Crater lake

Carter is home from Bangor,

C. Stewart has gone to Rockhis schooner Maine. Raymond
Carter went with him.

Capt.

land

has

>

try to bring Crater lake

people.

be

college.

Mrs. Arch Henderson and Miss Alice
Eaton are visiting friends in Buck^x.rt.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Frank L. Higgins and wife have gone to
on an isolated farm for fiftj years deserves j
Northeast Harbor where they will spend
a pension just as much as any man who
the most of the coming season.
ever went to war, for one sacrifice was as
j April 26.
H.
great as the other.
The beauties of the American dollars 1
CA8TINE.
are to many people greater than the songs i
Graduation parts of the normal school
of birds, the hum of bees, pure air and j;
i beautiful sunshine, hence the
; have been assigned as follows: Edna B.
crowding I Farren, of Levant, valedictory; Dorothy
i of the
cities to the neglect of the farms. !
E. True, of Springfield, salutatory; Hittie
If a farmer has a good wife, he can, by
paying strict attention to business, live
dSuaUstuiaub
j better and far happier than in town.

1907 the department of the interior
Mr. Steel if he would take hold of

•within reach of the

Chandler

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

Mr. Snow, who has charge of the telephone business here, will move his family
from Ellsworth into the house of Lillian
M. Robbins.
H.
April 26.

away the mass of rock and
lies in a mountain cone 6,000

husbands.

asked

and

where

station.

management

It was children’s night in the grange on
Saturday. The children furnished the
treat and entertainment in fine style.

husband and sons who inhabit !
Miss Villa C. Boober and Mrs. John
is it farmers’ wives and daugh- j Abram spent the week-end with friends
ters who are seeking divorces from their and relatives at Oak Point.

miles.

project

light

feet

jails,

way or through the Rogue river valley.
If they came to Klamath they were obliged
to get up to the head of the lake by boat,
a distance of about thirty miles, and to
hire conveyances from Fort Klamath to
the lake, a distance of about twenty-two

the

week

The
“The Supreme Golden
farce,
Goose,” will be given in Mount Desert
The sophomore class of the high school
hall May 12. The program will further ! had a sale of home-made candy at the
include moving tableaux, singing and I
library room Saturday.
Mrs. Joseph Judkins, who has been in reading. The moving tableaux are origiHotel Dority was opened to the public
poor health this winter, went to Rockland nal.
again last Monday for the season, under
V.
April 26.
Monday for treatment.
of K. L. Allen and wife.
the

,

tear

earth

is not

this

In

of

Miss Alice Herrick was at home last
from Seaville, where she is teaching.

C. M. Ladd, of Nicolin, has taken the
position of second assistant at Duck island
Mrs. Mary Robbins left Monday for
Portland, where she will receive treatment at the Maine general hospital.

business.

horse

Mrs. Charles Bray and Mrs. Charles Bryant were at Deer Isle Tuesday, the guests
of Mrs. Fred Lufkin.

was

.—

In twelve miles 0i Crater lake. It is probable that the new wagon road will be constructed from the new railroad line at its
nearest

on

a

Madison Joy has gone to Seal Harbor,
I? Henry Bridges has moved his family to where he has
Whitney Lowe went to Greenwich,
employment.
for
the
summer.
Surry
Conn., Wednesday to join his yacht.
Mrs. Emma Stratton returned Thursday
Cheston Bridges has gone to Pickering's from a visit with friends in Portland.
Miss Bessie Bridges, of Swan's Island,
island to build a w eir.
is visiting at Capt. Lafayette Thompson s.
Mrs. O. W. Foes went to Melrose, Mass.,
M iss Odessa Bridges has gone to EllsMrs. Abbie Bryant has returned from
Tuesday for a visit with her daughter,
worth
for
the
summer.
She was accompanied by Mrs.
Orono.
Mrs. J. C. Worthen.
Herman Olsen left last week for New
John M. Brockie and two children who
Clarence Stratton has moved his family
*
are
visiting her mother, Mrs. M. J. York, w here he will go yachting.
to Hancock Point, where he will conduct
Haskell.
Roy Eaton and wife, of Tremont, are • fish market during the summer.
H.
April 27.
visiting Mrs. Eaton's mother, Mrs. Frank
Master Reginald Johnson entertained great many people
have found
Bridges.
ten of his friends Saturday afternoon in j
EGYPT.
26.
April
B.
prompt and perhonor of his seventh birthday. RefreshNewell Hardison and wife visited relamanent relief by
ments were served.
j
DEDHAM.
tives in East brc*>k Saturday and Sunday.;
taking Peruna, Send for free book at
Pamola grange held its regular meeting
testimonials.
Miss Effie Clark has returned from i E. A. Thompson is better.
24, with fifty-two
O. D. Goodwin, of Brewer, w as in town i Saturday evening, April
Ellsworth, where she has spent the past
members and six visitors present. After
C. Roberts and J. H. Billings are doing
week.
Saturday.
business the first and second degrees were j
the work.
Rev. Hermann Lobmann, who begin" a conferred on one candidate.
MissEstella West, who is employed at
lecDuring
j School in district No. 3 commenced
1
Hancock, spent Sunday with her mother, pastorate in Burlington May 2, preached turer's hour there were readings by ]
Miss Myrtle
in the Congregational church
Mrs. Mary West.
April 25.
Hervey Scammon, Nancy Young, Sarah Monday, April 19, taught by
Miss Leila Clark will leave this week for
Schools began April 26. with the follow- ! Foss, Elizabeth Oakes, May Scammon, and TaplAy, of West Brooksville. MisaTapley
Bar Harbor, where she will be employed ing teachers: Miss Lena King, of Lamoine, ! a song by Charles Chester. Program com- boards with Della Cousins.
A.
April 26.
in the hospital this summer.
school No. 1: Miss Grace Patterson, No.
2; ! mittee for May are Sarah Foss and Hervey
:
Miss Mildred Seeds, of Surry, No.
Scammon.
Mrs.
land
West
has
taken
the contract
6;
Way
WEST STONINGTON.
C.
to build Lafayette Butler’s hay barn. He Rebecca Scribner, Green Lake. The village 1
April 26.
Mrs. M. A. Sellers is still very low.
be
to
Miss
school,
Rose
taught
by
will begin work on it at once.
Brennan,
Rev. Nathan Hunt, of Charleston, is in
of Hampden, will begin a Week later.
DEER ISLE.
Guy Butler, of East brook, is plowing
town visiting friends.
26,
April
B.
Marine lodge will work the third degree j
on Prof. Butler’s farm at the point. He is
A. Gott has returned from Bucksport,
next Tuesday evening.
SEAL HARBOR.
What ex-Pre*iden< RObsevelt Says boarding at E. E. Scammons’.
where he has spent the winter.
was born to
Gardner
A
K.
G.
daughter
April 26._
About Her.
Mr. Frank will begin on his house this
Mrs. Naomi Eaton, of Sunset, is visiting
Greene and wife April 22.
Ex-President Roosevelt has said that !
week, on the new road.
her daughter. Mrs. J. A. Hamblen.
INDIAN
POINT.
Miss Bessie Bridges, of Minturn, is visthere is no more important person, measMiss Annie Washburn, of Brewer, is visMrs. Lucy Williams and little son spent
iting Miss Gertrude Thompson.
uring her influence upon the life of the i Miss Georgia Richards has the grip.
iting Mrs. James Varnum.
a few days at the Reach last week.
is doing
Miss Susie Walls and Master Carroll
Davis
nation* than the farmer’s wife, and no
Road-Commissioner
j Ernest
Mr. Barr and Mrs. Boggs have come to j
more important home than the farmer's i
Perry, wife and little daughter
much-needed work on the roads.
spent Sunday with friends at Seaville.
their cottages for the summer.
Clara spent Sunday at South Deer Isle.
home, and it is of national importance j
E. Monohon and wife, of Northeast HarDr. Small has had his house?painted and j
A. M. Havey has returned home from 1
that the best be done for both.
Ervin Thurston, Luther Nevells and Ira
considerable grading done on his lawn.
bor, spent Sunday with S. H. Leland and Mt. Desert
Those words should be an incentive to
Ferry, where he has been with
Richardson went to Bucksport last week
>
j wife.
in
abundance
are
Smelts
being
caught
bis daughters.
She knows her life I
every farmer’s wife.
in the schooner Pilgrim.
Mrs. Elizabeth Liscomb, of Hull’s Cove,
j1 to be one of
in all the brooks on the east side of the
April 26.
Malvina.
sacrifice; she has willingly j
Mrs. M. A. Mills and daughter Alice,
and Sunday with friends
island.
spent
Saturday
given up educational opportunities, social
who have spent the winter at Stonington,
here.
MANSET.
In the death of Job Goss, at the age of
conveniences in the home, and j
pleasures,
;
returned to their home here Monday.
Mrs. J. A. Moore is in poor health.
Mrs. Nettie B. Higgins is spending h few
much more, that her children might be j
ninety-four. Marine lodge, F. and A. M.,
Mr*.
j educated tor the battle of life
April 26.__
James Parker iB making improvements loses the oldest Mason in the State.
equal with days with her mother, Mrs. Caroline
on his bouse.
the city woman’s sons ana daughters. It ] RichardB, at Eden.
SARGENTV1JLLE.
News reached here this week of the

a

the illusion.

etructed on

Peirce and family and Anthony
and baby spent Sunday at

Mrs. Josephine Stanley came home on
Wednesday from Rockland, where she has

that
high and hurl it upon the surroundmeasure to dispel
“There is nothing like it in the whole ing country, leaving in its place a yawnworld,” she exclaimed, with her hands ing chasm is maintained by many.
The presence of great lava beds in the
clasped in front of her in an intensity of
*
emotion.
j Klamath region lead other scientists to
Then the party fell to discussing the J as stoutly maintain that at one time in
of Mazaroa mountain there
scene, and Mr. Steel was showered with the interior
questions regarding the history and char- was formed a cone of red hot lava 8,000
They assert that this lava, by
Mr. Harriman feet high.
acter of the formation.
said he thought it was a pity that so great the trememdous force that lay behind
a wonder was so little known and that it, broke through the side of the moun- j
it was so difficult to reach. Gov. Cham- tain and flawed through its self-made
berlain replied that only a few years ago ! crevass, covering the valleys below, and |
Crater lake was known to very few peo- that when this great lava cone had exple even in Oregon. Mr. Harriman said hausted itself, the pressure of the huge j
that this condition should be corrected. upper cone of the mountain broke in the
Gov. Chamberlain then and there asked crust and it disappeared into the depths
Mr. Harriman if he would serve on a com- j belows with a crash that must have
mission to seek the best route into Crater awakened the universe, thereby forming
lake and find ways and means of con- what is now the bed of this truly marvelous lake.
structing a road over such a route.
Whatever its origin. Crater lake has alThe work of this commission will be
made easier by the advent of Harriman's
ready come to be known in the Pacific
new road through California and
Oregon, i northwest as the eighth wonder of the i
■which is to be made the main line of the world, and Mr. Harriman, in his enthu- j
j
Shasta route. This road is now construct- si&sm, declared this classification to he
ed and opened to within six miles of Kla- , correct.
math Falls. In a short time It will be into
THE FARMER’S WIFE.
Klamath Falls and then it will be con»
the first to break the silence and in

pieces.

wife

purchased

SYSTEHICCATABPfi

Mrs. Henry Allen, who has been quite
ill, is improving.
H. E. Freelhey went to Boston Wednesday to join his yacht.

Preparations are being made at the Underwood factory for taking fish May 1.
A May ball is announced for Saturday,
May 1. Music by Joy’s orchestra, of three

Oceanville.

j

same

world

the twin

was

How ard

j

member of

party spoke, but all silently drank in
the natural beauty which surrounded
them. Mirrored in the deep blue depths
of the lake they saw the heavens, the
clouds, the trees, suspended in some vast
universe of space, above them was a silent
world, peopled with things of beauty and
the

them in this

mysterious

Belfast

Jonathan Stinson, who has been conthe house for some weeks, is out.

discovered fifty years ago
by a prospecting party with J. W. Hilman
at its head. In 1885 Mr. Steel began his
efforts to have the region set apart as a |
national park, but it was not until 1902 j|
that his efforts w4te crowned with success.
How this gieat scenic wonder was created
On account of the
none will ever know.
vast quantities of pumice
spread for a
distance of twenty miles in all directions J
about the base of the mountain, some j
j
scientists insist that here must have |
occurred the grandest and most awful explosion in the history of the Cascade
range. That this explosion had sufficient
The lake

in

are

fined to

Bye,

Herman Bracy has
isle parties.

—'

Deer

M’KIN LEY.

Mrs. Alonzo Harvey and son, of Marlboro, are visiting at Capt. Carman’s.

mirror, the milky way
of stars unknown to a less clear atmosphere, the constellations which shine
with a brightness undreamed of in other
climes, and the moon, which seems bigger
and more brilliant than anywhere else,
and all the other glories of the heavens.
The region about the lake is full of historic and legendary interest. In the mysterious depths of the lake, so the Indians
a

of Edward

June 8.

Boston last

in

L. K. and R. W. Judkins
this week on business.

as

more

was*

business.

on

®bbfttlKiwtnt»,

COUNTY NEWS.

B. McIntyre, of Blnehill, history, and Angie R. Richardson, of Burlington, Ida E. for additional County Noroo ooo oihor pay
For additional County New ear other page*
Morse, of Blnehill, Edna L. Osgood, of
Palermo, essayists. The class officers are
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
BROOK UN.
Ethel R. Thurlow, of Stonington, presiMrs. Jacob Bryant is at West Stoning
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell is in Boston on
dent; Idylene M. Shute, of Ellsworth,
ton.
vice-president; Julia P. Miller, of Brewer, business.
Miss Rachel Cole has gone to South
Capt. Carman's family have all been ill secretary; Harriette O. Trask, of Belmont,
treasurer. The graduation will take place
this week.
Penobscot.

COUNTY NEWS.

looked upon from the surrounding
cliffs this color is of the deepest possible
it
blue, except close to the shore, where
blends into a rich turquoise. Seen from its
and
surface, the remarkable blue deepens
assumes a brighter hue.
Usually in the early hours of the morning the surface of the lake is like glass,
and in its depths is reflected every object,
which the earth and sky contain. At
night, when this condition prevails and
the moon is full, the view that is reflected
in the stilled depths is beautiful beyond
When

CRATER LAKE.

,

body

|

quickly

duty.
badly,” begin
kidney remedy,
Swamp-Root.

vince you of its great merit.
The mild and immediate effect of
; Swamp-Root, the great kidney and
It
i bladder remedy, is soon realized.
; stands the highest because its remarkable
have
been
health
restoring
;
properties
| proven in thousands or the most distressi ing cases. If yon need a medicine you
should have the best.
Sold by druggists in
fifty-cent and one-dollar" sizes. You may
have a sample bottle]
by mail free, also a:
telling you n» oi
pamphlet
how to find out if you have kidney or
trouble.
Mention this
bladder
paper
when writing to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y. Don’t make any mistake, but remember the name, f.wampRoot, and don’t let a dealer fell you
something in place of Swamp-Root—if
I you do you will be disappointed.

j

Impossible

j

splendor

road.—Circle Magazine.

Business Notices.
HAINES' PRIZE CONTEST.

Following is the standing of the leading
competitors in the prize contest at Roy C.
Haines’ store, which will close June 29:
Mrs Clara Johnson. Hancock.
Mrs JB Holmes..
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock.
Mrs WF Emery..
Mrs RB

is

ret

be

to

Well

It is impossible to be well, simply impossible, if
bowels
constipated. You must pay attention to the
laws of nature,
suffer the consequences. Undigested
material, waste products, poisonous substances, must he
removed from the body at least once each day, or there
will be trouble. A sluggish liver is responsible for an
immense amount of suffering and serious disease. Ask
your doctor about Ayer’s Pills. He knows why they_aet
.directly on the liver. Trust him. J.C.AuerC^T^wellJfq^.

*|ie

ioVia
9

2?

Evans.*’£2
the true “L. F.’
To the aafa old reliable remedy
sic
Bitter*—the kind your father ana grandfather used for all
for constipatto
medicine
old
like
this
Nothing
fifty year
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. A bottle dea
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle at your
—

Mrs Chas Brooks.
Mrs C S Johnston.

f’22;
1,750

E. H. Greely, of this
city, Maine’, wellknown horseman, has announced that
he will
of
hi,
dispoee
string of horse, at

Maplewood
park, Bangor, on June 2J. The entire lot.
coneietingof between forty and Bftv horse,
will be sold

at

auction without

reserve

Lincoln, Me.
'L. r.‘ Atwood’s Bitters hive been e standard remedy
la By ymedfalher's and father's family for many years.”
"

The

—Miss Elvis* E. Girsotr.

is

_

^

